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A REPORT UPON THE VARIOUS'STONES USED FOR 

BUILDING PURPOSES, AND FOUND IN INDIANA. 


In suomitting the following report I feel it, necessary to state that 
throughout its preparation I have kept in view the practical rather than , 
the technical aim. The object of such a report seemed to me to be, 
'in the first place, the dev!llopment of quarrying and kindred industries in 
,the State. A strictly scientific geological report would require a minute 
detailed survey of the whole area considered, and a long and exhaustive 
study of the facts. The survey made by me, while it has been close and 
comprehensive, has been for the purpose mainly of describing and of \ 
coniparing the practical value Df stones suited to the various architectural 
'and engineering demands of a great and growing population. 

While I do not claim that the report is ~xhaustive, I feel sure that it 
wili serve to call larger attention to the quarry wealth of our State. 

While the aim of the Legislature in establishing a geologiGal depart. 
ment of the State had in view the advancement of natural science, it also 
was intended that every mineral, in fact every physical resource of In
diana should be examined and reported upon with a view to commercial, 
progress and the advancement of every desirable line of internal devel- , - , 
opment. With this in mind I have made my examinations of the buil'ding 
stones of Indiana, and have chosen to make my report in terms that will 
render it perfectly comprehensible to the ordinary reader, and yet I have' 
attempted to give all that is at present known on the geological as well as 
the commercial side of the subject. 

The study pf limestones and sandstones has been particularly careful, 
and upon these the report will be found much the fullest that has yet been 
made. 

Architects, engineers, contractors, quarry owners, operatives and ma
, sons are constantly searching our State reports for information, and it is, 
to give this information that I have labored. Some years of experience 
as a civil and mining engineer have enabled me to know about what' 
shohld 1,>e given in a sketch of this kind, and i: hopeI have not failed to ' 
embody the main facts in an intelligible form, 

Not only have I examiried the principal outcroppings of building stones , 
in this State, but, in order to bring all the useful facts of other men's dis-' , 
covery into my report, I have gone all over the State reports and have 
taken out such matter from them as seemed mORt uSeful for my purpose., 
, This report, then, may be safely taken and relied upon as embodying 
everything at present known upon the subjects treated, in so far as com
mercial building stone is concerned. 

MAURICE THOMPSON. 
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The value of building stone is not yet properly appreciated by the, 
American people, especially in the Middle, Western and Southern'States, 
where timber is still plentiful an'd comparatively cheap. In the older 

, countries, throughout historic time!!, it has been different, and the conse
'. quence has been that American architecture compares very disadvan

tageously with that of Europe; indeed, 'architecture as an art, arid 
building on a permanent plan, have never found just, honor in the' 
ambition of Americans. We have but few public or private buildings 
t.hat for beauty or symmetry of design· or for solidity and strength of 
construction can compare with the ancient or modern buildings of Europe~ 
It can not be said toat this i~ due wholly or in the larger part to our want 

, " of, ,artistic instinct, or yet to poverty, for Americans have shown no lack 
of art in other directions, and certainly we have grown rich faster than 
any other people ever did. 

{ It has been said that the monuments of architectural skill have ever 
been the index of civilization, and that the true standard of a people's 
character is evidenced by the buildings erected by that people for public 
or private purposes. Doubtless the extreme rapidity of our growth asa 
natiou from a few poor and weak colonies along the Atlantic coast to lJ,\ ' 

·first-claes power in political, military and financial significance, has of 
itself necessitated the neglect of many of what are called the ornamental 
acquirements; but, no matter how furious our rush after wealth, no 
matter how, swiftly has'swelled our tide of numerical increase, no matter 

'how startling and brilliant have been, our achievements in war, politics 
and finance, if we have failed to appr.eciate the durable part of art and 

, have neglected setting in permanent form the peculiarities of our imagina. 
tion, we have fallen short of just that which will tell to future ages in' the 
most unmlstakable language the true history of our national life. 

For durability under all conditions there is no material for building 
purposes equill to stone. Bronze is too costly; iron oxidizes and is subject 
to great changes in volume under the exigencies of temperature; brick 
a.re too apt to crush under great weight and are unequal in strength, to 
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say nothing of the objecti6nable amount of mortar that must be used in 
laying them; all kinds of concrete fail .in one essential or another, and 
wood is the great generator of conflagration. . Granite, limestone and 

•sandstone are the three perfect materials for the architect and the artist. 
It is ofthese ~hat all eternal monuments of man's genius must be built; 

, .' The perfect statues of the Greeks were cut in limestone, and modern' 
sculpture has used the same incomparable material. The pyramids, the 
temples, the cathedrals, the palaces; all are of stone, and the remarkable 
ruins of forgotten cities found in Egypt and in Asia have been left to us 
by Time, the great destroyer, because they were built -of the only material 
that can not be destroyed by ·the ordinary chemistry of nature. 

Building stone is extremely plentiful in nearly all of our States, and' 
much of it is unsurpassed in beauty, workability and strength. No 
European 'granite really surpasses, even if it equals, that of our Eastern 
and Southern States, and our sandstones are of every variety of' color, 
texture and quality. As for our limestone, it is unquestionably the best 
in the world. 

It is a subject of interesting and instz:uctive inquiry, and itmay he of 
value here to take a swift glance at the causes that have operated to hin
derAmericans ~n coming to the general use of building stone in the con
struction of public and private edifices. Undoubtedly one of the chief 
objections commonly arising to the use of stone .is the cost of procuring 
it. Weare, and have been from the first, a widel~ scattered people; 
OUr cities and towns are far apart, and we have not been a nation of road 

'builders, 	 railroads· excepted. Our common highways will compare un· 
favorably with the meanest in Europe. The transportation of stone 
requires solid and durable highways. On account of the weight of the 
material, this transportation is necessarily slow and its onerationS exceed· 
ingly laborious. Then, until recently, the cost of quarr~ing was great, 
even under most favorable conditions. When the stone had to be drilled 
by hand and blasted with powder, hoisted with rude derricks and loaded 
upon common wagons, to be drawn long distances by oxen or horses, it , 
was indeed a vast undertaking to supply the material for an arched bridge 
or for a considerable church, to say nothing of larger structures. Still 
the very poorest of our modern appliances for handling stone have been· 
probably ia(more efficient than were possessed by the ancients who built 
those marvels of architecture and hoisted to their places those stupendous 
blocks which would appear to us Itbsolutely unmanageable with all our 
boasted improverpents in machinery and knowledge of mechanics. Mere 
cost, then, has not been the sole cause of our neglect of stone. Hurry 
has, perhaps, fixed upon us the natural result of haste. We have been 
home-builders, content with any home that could be had quickly. &0, in 
business life, any structure has been deemed sufficient if it would tempo~ 
rarily serve the purposes of business. Towns and' cities have been erected 

f. 
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:asif by a species of magic, rising out of our prairies Dr in our forests like 
the trick pictures in a kaleidoscope. No Sooner were these places !)Uil~ 
·than they were thronged with an energetic, restless populace, bent ripon 
trade and commerce. T.iJere has been given small thought to the distant 

, . future-everything has been constructed to meet a sudden present need. 
'The burning of Chicago was no lesson for Seattle, nor has ·the recent de
struction of the latter city been sufficient warning to other l't!:Pidly grow
'in~ places. Haste to build and to reach the fruits of trade at the earliest 
moment, so as to forestall, in the greatest possible degree, that competition 
which gradually depresses business and shortens profits, has outweighed 

-every consideration of permanency, and every thought connected with a 
long commercial ·perspective. But all this bustle and slipshod hurry, 
'while it has, in a way, pushed forward a certain order of prosperity, has 
11eft us with few lasting improvements in the best sense of the phrase . 
. Doubtless'there has been, quite. recently, the beginning of a change, and 
.'we shall soon feel the effect of a general impulse toward that permanency 
which has always been the best foundation of civilization. Stone struc
tures are the indices of well-founded wealth, and as this wealth comes the 
structures must follow~ Fire·proof cities and towns, noble piles of solid 
:and enduring architecture and homes that shall become hereditary abiding 
placei', are not incompatible with the republic in' its highest' and fre~st 
form. Indeed, the republic is the foster-mother of the true home and all ' 
·tbat home should signify. 

,~ Geology is but a dry and useless science, fit only for the crooning of 
the hermit, speeialil'lt and the dusty-bI'ained theorist, if it cpn not afford 
practical aid to the masses of the people. Of what use is all tbis study 
'of tberocks if it be but to satisfy curiosity or to furnish links in idle 
thearies? The highest aim of every science should be the permanent 
betterment of human life. Geology is not without this aim, and it has 

,contributed and will continue to contribute to the store-house of practical 
human benefits by informing the people upon subjects that lie close to 
their material prosperity, while at the 'same time it has never, and it 
,never must, let go the otber strand of its usefulness which ~ttaches to the 
purely scientific study of' the Earth's cont~nts. Pure science, in its last 
refinement, is pure common sense applied to the i~vestigation of nature; 

-if it is not this it is not worth having. With this view of the purposes 
~and objects of geology, the following report upon the building stones 
found in Indiana hss been made after a careful survey, and in the light 
of all the facts obtainable. To set this building stone before the world, 
'as it should be set, with simple truth to the fll;cts as they are, is the chief 
lpurpose of the report. In order to make it as nearly exhaustive as pos
::sible, it bas been thought best to examine the different stones in their' 
oQrder, to-wit: 

First. Granite and its kindred formations . 



Second. Sandstone. 

Third. Limestones in general. 

Fourth. The Oolitic Limestone. 


-t Before taking up this order, however, it will be necessary, especially ill!' 
the interest of the reader not versed in geology and its cognate sciences, .. 
to give a concise description of the geological formations, so far as they 
are known, .in Indiana. 

So far as understanding the nature a:nd position of the available bujId
ing stones of the State is concerned, we need not' consider any but out
cropping rocks. In the geological sen~e, rock is a term used to designate
any earthy or stone formation, and it includes clays, shales, chalks,san<j.S' 

'a.I;ld marls, as well as stones proper. Thus when we spe~k of a rock 
formation we do not necessarily mean that the formation is composed 
wholly or, perhaps, e.ven in part, of solid stone. , For insfance, the, 

: Niagara rock of the Upper Silurian formation often is a soft, dirty shale, 
'and the clays found in the Carboniferous formation are as much rock as· 
the hardest limestone. 

T,he"stratified rocks outcropping in places in Indiana belong to one or' 
another of three great geological ages : the Silurian, the Devonian or t1;16
Carboniferous. 

The Silurian formation is divided into two easily dietinguishable parts:, 
called, respectively, the Upper Silurian and the Lower Silurian. The 
Lower Silurian is the lowest and, therefore, the oldest formation out
cropping ill the State. Beginning with this as the base, a general 8ection' 
of Indiana's stratified rocks would show the following series: 

! Lower Silurian. 
Upper Silurian. 
Devonian. 
Carbbniferous. 
Above the carboniferous rocks over a large part of. their Il!ea lie the, 

Drift and alluvial deposits. 
What are Js.nown as the Hudson River limestones and shales compose 

the greater part of the outcropping Lower Silurian formation in this State, 
and these outcrop chiefly in the southeastern ~ounties, and appear as far' 
north as the vicinity of Richmonu, in Wayne County, their greatest 

'western exposure being on the Ohio River, in Clark County! 
The Upper Silurian formation is chiefly Niagara shales and limestones" 

and for the purposes of their study we need consider only the limestones. 
The Devonian r?cks in this State ,are the Genesee black shales and the, 

Corniferous ~imestone, the latter being the only stone worthy of the build
er's notice. and is not of the best. 

The Carboniferous formations are numerous and exceedingly in teresting" 
as they include all our coal and all our best building stone. 

", 
" 

. , 

\ . 
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_The following section, beginning with the-lowest group of rocks in the 
{Jarboniferous, and running up to and including the highest, will serve as 
.a guide to the Ulilearned reader: . 

GENERA.L SECTION OF THE CARBONIFEROUS ROOKS IN INDIANA. 

Knobstone. 

Keokuk. 

St. Louis. 

Chester. 

Coal Measures. 

Each of the above divisions is a • group of varying stratiiied rocks with 


-characteristic fossils and other peculiar features by which the geologist 
may easily distinguish it. 

The sandstones, to be considered at the proper place, are mostly found 
in the Chester group and in the various divisions of the Coal Measures. 
The best limeston~s, for building -purposes, [11'e found in the St. Louis 
group, the "Oolitic" being the very best limestone ever yet discovered 
in America. 

The only granite or other priI1lary rock found in Indiana is.in the form 
-of bowlders, many of them very large, transported hither during the 
Drift period, by glacial forces, from Canada. It is, therefore, scarcely 
worth. while to give much space to a discussion of this the most durable of 
all stones. Many of our magnificent bowlders, however, are worthy of 
being cut and set in our public buildings. Ofttimes they are of exceed
ing beauty, showing a grain and a coloring equal to the finest specimens 
"f Scotch or New Hampshire stone. Where tbey are plentiful, cumber
ling (as they do in some places) the surface of the ground, they can be 
ma~ available for foundations and for rustic monuments, for the curbing . 
"f wells, and- for variolls ornamental purposes. By breaking them up 
*they can be turned to excellent account for making rubble walls, and va
rious forms of rough masonry, hoth picturesque and indestructible. - As 

-·bases for the posts of iron fences, for the ornamental walls of fountains, 
even for ,building small rustic out·houses, there can be no IDore suitable

I ~ , 
material. Especially in prairie countries no bowlder of granite,. green
~stone or compact gneiss should ever be destroy~d, but should be kept for 
'Use. 

Before passing to the consideration of our sandstones and limestones in 
-the ordet- already indicated, it will be useful to examine the question of 
building-stones in general, so ,as to be able to distinguish between those 
that are most valuable and those suited only to 'certain purposes. 

It has already been said that granite is the best of all building stones 
,'when once it has been cut and set; but it has many objectionable features, 
.not the least of which are its hardness and its remoteness from a large 
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part of our country. Very difficult to quarry and extremely hard aner 
expensive to cut into shape, it must always be beyond the :reach of th~ 
Qrdinary builder,.whomust look for material at once fire.proof, durablec 
and comparatively inexpensive. 

Brick, the commonest sort of artificial stone, have long served the, 
purposes of architecture in lieu of natural ~one, but, I as has been noted, \ 
the amount of mortar .necessary to laying them, the inequality of ·their
strength and their· inadequacy to withstand a very great crushing force, 
render them by no means perfect building material, especially where the 

. structure into which they go is one of great weight. Moreover, after long 
years of exposure, most brick walls will show the effect .of cold, heat, 

I dampness, atmospherio forces and the results of unequal distribution or 
pressure. And even while the structure retains its general integrity, its. 

i beauty will be greatly marred by these and other causes incident to the 
imperfection of the materials. This bas led to the adoption of 8tone
facings for the fronts of many of our more pretentiolls city buildings. .. 
Indeed, more and more every year we are creeping on toward the" Stone, 
age" of American architecture. Iron structures may prevail for a time, . 
especially where very tall structures are desired, but nothing can ever set " 
aside the final demand for a cheap and perfect building st~ne. Concretes 
have been tried and hav'e utterly failed. In short, it would appear that. 
nothing but the natural stone quarried from the rocks of the earth can be. 
wholly relied upon for the best architectural results. . 

The qualities necessary to the best possi~le building stone are: Work·· 
ability, durability and beauty. It must also be cheap. 

Workability includEils in its meaning accessibility, a ready yielding to', 
quarrying operations, the absence of refractory qualities under the . 
hammer and chisel, and a texture and grain that will hold. decorativec 
ficish. • 

Stone that can not be quarried readily has the disadvantage of great 
cost to begin with. If the "raw material" is expensive, the finished. 
product must be costly. On the other hand, if nature has so deposited 
he~ stores that the stone is easily taken from the quarry, still if the
material is refractory in the final cutting and finishing, no matter what 

. may be its other qualities, it can not be a very cheap material for the· 
builder, as it ·will demand an over amount of expen~ and delay in 
preparation. Still less will it be desirable if it obstinately refuse to hold 
finish or decoration. Stone that comes from the quarry soft and yet 
somewhat tough, but hardening 'after a time. has the finest quality of
workability. This renders it easy to quarry, very responsive to the tools 
of the cutter, and capable-of taking easily and holding permanently the, 
finish and decorative designs of the architect's specifications. It must be ... 
kept in mind, however, i~ examining stone, that if it comes from th~. 

quarry wet, and for that reason easily workable, it may again ta~e UIP· 
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-water-after drying, which would be most objectionable; hut if in the 

process of drying in the first place it pass through a chemical change 

which will render it ever afterward impervious to water, the quality is 

just what should be wished for in this regard. nsuaUy an examination " 

of the out-cropping surfaces of the stone in place will give a safe knowl

edge of its value as regards '\Vorkability. Next after the character of the 


· stone regard must be had touching the conditions of its deposit. ~oo 


much overlying matter, whether stone or earth, will usually make the 

'<luarry work very heavy and expensive. This overlying. matter, , 

technically called" stripping," is, as a rule, quite worthless, and must be 

.-entirely removed before the stone can be worked with steam channelers or 

,other quarrying appliances"hence the necessity of a careful examination 

to determine its nature and extent in each 'caee before opening a quarry. 


Durability, as applied to building stone, includes every quality tending 

·to make the material lasting and' unchangeable after it is laid in a struc
ture. These qualities are many and often seemingly conflicting in their 
nature. 'Hardness, elasticity, tensile strength, power to resist the great

-tlst crushing force, imperviousness to water and invulnerability to the' 
~ttacks of air a~d its corrosive and disintegrative burdens are some of 
the qualities, but not all. Evenness and homogeneity of composition, 
unity of substance, so to speak, and the power'to resist .extremes of heat 
:and cold are quite as necessary. It will be seen at on~e that chemical 
:analysis must be relied on to insure the best knowledge of .soJl1e of these 
requIrements. Some otherwise good and durable limestones will become 

,-corroded and discolored and have their integrity destroyed by the effect 
-of sulphurous smoke from the burning of impure coals; others will be 
injuriously affected by the action of rain-water, and still others by the 

. -(lxidizing power of the air. Some sandstones bear too much iron in their 
· composition, others lack sufficient cohesion of the particles, whilst others 
yet are clayey or unequal in grain or texture. Every test of practical 

''8cience should be given to stone before it is used in any building intended 
· to be a permanent structure. As a rule,' if the outcropping led~ are 
found to be infiltrated with water, which makes the outer surface con . t 

stantly damp, the stone will not be'good, for this would indicate that it 
woUld take up too much moisture in the wail.' Still, it is often the case 

·that an apparently over-hydrous .stone will dry out permanently after it is 

-quarried and cut. Many of the sandstones, notably the better qualities 

-of cOI1glomerate, are of this character, and so soft when first taken out 

that they may b~ cut to any rough shape with a common ax or hatchet, 

but hardening after a few days' exposure so that water will not affect 

'them. 


The elasticity of stone may be tested by sawing it into long, slender 

;fttrips, say two inches square and thres feet long, when, if it be quite per

-eeptibly flexible, its elll.lltioity is good. If such a bar be suspendedao as 
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to hang free by a string and is struck a light blow with !. hammer,' it8' 
,evenness and solidity of fiber will be attested by a clear, sweet, metalic , 
note, not unlike, that of a fine bell, o~ that of a well-tempere,d steel bar.' 
As a rule the best stone will break with a direct line of fracture; but it 

, may be conchoidal or otherwise indirect and still be unobjectionable; 
Parallel lines of cleavage or of stratification are always favorable indica-, 
tions where other features are promising. " 

Resistance to crushing weight may be pretty safely inferred from so
lidity of texture and evenness of grain; but it is always necessary before, • 
a final acceptance to submit the material to the severest tests of 'an 
apparatus for that purpose. This will be described in the proper place., 

In examining sandstone, with aview to bailding purposes, the outcrop
ping, if tqere be any, shouIa be carefully scanned with a view to discov
ering what effect long exposure to the atmosphere and the rigors of winter 
may have had upon it. If the stone bas "weathered" badly this will be 
shown by one or another sign of disintegration or demolition, and a talus 
of fragments and sand will be found formed at or near the base of the 

" outcropping cliff: Often the substance of the rock will show unmistak
able evidence of inequalities of structural composition, such as horizontal 
cavities caused by the weathering out of seams or streaks that, on account 

. of bearing too much iron, have oxidized and crumbled away. Such srone, 
if used in a building, would prove worthless and, therefore, dangerous. 
It is often the caS,e; as I have observed during a long experience in civil 
engineering, that public bridges erected by counties are r~ndered unsafe 
by having their' piers and abutments constructed of this kind of stone, 
and that. too, in places where most excellent material lay near at hand, 
lind which a little knowledge of the nature of stone would have, pointed 
out to the superintlmdent. Too frequently it happens that appearances of' 
the most untrustworthy kind are relied upon where an ignorant person is 
set to do work which ought to be in charge of a skilled and :veIl-informed 
'engineer. " 

l.n judging of the probable durability of limestone, before suhjecting it, 
to any test of science, the same observations should be made as in the case ' .", .. 
of sandstone, with a view to ascert!Mning its .yeathering qualities. Any 
unequal discoloration of the face of the exposed ledge should be scruti
nized carefully. Usually these are caused by the presence of iron in the, 
composition of the rock. But limestones are much more injuriously af

'fected by hidden faults of composition than are sandstones, and for this, 
reason they demand a much more careful examinatio14 before any exten
sive quarries are opened. It is often the case that iron in limestone will 
do no more than discolor the outer surface on exposure to the action or 
air and rainwater; but even this is a serious defect when the stone is t() 
be used in any structure wherein beauty is a chief object. For the rough 
masonry of ordinary bridges, and for the hidden fO,undations of bu~ldings. 
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:3 cheap and durable stone is what is most wanted, and in these discolo~'" 
non is not a fatal mult. ' ,,' 

Beauty, when app!ied to any' building material, includes 'all the gooa , 
,qualities already enumerated with tlie added value of a pleasing color, or 
combination of colors, and a general effectiveness of appearance when the 
,.structure in which it is used has been completed. The variegated granites 
undoubtedly are the mO,st beautiful of all building materials. Nextto 

,granite, the red and brown sandstones are most pleasing to the eye;, but 
the white, gray and blue limestones are very effective, and they have the 
advantage over granite in that they work much more easily in ornitmenta~ 'I,J 

tion, while they take figures in relief with far more clearness of outline 
than do the sandstones as a rule. Architects have long since'discovered 
the pleasing effects to be produced by using different kinds of stone in'the 
,same ,building, placing each where its particular qualities will best serve 
,the general motive of the design. 

As a rule, all else being equal, the stone which holds its native color 
best will be most beautiful in a building, and of the 8tol1e8 which change' 

, color, that will be most desirable which changes least and evenly. Some ' 
of the gray sandstones, however, change color unevenly and give a 
striking and ofttimes picturesque cloudiness to the surface, which adds t{)

• its effectiveness of color in a wall. ,The nearly white limestones that take 
on by exposure a dark cream-brown hue, if'they do not con~in too much 
magnesia, hold that tint very well and are quite beautiful. As a rule the 
presence of many large animal remains in a stone is objectionable on 
account of the tendency of such a composition to crumble; but where 
fossiliferous rock is durable it will usually be found very bea~tiful when 
cut, the organic remains bossing it over with variegations that greatly 
heighten its appearance. Stone which contain!! large fossils is not, how- ' 

• -ever, the best for receiving raised ornamentations, such as figures in relief, 
no matter how durable and beautiful it may be, for the animal form will 
interfere with nicety of cutting and polish, as well as with the regularity' 
of the figures. Fossils will usually be found harder than the matrix in 

:which they are'set, but tbis is not always the case, for quite often the form 
is that of a hollow cast or impress, filled in with material vrhich crumbles 

: -easily. As a rule fossils, though very hard, a~e but loosely set in sand-' 
:atone, and often they are very large and rough forms of plants, extremely .; 

~ 'Silicious and refractory. Blocks containing these are to be avoided as 
probably worthless for building purposes, however valuable and interest
ing they may be from a scientific point of view. 

Many very beautiful stones· that are not durable when exposed to the 

weather are very vlilluable for the inside fipishing of buildings, where they 

will last for ages, holding the finest tints of their coloring without per

ceptible change. 
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From what has been said aoove it will be seen that every owner or 

stone beds should, before going to the expense of opening quarries, hav& 
his rock·bedS exam'ined by ltn expert, whose report, should show all the' 
defects as well as all the good qualities of the material. Usually this can 
be done without any great outlayof labor or money, for the experienced 
geologist or engineer can quickly discover from the stone and its surround
ings the nature of the deposit, and verry simple qhemical and mechanical 
tests will settle the question of strength and durability. There are beds. 
of magnificent building stone lying undeveloped in many places, simply 
for the reason that the owners are not aware of the treasure they possess. 
~n other places quarries are being-industriously worked and the stone 
used in the erection of costly buildings, where In fact the material is. 
wholly unfit for use on account of its lack of durability. I have exam
ined many extensive structures whose stone was fast crumbling away. 
True; a few years will not show much decay, but in the long future the 
result will certainly be disastrous. The constant action of the atmos
phere, the expansion and contraction consequent upon extremes of heat. 
and cold, and the disintegrating effect of rain-water slowly but surely tell, 
upon the integrity of the exposed parts. . 

. 
GRANITE AND OTHER BOWLDERS. 

DUling the Drift period immense quantities of granite, gneiss, quartzite, 
greenstone. and other igneous and metamorphic rocks were borne down by 
the glaciers from far northern areas and distributed over a large part or 
Indiana. The form in which the rocks are usuaUy found is that of worn 
and polished bowlders, ranging in size from small pebbles to Jarge masses 
weighing many tons. l\fany of these heavier bowlders are found lying on 
the surface or but sJighlty buried in the clay of the drift, anu could be 
utilized with very Httle trouble or expense. In some places vast fields or 
them appear in scattered or huddled groups, at others they are heaped in 
huge piles mixed with sand, gravel and clay. Much study has been given' 
to these ice·worn wayfarerlil from the cold North, and much yet remains. 
for science to do before the mystery of their situation shall be fully cleared 
up. Geologists are agreed in assigning to ice the power that brought 
them hither, but it is not yet established how the glaciers were formed or' 
in just what way they acted. No mountain lieights appear to have 
existed from which they could have crept down to our plains, as the· 
glaciers are now doing among the Alpine regions of the world, nor is it 
easy to imagine the conditions' that ,could have borne the alniost incalcu
lable mass of drift matter to its present resting place. Formulate any 
theory that we may, there is alwl\Yssome inexplicable obstacle to its final 
demonstration. To this problem many of the best equipped men or 
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science have devoted years of the most patient' and eniightenedstudy and 
" 

observation, aBd l!hile the result of adequate solution has not yet been 
reached, discoveries have- been made fixing beyond dispute the existence 
of a vast glacial period in the remote past, when, in some way or other, 
the action of immense' masses of ice compelled the movement of all this 
drift matter in a generally southern direction from its original bed to the 
area now occu{>ied by it. A rough calculation would show that in Indiana 
alone the granite of the drift mass would of itself, if drawn togerher,be • 
sufficient to build a. mountain of large dimensions. Indeed, in many 

. , places the bowlder clay is composed almost wholly of comminuted granite, 
gneiss and schist, the per cent. of calcareous matter being very small. 
At other points, however, lime is one of tIie chief substances ~f the clay. 

The drift bowlders, as has already been said, are of' greatly varying 
composition and quality. Almost every color is represented, from pure 
red, shading off into yellow and brown, to dark green, which runs through. 
every lighter tint into a pale olive or a delicate celadon. The ordinary 
" pepper and salt" granite and the gray gneissa~e very common. Many 
beautiful specimens of mica schist are found, especially in the northern 
areas of the drift. Immense bowlders of quartzite, white and almost 
translucent, lie here and there among'their coarser fellows, looking like 
rough petrifactions of ancient ice fragments broken- from the d-eparted 
glaciers. 

In Cass County, near Logansport; in Clinton County, a few miles 
south and west of Frankfort; in Tippecanoe County, near Lafayette; in 
Montgomery County, northeast of Crawfordsv,ille, and at numerous other 
places in Indiana, vast "flocks and huddles" 'of these imperishable bowl
ders are lying exposed, ready...quarried for the hammer and chisel of the 
artist in stone. Many of these are aagood as the best imported granite, 
and even more beautiful for monumental purposes, though they havtl, 8.8 

yet, been very little used. It is not uncommon to find these polished. 
fragments shot through ~ithdykes of quartz and feldspar, and loaded 
with crystals of hornblende and pink mica. bccasionally clusters of rE!g
ular quartZ>crystals appear in cavities of the stone shining like jewels ia 
a rough bu~ picturesque setting. Many of t~e bright yellowish particlE)s, 
often seel!l. in schistose rocks, have been brougllt to me by persons who 
were quite sure that they had found a bowlder of gold. The veins and 
dykes above melltioned usually run entirely through a bowlder, sometimes 
checkering the surface in a moat odd and fantastic manner, the filling of 
the dykes being ordinarily of a different color from the rest of the stone. 
A close-grained, gray-blue granite bowlder, which I examined in Parke 
County, had dykes of pink quartz running in one direction, and at nearly 
right angles to these were others of a pearly white, beautifully spangled 
with crystals. The white veins were much more compact than were the 
pink ones, though both were very hard: When the stone is properly cut;, .~; 
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and polished, these irregular veins show in curious and beautiful contrast 
to the rest of the surface. If those who, year bvyear, are making our 
P!lblic cemeteries hideous with marble of ghastly ~hite, and with unbear
able, ugly artificial monuments of metal, would look about them they 

· would find in ,the lovely gmnite bowlders of our fields the most enduring 
and far the most pleasing of all materials for marking, with taste and be

I coming dignity, the resting places of the dead. Any expert stonecutter 
· can select, "upon sight," the most Gesirable specimens, and ofttimes the 
cost of removing a valuable bowlder to the place where it is to be worked 
will be much less than a moiety of' the expense of transportation from the 

· New England quarries. Very beautiful and strikingly picturesque :mon
uments may be made of large bowlders by a very small amount of cut· 
ting, and their, appearance in a cemetery is unique and striking, giving 
the effect of rugged strength and durability combined, with an attractive
ness never found in the sleek and balanced shafts of the conventional 
monuments. 

For the foundations of buildings, whose superstructure is to be of wood, 
nothing is better than rubble walls. or pillars of bowlders; and even if the 
structure lli to be of stone or brick, a very little cutting will serve to ren
der these- blocks of imperishable granite quite as valuable as the best 

, proauct of the quarries. In some parts of our State the bowlders on 
many of the farms would furnish the material for a fence entirely al;'ound 
them;and it would, when once built, last forever. The time is probably 
not far off when our people will accept' the lesson long since learned in ' 
older countries, and turn to best account all the available- material at 

'hand. \ 

INDIANA SANDSTONES. 

Sandstones, of one form Or another, appear in nearly all the formations 
of our Statt', but often, they are wh<1lly worthless for building purposes, 
'being soft, shaley, or unequal in texture. Indeed, in many instances, 

· they are but sandy seams or thin layers between the limestone or shale 
deposits. .' 

'In order to have an intelligent understanding of our great wealth of 
ex~edingly beautiful and dumble sandstone, it will be necessary to take 

·a comprehensive. glance over the subject from a geologic as well as an 
economic point of view. l\fost of the best building sandstones of Indiana 
are found in the Carboniferous or Sub-Carboniferous rocks; and, as these 

· :ontcrop over a very large area, we have many varieties of this valuable 
material easily accessible to thoroughfares of transportation. As was 
said in the Fifteenth Report of this department: The Lower Coall\feas
ur~ of Indian&. are rich in sandstones perfectly adapted to building pur
poses, though at this time their value' appears to be, in a large degree, 

'. overlooked, though the quarrying interest is gradually increaamg. The 

[ , 
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Oonglomerate sandstone js a depusit pretty evenly and uniformly distrib· 
uted throughout the base of the Ooal Measures proper; and, wherever its 
grain is fine, it is usually a brown, buff, pinkish or gray massive sand
stone, homogenous, non.cleaving, and exceedingly strong in all directions. -! 

It comes very soft from the quarry, which makes it remarkably easy W 
cut; afterward,it dries quiokly, takes on a lively glow, and holds its 00101" 

perfeotly. In the court-house walls of Rockville, in Parke Oounty, may 
be seen some fine blooks of a pinkish oolored sandstone, whose quality is 
equal to the best in the world. In the southwestern part of Montgomer'y 
Oounty, near Williamsport, in Warren Oounty; amI in Fountain Oounty, 
are inexhaustible quarries of this beautiful stone. Indeed, it may be 
looked for, and, as a rule, has been found in nearly every county, in the 
State where the Lower Ooal Measure rocks are outoropping. Along the 
line between the areai of the ooal fields and the Sub-Oarboniferous deposits 
the Oonglomerate will usually be found forming the bluffs of the streams 
and the esoarpments of the hills_ Ids not always a building stone, how
ever, as in many places it takes the form of a coarse, pebbly, highly fer
'ruginous mass, whioh weathers badly. 

The best sandstones are oomposed of quartz particles of nearly uniform 
size, compactly cemented. They break ordinarily with a 'smooth (direot) 
fracture, in the direotion of the force applied, and pr~nt a surface whioh, 
although beautifully even, has a finely outting grit or " tooth" somewhat 
ooarser than that of the fine grindstone grit. They are perfeotly fire
prd'of and oapable of withstam;iing all the ohanges of atmospherio tem
perature. 

The resistance or crushing weight is very great in some of our sand- . 
stones-remarkably great, indeed, considering their softness when first' 
quarried. Blocks hewn into any desired shape, as may be done readily 
with a common ax, will harden upon exposure to the air for a few days 
to such a degree that, upon being struok with a hammer, they will give 
forth a olear, metallio sount! and emit sparks, like flint. 

ProfessorOox, fo~merly State Geologist of Indiana, made very exten
sive ~xaminations of the Conglomerate sandstone, and 'in his report 
frequently oalled attention to its economic value. Professor Oollett, aJso, 
has been enthusiastio in recommending it to builders. Geologically it is 
the,equivalent of the" Millstone grit" of the older geologist, and it li~ 
at the base of our Ooal Measures, with rarely seams of coal below it. 
These seams, when found, however, are usually mere traces, n~ver. per.' 
sistent for any great distance, and are shaley and without eoonomio 
importance. In some plaoes the Uonglomerare oomes directly in contaot 
with t4,e sandstone of the Ohester grouf, and it is difficult to distinguish' 
the ilividing line. This is notably the case in the banks of Sugar Oreek,' 
in :tdontgomery Oounty, where the shales and sandstones appear to run,' , 
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,together in confused m~s at some points, while at others t~e lines of 
separation are clearly tracllable. 

The general area of the Carboniferous and Sub-Carboniferous sand-" 
stones is contained in the following c.)unties, in so lilr as the survey has 
developed it: Glay, Crawford, Dubois, Fountain, Greene, Parke, Putnam, 
Montgomery, Owen, Orange, Pike, Martin, Perry, Harrison and Warren, 
with a few outcroppings in Tippecanoe. Of course, sandstones are present 
in all the Coal Measure area, but often they are not visible, and are 
dJscoverable only by boring. 
, Although the quarryingof sandstone has not IlJ3 yet come to be or that 
importance in Indiana which the value of the deposits demands, still it 
has been increasing yearly, and' must s09n take its place among our 
greatest industries. ,We shall not always go to far Northern and Easter.n 
regions to import a material which ~ies at our feet ready for use. The 
best modern architects have long made use of sandstone similar to ours in 
the most costly and extensive structures of European cities. In due time 
we will imitate their example. 

GEOLOGY OF THE SANDSTONES OF INDIANA. 

This is. not the place for a technical treatise on the geology of our sand· 
, ,stones, but it is necessary, to a full understanding of the economic value 

of the material, that we shall sketch, in a way clear to the common 
understanding, the more iIriportant facts and conditions of the rock . 
formations in which this excellent building stone is found. 

Any person of ordinary intelligence, who has visited the shore of any 
sea or large lake, has observed that, as a rule, almost pure silicious sa~d 
is being constantly thrown out by the tides, oCurrents or surf. Often this . 
sand is formed into a compact floor or beach of beautiful evenness and ' 
solidity.' Such a beach is a sandstone in embryo, eo to speak, and if it 
~ere slibjected to the pressure of hundreds or thousands of feet of super· 
iincumbent rock ,it would, in the course of a long age of time, perhaps, 

become a firm, compact and durable building stone. The process of 

cementing together the silicious particles might be due partly to the action 

of heat, or of water creeping down into the masS from above and bearing 

with it the salts of iron, manganese or other mineral substances, or it 

might be due to chemical action generated by the presence of elements 

already i:a the sand. Not all has yet been discovered touching the opera· 

tions of Nature's great underground laboratory, nor is it at all probable 

that all ever will be discovered; still we know enough of the secrets of 

chemical forces to understand, a,t least in a general way, the mighty 

effects they have wrought in,building the solid rocks of the earth: Th~ 


e:tl'eet, for instance, of h,ot w;ater upon the most obdurate substallces of the 

rocks is disclosed by the geysers and warm springs of many countries. So 
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the action of rain-water throughout long periods of time has been th.e 
(l8.use of most wonderful results. "The'dissolution ofbne sort of rock has 
-ended in the building of another and different deposit. Granite has been 
<d~stroyed and its silicious constituents formed' into sand, which in turn 
has become a sandstone; pr the silicious and aluminuus materials of a. 
:stolle have been degraded into kaolin. Here the precipitati9n of pu~ 
silica has resulted in regular, translucent crystals of quartz; yonder 1I0me 
,fortuitous conditions havt' deposited carbon in. the form of most precious 
diamonds, while at other places the carbon is merely graphite. Under 
massive sandstones in many places we find beds of iron oxide leached, so 
to speak, from the body of the rock, while at other places in the same 
relation we see beds of pure flint deposited by a like action of rain·water. 
Limestones often present curious evidences of change or \lletamorphosis 
(l8.use(J by the actio:p of heat or by dissolutiun and rearrangement of their 
substances. The sandstones of Indiana, however, appear to have been 
<deposited just as they are now found, mostly in h~vy masses, by the 
action of sea currents, and often the ripple marks are still beautifully 
"preserved in the surface of the rook. 

"\ The lowest sandstones of the Sub-Carboniferous age are found in the 
.. Kinderhook group," which, in Indiana, is represented by the "Knob
stone" formation, lying, as a rule, upon the Devonian black sbale. PliBs
ing thence upward, we find beds of more "qr leI'S massive sandstone in all 
the rocks to and including the Upper Coal Measures. In the Sub-Car

. boniferous rocks the best sandstones are in th~ Knobstone and Chester 
groups, the latter often closely resembling the Conglomerate in both 
stratification and BU bstance. The fossils of the sandstones of Indiana are 
mostly of vegetable forms, some of them immense in size, though many 
ar~ exceedingly slight and obscure. At some places the larger remains 
are heaped together, as if marking an old shore line where the waves had 
stranded floating drifts o( plants and buried them under the incoming 
sand. Most of these are of the species of Lepidodendron, Sigillaria, 

~ Oalamite8, OoniferIJ, of various kinds, and Ferm. Animal remains are 
scarce in the massive sandstones, though many spedes have been found. 

In the Chester sandstones, of Indiana, I have observed the following: 
Lepidodewiron joruiattlin, ' 
Lepidodendron aeuieatum, • 
Lepidodendron diplOiltegio'idea, 

and other species, probably, whose structure was too much obscured to be 
<certainly made out. Usually, the Calamite8 are mere impressions or casts 
n9t clear in anything but the f~m, the markings being but vagely indio 
(lated.' ~is is largely true of the Cordaites and many "other forms. 

In the sandstones of the Coal Measures the fossils are more abundant, 
but even there they are rarely well preServed. Some of the forms of 
Sigillaria and Stigmaria, and of the larger Equilleta, are fairly well kept 

3-GEOL. 
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ill BOme ot the non-ferruginous sandstones, where I ha~e found Golamite8 
whose joints and,longitudinalmarkings, were perfectly shown. The rule 
is; however, that neither animals nor plants are well preserved ill our 
massive sandstones, and we must depend largely upon the contiguous 
limestone, shale .or clay strata for identification of the rocks. Fossils 
often give place to oo:vities, and these, in turn, are frequently found filled 
with'silicious, calcareous or ea,rthy matter, or the combinations of sub

'stances deposited by water filtered through the rock, especially when the' 
hitter is porous like mo~t of the coarser sandstones and coarser limestones. 
Beautiful crystal concretiolls are often thus formed, likewise 'nodules sim~ 
ilar to geodes. In many places where large fossils have been des~royed 
by the action of water, the cavity will be found filled, ?r pardy filled~ 
wrth iron oxide, in one condition or another, mixed usually with fine 
sand or other silicious or calcareous sediment. Very rarely the 'impress 
of the fossil will be sufficient to identify it. I have found well preserved 
fossils where a cavity had formed around the body and had been filled 
with ferruginous matter which had taken the condition of a solid concre~ 
tion inclosing it, but still firmly fixed in the rock. In other instances the 
fossil has been found lying loose in the cavity. 

While,it is generally true that in the sandstones of Indiana fossils are 
, very scarce, this is not to be regretted by the prospector for building stone. 
however much the paleontologist may grumble, for the presence of fos
sils, especially if they be large, is an objectionable feature in quarry rock. 
Th~ following notes, showing the chief points in the State whertl sand

stdne out-Qrop, are taken from all the Indiana Reports up to date and 
here digested for the convenience of persons interested in the subject. I 
have thought that by thus condensing and sifting the matter scattered 
throughout the reports all the information relating to building stones 
could be so arranged as to be of immediate and permanent value to in
vestigators of this important part of our States material wealth. 1'he 
notes represent the labors and discoveries of Professors Owen, Cox, Col. 
lett and Gorby, with the aid of their able assistants during many years. 

'To these notes I have added my own researches which have been prose
cuted allover most of the, areas described. I 

In the twelfth report of the department ~f Geology and Natural His
tory; Pr¢. Collett says: ",The sandston~s of Indiana occur in a broad 
belt from the Illinois line, in Warren County, south and southeast through 
the .counties of Fountain, Vermillion, Montgomery, Parke, Putnam; Clay • 

. pwen, Greene, Martin, Pike, Dubois, Orauge, Perry, Crawford and Harri
son, to the Ohio River. This is the conglomerate sand·rock, forming the base 
of the Coal Measu~es, and the same as the sandstones so famous in Scotch 
and English architecture; and, although irregular in color and physical 

. characteristics to some extent, presents a great bed of building material. 
frO$t, fire, and water proof, and of practical value for permanence and 
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solidity. In these beds. in Warren, 0t:ange, Lawrence, Crawfurd, and 
Harrillon Counties, are foundextensive and valuable bands of grit stones" 
of great utility for grindstones, as well as quarries of the "Hindoostan!' 
whetstones, so favorab~y known in all the markets of the civilized world. 
, "The, sandstones of the Coal Measure proper, while not fully up to the 
above, are yet extensively used for foundations, piers and hammered 
masonry. In the Sub·Carboniferous formation, the sandstones of the 
Chester and Knobstone groups arewell developed, easily accessible, and 

, merit the local favor and reputation they sustain." 
The Conglomerate, however, is often too coarse and porous fur building 

purposes, and sometimes it is soft and clayey. 
In Clay County the sand-rock, which forms the rim and base of the 

Coal measures, makes the best of fire· proof and weather-proQf stone for 
foundations, piers, and hammered masonry. 

This stone is of a bluish white color and is a hard, coarse-grained sand· 
. stone which presents a fine appearance in buildings, On South Otter 

Creek in quite a number of places, also in other parts of this county, 
there are It number of exposures of this valuable stone. 

In Raccoon Valley, Parke County, in place of the seam. of coal num· 
ber three, there is a seam of sandstone forty feet deep. Al though in this' 
ravine there is but a ten or fifteen foot exposure, a short distance south it 
is exposed the full forty feet. This is a good building stone and can be 
quarried in convenient size and shape, and will dress well under the chisel. ' 

There is a fine exposure of C!lrboniferou~ sandstone or miJl·stone grit 
at Roseville. 
, There is also 'at Roseville, a large showing of the Conglomerate sand· 

stone. This stone' comes soft from the quarry, but hardens on exposure, . 
thlH! making' it a very desirable building stone. Some of this sandstone 
is of a beautiful pink-brown color; oth,er specimens show a striking varie
gation of soft brown and gray tints. In Fountain County, there is an 

, inexhaustible sl:Ipply, almost, of superior quality of building sandstone. 
Grea.,t blilff" of this stone are at the narrows of Mill Creek: again on 
Clifty Creek, near the northern margin of Scott's Prairie, it out-crops, 
bht it develops into high bluffs on the eas~ fork of Coal Creek at Hillsboro. ' 
Again at Dry Run (sec. 33, town. 19, range 17), and at Stone Bluff 
(sec. 8, town. 20, range 8). Again after a dil!appearance of five miles it 
appears in Shawnee Creek near the junction of Little Shawnee and ex· . 
tends to the mouth of the creek. 

The calciferous !!andstone, which is exposed along the streams of Davis 
,Township, will make a reliable building material. In sec. 33, town. 22, 
range 7, an out-crop of a coarse·grained light gray sandstone, apparently 
very good in quality, was observed. This stone is soft at the quarry, but 

,IS hardened by exposure; it has both a horizontal ~nd a'vertical line of 
., cleavage,·and splits readily into blocks of convenient size and shape for 

I,' 
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building purposes. It is especially adapted for heavy masonry, founda· 

tion~, etc. 

" The high bluffs of Shawnee Creek in Shawnee Township offer an almost 

inexhaustible supply of a very fine quality of' building stone. 


The rock forming the lower strata of the conglomerate sandlttone is a. 
pure white; caused by it being composed of pure quartz grains, and is in. 
destructible on exposure, though owing to these particles lying loosely ce· 
mented in the quarry, it is mostly rendered unfit for use when quarried 
by blasting; it would be far better quarried by the use of steel wedges. 
This stone embraoes aome six or seven slrata of from two to three feet in 
thiclmess! This stone also, owing to its being so easily crushed when. 
fresh from the quarry, would possibly make good glass. 

The out·crop of conglomerate sandstone on Dry Run, in the extreme, 
northern part ,of sec. 33, town. 20, range 8, also the out-crop at Stone. 
Bluff, sec. 10, same town. and range, would make a durable building ma~ 
terial. (Van Buren Township). 

On the river face of Silver Island sandstone of good quality is found, 
though some of it has a blue tinge; this shguld not be used in exposed 
places. The lighter colored strata is a' good reliable stone. Thus we see· 
that in Fountain County there is a wealth of inexhaustible sandstone. 
suitable for every purpose as a building etone, both in 'color and grain. 
We would call the especial {tttention of prospectors to these deposits. 

lp Warren County the sandstone which overlies the Sub·Carboniferous. 
group is a massive, coarse·grained, ferruginous, micaceous, Conglomerate, 

I admirably workable. Beginning in the northwestern portion of the 
county, this fine stone extends in a westerly direction '\fith a slight dip to· 
the west bank of Pine Creek, where the dip to the west and southwest 
suddenly drops at a rate of from twenty to thirty feet per mile. There. 
are fine exposures of this stone along both sides of Pine Creek, on Kick·. 
spoo, at Williamsport and in the bluffs near the mouth of Redwo'bd Creek. 
The stone of this county presents a most beautiful variety of colors; gray 
or brown on Red wood Creek; gray to, yellow or straw color at Williams· 

. port; white, gray, red," bar stripe" and "bleeding-stone" on Pine Creek, 
and black, red or yellow near Milford. Most of this stone is soft in.the. 
quarry, but hardens on exposure, and will last for ages, making in every 
way a desirable building stone. 

In Owen Cohnty the Conglomerate runs in a broad belt across the county 
from the northwest to the southeast corners. This stone is massive bedded, 
soft in the quarry, splits easily into blocks of any desirable size, dresses. 
readily, hardens on exposure and is altogether a durable fire and water_I. 
proof huilding stone. In color it is a buff or brown. 

There is no scarcity of good building stone in Greene County. The 
strata of this stone is from six to thirty-six inches thick. In color it is ft. . 

'. 

\ 
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brownish-gray or creaIlJ.-color and is fine' or moderately fine.pined, and 
can be split into blocks of any convenient size. 

Vermillion County has ho lack of building stone. l'her€i are some 
rather heavily bedded, slightly ferruginous sltndstone in the hill between 
the mouth of Brouillet's Creek and Clinton. Along the little Vermillion, 
below White's Mill there is an expo~ure of fine building sandstone. This 
exposure is from' four to nine feet in thickness, though some of the ac
companing layers, while they appear solid in the quarry., are worthless on 
exposOre. 

Some of the stone in the beds of " Millitone grit" contain micl. in such 
" ,'i" 

quantities as to make it appear as if it would make good furnace hearths., ' 
There is a massive sandstone overlying the coal bed in the hills north 

of Washington, in Daviess County. This stone will probably make a. :.-
, , 

, good building stone for some purposes. It is, some of it, of a. reddish
brown color, marked with spots of a deeper red; other parts of it are of 
a uniform chocolate color. Sandst.one of excellent quality is also found 
in Martin Co~nty. This Conglomerate s~ndstone, where it is free from 
iron and pebbles, is an excellent and durable stone, which may be 
,quarried in blocks of' any convenient size with but little expense after the 
quarry is opened. 

There is in Putnam County a light-gray, fine-grained sandstone, which 
is easily worked a!ld is a durable and beautiful stone, but as to the quan
tity I am unable to state, since it has not been fully devaloped. It closely 
resembles the deposit in Parke County. 

In Vigo County the sandstone which is found alx.ve and below the 
, ,, ' Goal Measures is of sufficient thickness and durability to make founda

tions, though it is not strictly a reliable stone. In the bluBs along Coal 
Creek, in Fayette Township, there is, however, a thin layer of good, 
durable sandstone. It is a bluish-gray, fine-grained stone, which rings 
when struck, and will present a fine appearance in a building_ 

\ The sandstone of Pike County spreads out in every direction from 
Pikesville. This stone furnishes the best of material for masonry. The 
'Outcrops show that the stone will ,withstand the air and moisture. It is a. 
fire-stone, and wi:ll make good hearths for furnaces and ovens. 
. At Merom there is an outcrop of "Merom sandstone." This stone 
here seems to weather much better than it usually does. The stone-work 
in the Christian College on Merom Hill is made from stone quarriedfrQm 
the ledges north of town. 

, ' Perry County is indeed fortunate in the amount of its good building 
material, which 111ay be so 'readily quarried and sent to market. The 
high bluff of sandstone along the Ohio River front, which reaches from 
Cannelton to Rock Island, is ~ormed in a series of layers, two of which. 
averaging from twenty to forty feet in thickness, will furnish exeellent 
l>uilding stone. Blocks of any thickness may be quarried from these 

1 _, 
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layers. The upper layer of stone is much superior in quality to the lower, 
which is 31pt to have imperfections. The Catholic Church and other 
buildings at Oannelton were built from this stone. In color this stone is
light brown; it is easily worked, being soft in the quarry but hardening 
on exposure. This stone has been- used in a number of important places, 
and wherever used has given entire satisfaction. 

In Lawrence County the sandstone' in the eastern ana western parts is 
only of fairly good quality. It is fire and weather.proof and will make 
excellent foundations and heavy masonry. This stone is in beds of from 
50 to 120 feet in thickness. 

In Knox County there are beds of red sandstone west of Wolf Hills 
and on the east of Pyramid Mound which is suitable for foundations and 
rough masonry; but in section 35, township 2, range 8, there is an 
unlimited quantity of good brown sandstone, suitable for hammered 
masonry. There is an abundance of sandstone suitable for building 
purposes in Brown County. This stone resembles the Waverly freestone 
of Ohio. In color it is buff or gray; it is easily quarried in blocks of 
convenient size, cuts readily int9 form for capitals, mouldings, etc. It is 
ver.y durable and is fire.proof. Generally this stone is a sharp grit, is 
close-grained, homogeneous, and would make good grindstones or whet. 
stones. 
, In the western and southwestern portions of Harrison County is found 
the Chester ~andstone. The great beds which a~e exposed in the outcrop 
along the Blue River ~nd the Ohio in Washington and Scott To~nships 
contain stone which is excellent 'for foundations in exposed places. 
Though in some places in the outcrops huge masses fall down the cliffs, it \ 
is frost and weather-proof, the falling being due to the unstability of the 
underlying strata. There are extensive beds of sandstone in Crawford 
County which is an excellent stone for foundations and rough masonry. 

The lower Chester sandstone in Orange County is in some places good 
quarry stone. The stone is a light tea·green in color. The upper strata , 

, make a good flagging stone, the lower make a good building stone. It is 
easily quarried and worked. 

In Vanderburgh County sandstone is foul)d in several parts of the 
county in layers of sufficient thickness to be quarried. It is well suited. 
for foundations, etc. 

From the northwest to the southeast corners of Owen County there is a 
belt of Conglomerate sandstone of from three to six miles in width. This' 
stone is a heavy bedded or massive stone, which splits and dresses re3idily, 
being soft in the quarry but hardening on exposure; is a fire and water
proof stone of superior quality for fire-proof buildings, bridge abutments 
and foundations. In . color it is a' buff or brown, sometimes prettily 
variegated. " 
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At Taylor Hill,' in Bartholomew County, there is an outcrop of beauti~ 
ful freestone which has an even, sharp angled fract1lre and splits well.', 
This stone will make a superior water· proof building stone. Wall Ridge 
would furnish an abundance of good stone for building purposes. , 

About three or four miles southeast of Rensselaer, in .Jasper County, 
section 33, township 29 north, range 6 west, there is a bed of coarse grit 
which is adapted to piers and heavy masonry. 

In Morgan County nearly the whole county is underlaid with the Knob 
sandstone. The upper member of this formation is stratified clearly. In 
the highest member of this stone we find a bed of fine-grained sandstone 
from one to five feet in thickness. This stone is quite soft in the quarry/ 
but when it loses its original softness it becomes quite hard and water
proof. The lower members of this stone are of a blue color, owing to the 
mixture of clay. Though in the quarry tb'is stone is much more solid, 
yet it and all other member .. of this stone which show a blue color must 
be strictly avoided, as it is worthless when exposed. Occasionally small 
ilecks of oxide of iron are observed in this stone, and may cause stains to ' 
appear when in a building. In quarrying this even the moderate blast 
will shatter the stone for a distance of fifteen or twenty feet, so as to 
practically ruin the stone. Outcrops of this stone appear On the southeast 
bank of the river from the mouth of Bluff Creek to Martinsyille. In 
color the stone is generally gray, drab, or occasionally buff. 
, The sandstone outcropping along the banks of Stony Creek, in Hamil

ton County, is a most excellent stone for rough masonry. Over fifty years 
ago thereVvas a quarry of thi~ stone opened, and the exposure of all this 
time has not affected this stone in the least. Thi~ stone appears in the bed 
of White River aboveBtrawtown, but owing to tl1e difficulty of getting to 
it I was unable to test it. This same' Pendleton sandstone appears at the 
falls of Fall Creek, in Madison County. This is very durable building 
rock, but is hard to quarry, as it is composed of quartz crystals, which 
make grit, tbat soon turns the edges of the tools, Rnd on the other hand 
these crystals are held together in such a loose way that blasting should 
not be attempted. . 

In Tippecanoe County there are but two exposures of Conglomerate 
sandstone. These two outcrop!1 appear in deep hollows forming perpen
dicular walls forty feet high. These two exposures are about one mile 
apart. in quality and color these exposures are the same, both being 
fine-grained and firm, soft in the quarry, dressing into any desired shape . 

. Both these exposures are near the 'Warren County line and are of the 
quality of the stone at Williamsport. These beds are too far away from 

, transportation facilities to be quarried with profit at present. 
'I,'he sandstones of Washington County are of good quality, but with 

such a wealth of the finest quality of limestone surrounding it, as is . the 
.case in this county, it can never have any great commercial value. 

" . 
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Montgomery Oounty has in its western portion a magnificent display of 
. massive heavy-bedded sandstone. The stone comes from the quarry soft 
and i,s easily shaped into blocks of any convenient size and shape. Some
Qf the beds contain grits suitable for grindstones. 

With the above notes to direct him any person interested in the quarry
ing of building stone will be able to find all the points where sandstone of 
good quality is likely to be found. " 

THE LIMESTONES OF INDIANA. 

We come now to .consider by far ,the most valuable material for building 
purposes to be found in very large. quantities in Indiana. 

I have already stated that limestones are found in all the solid rock 
formations of the State, from'the lowest outcrop of the Lower Silurian to 
the uppermost deposits of the Coal Measures. 

From the nature of its formation limestone is less apt to have gross 
impurities in it than is the sandstone, though vast beds of clayey, silicious 
Qr ferruginous limestones are found everywhere so weakened by ,the pres
ence of the matters indicated as to be worthless for building purposes. 

Carbonate of lime is the substance of which the ideally perfect lime
stone should be formed; but this perfect purity is never found. In some 
specimens of our so-called oolitic limeetone, however, the foreign sub
stances amount to but about three per eent. of the whole! 

Limestones bearing a considerable portion of the carbonate of mag
misia have proved, in many instances, to be excellent building ,stones. 
They blacken, however, ,and are somewhat disintegrated superficially by 
exposure to the smoke of burning coal bearing sulphurous exhalations. 

The finest form of limestone is marble, which may be of' any color, 
from pure white to a perfect black. Marble -usually has a specific grp,vity 
Qf about 2.7 and its texture is more or less granular with a cry.stalJine ap
pearance on thE} edge of its fractures. 

Next to marble in both beauty and susceptibility to perfect finish as re
gards application to architecture, comes the dose-grained oolitic stone, so- . 
-called. I qualify the name" oolitic," because. in fact there is no genuine 
Qolitic limestone in our State. The appellation properly belongs to the 
oolite, a stone formed of minute balls or rolls of lime carbonate gathered 
about a small particle of a different substance. The oolite of Greatt Britain 
is fo~nd in a very different formation from that in which our celebrated 
limestone appears and its composition, although somewhat similar at a' 
casual glance, is by no meane the same. The J11!,me is good enough, never
theless, and I see no objection to retaining it. 

A careful examination of our oolitic limestone shows that, while it va
ries greatly in the nature and arrangement of its particles, its more strik
ing characteristics are general and persistent. Shells, more or less minute , 
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-scarcely discernible '. with the naked eye-and fragments of shells ce
- mented by carbonate of lime, make up the entire mass. Indeed so meagre 

is the cementing substance that it is scarcely obsel;vable even with the aid 
of an ordinary pocket gla~s. This structure of the stone gives it the 
oolitic appearance, hence the name. . 

So far, very little attention has been given to studying the fossils brought. 
to view by microscopic examination of this beautiful and durable limestone. 
My OWl! work has been confined more particularly to an examination of 
the stratigraphic and structural conditions of the rock and" to the economic 
aspects of the various outcrops of its deposit. It belongs geologically ro 
the St. Louis division of the Sub-Carboniferous formation, and, as will ap

. pear when I come to speak of it more fully further on, it would seem ro 
owe its most interesting peculiarities to the special conditions under which 
it was deposited. 

The Devonian limestones of Indiana fit for building purposes are largely 
confined to the so-called Corniferous beds, thOugh here again the name is 
misleading. Much of this stone is a friable, refractory sort of limestone, 
cherty. and unequal in texture; but in many places it is workable and 
turns out a ~eally admirable product of the quarry, especially for rough 
masonry. 
Th~ Upper Silurian formation, the Niagara' limestone particularly. 

furnishes beauti£ul flag-stones, and a great deal of very hard and durable 
material for building. The Lower Silurian., too, affords excellent stone. 

The limestones of the Ooal Measures are not, as a rule, good for fine 
masonry, being crammed with fossils and often ~eavily loaded with iron. 
Moreover, they rarely per8ist over large areas, and are seldom so ~ituated 
as to be worked to advantage even when they are of comparatively good 
quality. . 

It would be scarcely profitable to take the time alld space necessary to. 
a detailed description of the many hundreds of points in Indiana where 
limestone of more or less value for masonry is to be found. I have thought 
it best to confine myself to a study of the areas and outcrops which, so. 
far as we now know, present the most certainly profitable materials. 

The line of outcrop of any formation·-the Lower or Upper Silurian, 
Devonian, Sub-Carboniferous or Coal Measures~ for instance-is always 
the index which should guide us in our explorations. It is along this 
line of outcrop that we may easily discover the true nature of the de
posit in any stratified formation, and thus determine the value of any 
particular part of it. In those counties where the Lower Silurilln rock.s 
put forth, we may easily learn the nature of the strata; and so of any 
other formation. Beginning, then, in the extreme southeastern corner of 
the State and working our way westward and northward, we shall find 
the outcrops of limestone in the following order: . 

1. Lower Silurian (Hudson River). 
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2. Upper Silurian (Niagara). 
3. Devonian (80rniferous). 
4. Sub·Carboniferous (chiefly the Oolitic).' 
5. Coal Measures (unclassified). 

These formations corne to the surface, one after 'the other, in the order 


. ~entioned~ as we proceed. .> 


I do not consider the Lower Silurian limestones of Indiana first·class 

building material for public buildings or for ornamental structures, but 

this must be taken as a general statement, to be modified wherever a 

special exception may arise. A great deal of good stone is quarried from 

this formation, and many more fine quarries will yet be opened with 

profit. Still, the large fact is that most of the limestone of t)ur Hudson 

River rock is hard, refractory and unreliable for architectural purposes, 

save in foundations, rough walls, abutments, piers and the !ike, where it 

serves exceIlent~. Dark gray, bluish and drab are the colors most 


I common to this rock, though some of it has a creamy tinge. When it is 
good it cuts very well, hard as it is, and its. appearance is beautiful. 

The Upper Silurian presents in the Niagara limestone a large area of 

very yaluable stone. No finer flag-stones can be found any~here than are 

taken from this formation in many places. Excellent building stone for 

rough masonry appears wherever large areas of the Niagara are outcrop- ' 

ping. A good deal of it is magnesian and may change color in weather

ing; not a little of it crumble,S under the action of frost. Still, the well

informed quarry-master will be easily able to distinguish the reliable 

outcrops by the appearance of the exposed stone, which if good will retain 

its angles' \3harp and clear and show no discolorations. 'Vherever the 

Niagara is the surface rock good flag and rough building stone may be 

confidently looked for. 


The Corniferous limestone of the Devonian formation is, as has been 

said, too often cherty and full of snarls and hollows to be relied upon, as 

a rule, for first· class material; but in many places intelligent examination 


- will discover areas of thoroughly good stone for ordinary rough building 

purposes, and some of it is very beautiful indeed. . , 

. The foregoi~g three groups of limestone may be considered together in 

any general estimate pf the building ,materials furnished by the rocks of 


'our State, as they fall under mueh the same general description. ,They 

are not pure limestones as a rule, but often their impu.rities are not of a 


. nature to destroy their value, merely restricting it and limiting the uses to 

which too material can be applied. Save in the fouI;ldations these stones 

should not be used in important buildings without the strictest tests to 

determine their qualities. Undoubtedly they are often found durable in 

the highest degree, but this exc.ellence is not -generally supplemented by 

.other necessary quaEties, to·wit, beauty of color, responsiveness to the 
cutter's tools, and tractability in quarrying. 

,'·1 
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It liI when we reach the Sub-Carboniferous area that we discover the 

true wealth of Indiana's limestone .. Here, indeed, 'the most wonderful 

and beautiful ·of the State's calcareous deposits lie almost uncovered and 

ready for the appliances of the quarry:master's trade. Its fame has al

ready gone abroad over the world and the business of placing it upon the 

market is enllilting a large amount of capital, energy and skill. Year by 

year this industry is growing into importance second only to that of agri. 

culture. 


\. 

THE OOLITIC LIMESTONE OF INDIANA. 

The formation knowL! as the St. Louis division or "group" of the Sub

Carboniferous deposits covers a large area in Indiana; but it is the sur· 


. face rock of a much smaller space. Great interest has attached to it 
among collectors and students of paleontology owing to the numerous 
fossil beds it contains and to the variety and interest of the or/lanic forms 
found therein. The St. Louis limestone is a general name given to the 
calcareous rocks of this division without reference to any particular quality 
of the deposit beyond the fact that it is limestone. . No rock shows greater 
or more striking variations of composition and structure than this lime
stone. In one place it will be a " cavernous limestone," breaking up into 
crevices and caves, "sink-holes" and "pots j" at another place it will 
crop out in the form of a marly rotten stone full of fossils, while at still 
another plac~ great vertical cliffs will prove it to be a solid, sharp·angled, 
durable building stone. All over its area, however, it shows a persistence 
,of certain general features that render· it not only interesting but easy to 
identify. Its fossils are so numerous and so well known that they are 
recognizable wherever seen. 

The area in Indiana over which the St. Louis group certainly furnishes 

the surface rock may be roughly outlined thus: 


Parts of Putnam County ,Morgan, Owen, nearly all of lVlonroe and . 
Lawrence, a large part of Orange and Washington, Floyd and Harrison. 
In Montgomery County the~e are a few outcrops. It may be looked for 
anywhere between the outcrops of the Conglomerate and Chester sand. 
stones on the west, and the,appearance of Keok~k and Knobstone forma. 
tions on the east. ' In l\Iontgomery County the Chester: sandstones appear 
to lie directly over the St. Louis limestone, under which are found the 
crinoidal shales and limestones of the Keokuk. In Washington County, 
Professor Gorby, State Geologist, found a well-defined trace of the Bur
lington deposits, to which he called my attention during my own occu- ! 

pa~cy of the office. I have since had the pleasure of re-examining the 
ground and of tracing the discovery still further. 

Along the line of the St. Louis outcrop from Putnamville southward 
to near the Ohio River is found the widely famous oolitic limestone. It " 

\. 

. " 
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lies in a narrow strip of country running somewhat diagonally from a 
northwesterly to a southeasterly direction, say from Greencastle in Put
nam County to Salem in Washington County, a distance of about a hund,,; 
red miles as the crow flies. The width of this strip varies, being from 
three to fifteen miles throughout its length. It lies on the eastern slope 
;)f the Wabash Valley until it enters Washington County, where the 
,waters begin to flow directly into the Ohio. All the way along its we:otern 
m,argin it is extremely difficult to trace the contact with superior formations 
and on the east the same difficulty attends any effort to outline exactly 
the contour of its area. The country is rolling and in many places quite 
abruptly broken. Outliers of superior strata crown the higher points and 
the weathering and tumbling down of great shelves which have been sub
sequently covered with residuary soil 'have rendered surface study very 

, uncertain work. A.long the bluffs that border the narrow valley of White 
River in the neighborhood of Gosport is an excellent region for studying 

, some interesting features of the lower St. Louis rocks, and here the oolitic 
begins to show itself in perhaps its most instructive stage of progress 

'from the compu.ct and fine-grained gray and hard limestone of the norther
most outcrops, to the qreamy white, soft, even'grained, almost absolutely 
pure carbonate of lime which characterizes the outcrop farther south. ' 
All the way along the route of the L., N. A. & C. R. ~. from Green
'Castle to Louisville this limestone frequently appEars at the surface or 
protrudes in staunch cliffs from the hill-sides. The O. & M. and the I. 
&; V. railroads cut this rich field across from east to west. 

Every indication seems, to be that the oolitic limestone has been depos
ited in deep sea water filling a basin whose shores are now marked by 
those lines where the rock is lightly, unevenly and irregularly bedded ana formed of coarser and 'more loosely cemented materials than those of 
which the main body of the stone is composed. All along the most east
erly fringe of the oolitic outcrop I have noted that this change from a fine 
and eyen grain to a coarse aner loose structure is well marked wherever 
the rock has not been greatly 'Weathered away or otherwise changed by 
extrinsic forces. In Lawrence C0unty, as we 'pass eastward from the 
outcrops of most excellent quarry stone, we soon reach the straggling 
edge of the deposit, and find it taking on the coarser and lo~ser structure. 
So it is in Washington County. These rough beds are much thinner, 
and bear every Padge of being the approximate limit of an ancient shore 
line. Ripple marks and thin, broken strata of imperfect sandstone are 
the most reliable indicia of this fact. The foesils, too, are of larger species 
more likely to be preserved amid the debris washed up along the shallows 
~a~~li~ , 

A careful examination of the oolitic limestone, under a glass, shows 
that it is oftentimes composed almost wholly of exceedingly minute shells 
(most of which appear to be nearly perfe~t), the mass held together by 

, I 
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an iIJlperceptible cement. ::rhis, however, is not true of all the stone. I 
have examined many admirably homogenous specimens from ,the best 
-quarries, and found them largely composed of fine shell fragments and the 
perfect shells combined. There appears to be no marked difference in the 
'luality of the stone on account of this variation in the structure, so long 
as the particles of which it is composed are small and of nearly uniform 
:size throughout the substance of the specimiiln. From the neighborhood 
'Of Bedford, southward, the stone, wherever quarried, shows most of .the 
-excellent qualities of the Salem deposits of Washington County. Indeed, 
any of the quarries between Greencastle and New Albany will be found 
putting out material of the finest sort. It has been found satisfactory by 
the best architects of America for great public buildings all over the 
country. ' This, of itself, should be sufficient to urge the quarrying inter
ests to the highest pitch of development. 

THE GEOLOGY OF THE OOLITIq BEDS. 

It would be out of place, in this connection, to enter into any detailed, 
technical account of the geological conditions observable in the oolitic de
positll. I purpose to present only such an outline as will enable the reader 
interested ;0: the development of quarries to proceed intelligently to a 
study of this incomparably rich and valuable area. 

The whole Sub-Carboniferous division presents a ~eriesof irregularly 
alternating strata, suggesting at ~lllce the periodic prevalence of deep and 
shallow sea waters over the face of the earth. As a rule the sandstones 
represent shallower seas than do the limestones, and wherever an old shore 
line is indicated the coarser and less compactly bedded sand rocks appear. 
Dirty shales, too, are often the silt deposited in the Shallowing regions of 
receding seas. Rocks that contain deep sea organisms need not, however, 
be taken as altogether the deposits of deep waters. What procesees have 
caused the destruction aud precipitation of the millions of beings whose 

.. remains mark the substance of solid beds of stone must remain to us 
largely a matter of conjecture. 

We can, however, apply certain general rules of natural philosophy in 
our attempts to reach general conclusions. It is well known that turbu
lent or violently agitated water will not deposit small objects held in sus
pension; but it is just as well known- that still, or practically still, w~ter 
will let fall even the finest particles whose specific gravity is greater than 
that of the water. The agitation of the seas by winds is superficial. 
Very deep seas are always comparatively still a short distance below the 
surface, even in the wildest storm, while the shallow seas are often vio- . 
lently stirred to their bottoms. This rule, then, may be taken as general: 
Shallow water will contain more matter taken up in suspension during 
boisterous weather than will deep water, and agitated water wi1l deposit a 

,' 
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coarser series of material than ~ill still water; " therefore, deep seas, being 
only superficially agitated, will continue to deposit all matter taken up in 
suspension, while the shallows win drop only the heaviest bodies: If this 
is true of seas now it was true of them in the days when the limestones 

, of the oolitic region' of Indiana were being deposited, Hence, I think 
that we may reasonably hifer thaLthe minute particles of calcareous mat
ter composing this beautiful stone were dropped in place from the water 
of ,tt deep and quiet part of the then existing sea. If this is true, anq. we 
find the stone shading off into a coarser and looser s.tructure in certain di
rections,we may take it for granted that this condition indicates approach 
toward water shallower and, therefore, more easily agitated. 

All the facts that I have been able ~ gatheI;, by a good deal of patient 
investigation in the field, go to suggest that the oolitic limestone owes its, 
fine and even grain, and its perfect cohesion of particles, to the special 
conditions under which it was deposited; and, in the main, these condi-

I 	 tions were due to a deep, still sea, teeming with minute shell-beari,llg 
animal forms-a sea whose shores were lined with the deposits of still 
older seas of the Sub-Carbonifero,us age. It was from these more ancient 
rocks that the water took up in solution or suspension the carbonate· of 

. lime, which, when precipitated along with the animal remains, served as 

a cement to bind together those innumerable multitudes pf minute shells 

which form th~ beautiful body of our far-famed building stone. 


The well known fossil beds of the St. Louis rocks are. usually found 
at. places where the limestones are of ooarse and loose texture, easily' 
weathered. down to a sori of marly residuum in which the organic forms 
are but lightly held. " 

The oolitic limestone, when found -in massive beds, as in most of the 
quarries, is overlaid with 'a stratum of bluish or grayish blue limestone 
which does not weather well, and which, when exposed, rapidly falls t(} 
pieces. under the action of rairiand frost; hence, in many places the 
oolitic is found immediately under the residuary soil, formed by the de- .. 
gra,dation of this superior stratum. 

The eastern and southern limits of the oolitic are often obscured by 
outliers of more recent formations, but wherever not thus hidden the 
rOQk will be found rapidly thinning out. Passing westward from the 
eastern margin the rock dips irregularly with the line of your progress, 
while i~ also thickens and assumes its characteristic evenness of'grain 'and 

I compactness of structure. Its western margin has not been located, owing 
to the fact that the rock !joon dips far under the Coal ~Ieasures, and does 
not again come to the surface in Indiana. As to its northern limit none 

. of the borings for gas passed through it apywhere north of Greencastle, 
in .Putnam County. The St. Louis limestone of'Montgomery County is . 
the bluish stratum which overlies the oolitic, which is not here in place. 
The boring in Parke County did not disclose the presence of the oolitic 
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'<ieposits, though it cut the St. Louis rocks. The report from the wells ' 
sunk for gas and oil at Terre Haute, in Vigo County, shows that in pass
ing through the Sub·Carbonifsrous strata the oolitic was not found. In
-deed, aJI tlIe facts point to an oblong basin or trough, for which I have 
proposed the name "Oolitic Basin of Indiana." In this basin lies the 
best building ston~, granite aside, yet. discovered in the world. The 
wealth that is to flow to the counties in which it occurs would appear fab
uleus were the true calculation made. 

Geologic~lly speaking, the oolitic limestone belongs to thelower division 
of the St. Louis group, to which has been given the name of " Warsaw 

r 
t-	 Division" or group. , It is in the upper member of this division, while the 
, ' 	 dark blue bituminous and often ferruginous limestone immediately over
I' 
I ly-ing it belongs to the lower member of the upper division. Immediately 
1 • under the oolitic is often found a dark blue crystalline limestone, usually' r. 	 a thin stratulll, which, in turn,. overlies a gray or whitish fossiliferous 
'V 
~ 	 stratum, often of very loose texture, and' crumbling to a "marl" on ex
• posure to the air. i. 

Toward the northern margin of the basin we find the oolitic passing by 
j imperceptible degrees from its more characteristic composition of minute 

shells to a granular and even somewhat crystalline structure, though this 
" 	 latter extreme is by no means common any:where within the area. Viewed 

at a little distance~ its outcrops have the appearance of bold cliffs of heavy 
bedded gray sandstone, and the quarry blocks seen in transportation on 
the cars have th~s same granular appearance. One who wishes to study 
this stone in its various aspects of structure and deposit, will do well to 
visit, first, the quarries at Putnamville, Elletsville and Bedford; then he 
may go to Salem, in Washington County, where the stone takes on its ex
treme oolitic characteristics. 

\ .In the extensive quarries, near Salem, a complete Bnd instructive sec
tion of almost the entire lower division of the St. Louis rocks may be 
seen at a glance, and in places the lower strata of the upper division are' 
'sHown. The oolitic here is a'massive, grayish white deposit, which, when 
cut through by the steam channelers, presents a bold, Clean wall of al
most marble beauty. I am far from saying that this stone is any better 
than that in many other oolitic q~arries in the basin; but it certainly is the 
best exposure for study" from the geologist's point of view. From the 
dark bituminous stratum, or layer, which forms the lower member of the 
upper St. Louis, dow~ to the singular .blue crystalline layer underneath 

,.. 	 the oolitic proper, comparatively few fossils have been found, saving, of 

course, the -minute shells that c~mpose so large a part of the oolitic itself. 

This absence of characteristic fossils might lead to mistakes in identifying 


t,- ' the rock where the structure' could not be clearly made out. Fortunately!
", 
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however, th~ many and extensive quarri~s scattered over almost the en
tire oolitic area have rendered such service in 'tracing the deposit as ro 
leave all doubt behind. 

My own careful survey of the oolitic' field authorizes me to say, with 
perfect confidence, that nowhere in the United States, perhaps nowhere 
in the world, is there so large an area over which so thick, so persistent. 
and so admirable a building stone appears so near the surface, and so well 
suited to the operations of the quarryman. 

QUALITIES OF THE OOLITIC LIMESTONE., 

Architects, builders and contractors will, of course, examine for them
selves before adopting any material in buildings for which they are re
sponsible. The writer of this paper has designed and superintended many 
considerable public works wherein stone was largely used, and can, there
fore, speak with experience as his guide. But while the experienced 
aJ:chitect, engineer or contractor must at the last depend upon his own 
tests, there is much to be saved by an acquaintance with th~ facts and ob
servations of others in any particular field of inquiry of interest to the 
profession to which he is devoted. Hence it will be always apparent1that. 
the most successful wen are thoee who gather information from every 
available source. 

" 
It is unfortunately true that geological reports often lack just the prac. 

tical quality wbioh would render them of greatest value to practical men. 
Mere "science" too often clothes itself in a cloak of technical reserve and 
bookish mustiness, instead of joining freely with the spirit of material 
progress. Still, it is but just to say that in many instances science has. 
lent a strong hand to the world's practical workers, and geology, if here
tofore -& trifle behind in this, is gradually coming to the front. . 

Turning now from a survey of the oolitic field to a practical considera
tion of the qualities of this !<uperb stone, as a building material, let us 
yiew it from the standpoint of the architect and civil engineer. 

In a former report on this subject, when I had given it comparatively 
short study, I said that in cretaceous chalk, formed so Jargely of foramen
ifera, the mass is loosely deposited and feebly cemented, as a rule; but 
the oolitic limestone, though coming 'comparatively soft from the quarry. 
has a peculiar toughness and density, and withal a dryness, which render 
it a puzzle to every examiner. These features are due to the semi-concre,
tionary nature of the structure, resulting from the cooperation of affinity 
and gravitation in the arrangement of the matter. The stone is granu
lated, rather than crystalline, in every particular, and yet, under the mi
(l~OI!cOpe, the grains show a nicety of correspondence-a perfect fitting, B() 

. ' .' 
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to call it:-which is the secret of resonance, elasticity, flexibility and non

cleava~e. The following analysis is a fitir average of the,true oolitic 

limestone: 


Specific gravity 2.72 

Lime .... . 53.55 per cent. 

Oarbonic acid . . 43.33 per cent. 

Water. 56 per cent. 


to which must be added a trace of magnesia, iron, alumina, manganese, 

phosphoric acid, silica, and possibly a trace of another mineral not dis

tinguishable, all in practically equal parts, and amounting altogether to 

2.56 per cent.· of the whole. I may remark that in the true oolitic the 
trace of iron is never observable, save by chemical analysis, it never in 
the slightest discolors the stone by oxidizing. The above analysis was of 
rock recently quarried. 

Chemically speaking, then, the oolitic limestone is practically a pure 
carbonate of lime, the amount of foreign matter being often less than 4 
per cent. of the whole. In other words, in the best specimens the car
bonate of lime constitutes nearly 97 per cent. of the stone. It is flexible, 
elastic, resonant, uniform in its grain, equally strong in every direction, 
perfectly homogeneous in fact. These qualities give it the Dest possible 
power of resistance to strain or to crushing force. A bar of this stone 
may be bent very perceptibly, and when the force is removed it will 
spring back to its normal state with the promptness and energy of steel. 
Its tone, when struck, is a clear, musical bell-note, indicative of' thorough 
metallic sympathy throughout the mass. This quality of perfect reso·· 
nance, taken in connection with the fact that the stone cleaves nowhere 
save directly in a line with the cleaving force, gives the best evidenc~ of 
an evenness of grain and a smoothly distributed cohesiveness of particles 
throughout the mass When first quarried it cuts like a sandstone, yield
ing readily to tools of all kinds. It is then soft, and yet tough enough 
to hold well the finest figures of carving. It comes from the quarry cut 
by the steam channelers into blocks, or quadrangular columns, six by ten 
feet, and a hundred feet long if desired. Its ,color at first is a pale brown· 
ish, which gradually lightens to a soft cream or grayish white. 

Physically, the oolitic is in fact a calcareous sandstone composed in 
chief of small grains of carbonate of lime. It occurs in massive bodies, 
often sixty feet thick, without any lines of cleavage or parting, perfectly 
bedded, homogeneous throughout, a solid stone, in fact, from which a 
flawless block of any size. possibly manageable, may be cut. It takes up 
a very small amount of moisture, which is so distributed that no degree 
of heat or cold will work injury. When we consider to what awful and 
prolonged frigidity of temperature this rock was exposed during the gla. 
cial age, without in the least affecting its integrity, we may safely trust it 
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in our buildings. Other limestones were cracked, shivered, crushed under 
the compressions and expansions of the arctic period, while this massive. 
deposit was scarcely changed in any part of its great body. 

Any architect or builder, any engineer or contractor, will say at once 
that, if this is a true description, the oolitic limestone is certainly a won
derful product of nature, and fitted, in the highest degree, for a cheap, 
beautiful and durable building stone. The best practical demonstration 
of its durability is given by its own angular cliff walls, which have stood 
exposed for hundreds of centuries, probably, without loosing the sharp
ness of their corners or the smallest inequalities of surface. 

It has been subjected to every test by the most expert professional 
architects and builders, who have uniformly recommended it, and forti
fied their recommendations by using it in the building of some of the 
most important public works of recent years. State-houses, court.houses, 
churches, extensive business blocks, and stately private residences, have 
been constructed of it from New York to New Orleans, and from Chi
cago, Indianapolis and Louisville to all the smaller cities of our country 
east of the Rocky Mountains. This is a fact of value-it is one, of the 
strongest possible invitations to an examination of our field-for certainly 
there can be no better judges of building stone than the architects whose 
business it is to plan and erect our most pretentious edifices. 

The Capitol at Indianapolis is a atructure of which any State should be 
proud. Its exterior walls show to excellent advantage the qualities of the 
oolitic stone. Although the building is not advantageously situated, as 
regards its site, yet its beauty is greatly heightened and the lines of its el
evations are strengthened by the suggestion of solidity and permanence 
which the immense blocks of warm, gray stone enforce upon the observer. 
Were this superb edifice upon some considerable elevation, like that oc
cupied by the State-house at Nashville, for instance, the remarkable suit
ability and beauty of its material would be demonstrated to even the 
casual glance. 

Our Indiana oolitic limestone, though not the geological equivalent of 
the celebrated oolite of the British Island of Portland, resembles it in 
many particulars. It has the advantage of the Portland stone in coming 
softer from the quarry, and it is fully equal to it in other qualities. The 
famous Sir Christopher Wren chose the Portland oolite in building St. 
Paul's Cathedral. Time has proved that his choice was the very best 
that could possibly have been made. 

In both England and America, in cities where large quantities of sul
phurous coals are burnt, the oolitic limestone has withstood the sulphuric 
aeidof the fumes without the slightest damage. Sir Christopher Wren 
thought that exposure to the weather for three years after quarrying was 
a sufficient test of the Portland oolite. We have a much better test than 
this, for blocks of our Indiana stone have been lying for twenty years, 
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near some of our oolitic quarries, without showing the slighest change 
from exposure. 

Careful expel'iments have proven that our oolitic limestone withstands 
a greater crushing force than any other fairly workable limestone, and at 
this point it comes next to granite. Indeed it has ample resistance for 
sustaining double the pressure that any building walls would subject it to 
under the severest conditions of modern architecture. Its flexibility is 
truly wonderful. A square rod (sawn from the stone) two inches to the 
side and five feet long, will bend with an even curve and spring like a 
bar of steel. Its elasticity is equally fine, and a suspended piece of it 
will ring like bell metal when tapped with a hammer. 

No stone cuts more easily and beautifully. When green from the 
quarry it can be cut or broken in any direction by proper care, and it 

" responds readily to the cutter's tools without chipping or refractory scaling. 
Thus dimension stone can be prepared at the quarries ready for shipment 
at the minimum cost, and with but a trifling waste of material. 

A visit among the quarries will be found of interest and value to every 
person in the least connected with architecture, engineering or contracting, 
while to the practical quarryman it will open a new field. It will not be 
long till all, the oolitic beds will be in the hands of those who wiH reap a 
golden harvest from their development. Already the quarrying interests 
of that region are swelling to enormous proportions, but the amount of 
unworked deposits is almost incalculable. Indeed the stone industry of 

\ 

Indiana is yet in its infancy, compared with what it is sure to be within 
the next few years. 

Within the last five years the growth of practical interests in the oolitic 
deposits has more than doubled, and day by day the quarried stone is 
reaching new fields of demand, and yet the industry is really in its in

_	fancy. I should be called a mere boaster were I to make even a low 
estimate of what is sure to be its future development. Snbstitutes may 
be found for coal, for iron, for brick, for wood, but as the years go by the 
use of stone as a building material must continue to increase. No nation 
reaches its meridian of civilization until it enters the stone age of its 
architecture. ' ' 

One of the chief points in favor of our oolitic -deposit, is that it lies so 
near the surface over such a large area. Every quarryman knows that 
the most considerable item of expense in taxing out building stone is that 
incurred on account of removing overlying masses of earth or rock, an 
operation which is technically called stripping. Of course, the expense 
is still greater when the stone mll!!t he mined by means of shafts and the 
like. In very many places in Indiana the oolitic stone lies on the surface 
or is covered by only a slight deposit of soil or superior rock, This makes 
a minimum of cost to the quarryma\l in getting his product ready for 
delivery, 
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When we are calculating the future value of our building stone, the 
readiness and cheapness with which it may be put upon the market, is a 
most important jtem of the reckoning. In France, Germany and 
England the quarries are often extensive underground mines, whence the 
stone is brought at the maximum of labor and cost, and as compared 
with our own quarries show the wonderful advantages we shall have when 
we shall have reached the era of permanent building. Thousands upon 
thousands of acres of oolitic limestone lie just at the surface in nearly all 
the counties heretofore mentioned in this paper. 

There is yet another feature of the oolitic rock that remains to be men
tioned. It is massively, evenly and notably uniformly bedded. Its 
layers are rarely less than ten feet in thickness, often they are from twenty 
to sixty feet with scarcely a seam or variation of the grain. These layers 
are wonderfully persistent and even, like a smooth floor or table of' the 
beautiful material. The elasticity and flexibility of the stone has made 
it proof against earthquake shocks, the action of intense extremes of heat 
and cold, and the pressure caused by any settling of the earth's crust
forces which hav~ crushed the stones of other formations into fragmentory 
condition, as may be observed by the most casual student of our rocks. 

A large part of the oolitic area is a decidedly rolling or broken country, 
the rock outcropping along the hillsides or in the jaws of shallow ravines 
and hollows. Often these ravines show that they have . been formed by 
extensive sheer fissures through the rock, and one or the other, some
times both, of' the ragged jaws stand forth just liS at first exposed, the 
sharp points and corners still unchanged. These walls, wherever the 
cliffs chance not to be subject to the drippings from overlying formations 
which may be ferruginous, show a clear, soft gray color, rarely tending to 
a bluish or brownish tint. It is often the case that a perishable stratum 
underlying the oolitic, has been destroyed by the action of water, thus 
causing the beautiful, even beds of this fine stone to fall, as so often 
happens with other limestones in the St. Louis formation. Owing to this 
accidental feature, the oolitic will be frequently found lying at a consider
abJe angle of inclination against the side of a hill with a heavy talus or 
earth-slide overlying it. This has not seldom given rise to mistakes 
touching the true dip of the stone. If a local trend of this sort be fol. 
lowed a little way, the proper position of the rock in place will be found, 
and the dip will be usually very slight and westward. 

Thus, in pursuance of the design suggested to me by the State Geolo
gist, I have, as briefly as was consistent with a fair presentation of the 
subject, set forth the claims of our State in the matter of stone for build
ing purposes. There remams, however, a consideration of the use of 
stone in the preparation of lime, cement and other artificial aids to build
ing. This might well be the subject of a separate paper, but for many 
l'~ns i~ will be easier to consider the subject here, and to the stuqent 
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of our State's resources such a course will afford a more connected system 
of examination, as it will obviate the necessity of referring from one 
paper to the other in order to fully understand both. Moreover in many 
of our most extensive limestone quarries the manufacture of lime is profit
ably connected with the quarrying operations. 

INDIANA LL'lfE. 

The use of lime in building is so universal that no -general explanation 
of its importance need be here made. In all structures of brick, or other 
artificial stone, it is the chief ingredient of the mortar in which the ma
terial is set, and its use for plastering the inner walls of houses, even 
those of wood, is well nigh universal. This large and constantly increas
ing demand for lime makes it one of the staple articles of commerce and 
one of the chief products of our limestone deposits, and adds to them a 
value which must increase as the years go by. The output of this neces
sary building material in Indiana is very large, and the quality second to 
none in the world. 

As a rule limestone is best for burning into lime when it comel nearest 
being a pure carbonate, but before it is fit for use the lime thus produced 
must be mixed with sand in about the following proportions: 

Taking thirty-five pounds of pure lime add three and a haIr cubic feet 
of clean sand and mix with one and a half cubic feet of water, the result 
will be three and a fourth cubic feet of lime-mortar. Two parts of sand 
to one of lime is a formula which gives very good results for ordinary 
purposes. 

Mortar of this sort, however, will not stand the constant contact of 
water, and should be used in only those walls that are not exposed to 
such contact. Indeed it is a rule that mortar made of pure lime and 
sand will not set in water so as to become hard and durable. Hence the 
demand in all hydraulic operations for a mortar made of impure lime 
which in commerce is known as hydraulic lime or water lime, and which 
is the base of the best hydraulic cements. 

Pure grades of lime, or those called pure, are burned out of limestones 
in which the carbonate of lime is the chief constituent. The product is 
nearly a P!lre white in color and has a soft, fine grain.. When exposed 
to the air it rapidly absorbs water and falls into a fine, dust-like powder, 
known to chemists as hydrate of lime, and popularly called slacked or 
slack lime. In tUrn the hydrate of lime, after long exposure to air, ab
sorbs carbonic acid and gradually forms itself into a mixture of single 
equivalents of hydrate and carbonate of lime. 

The limestone of Indiana suitable to the manufacture of lime is fO\lnd 
in so many places th~t it would be impossible to enqmerate them. It 
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might be said that wherever a good pure limestone is found there can 
lime pe made. 

The process of burning limestone to produce quick-lime (oxide of cal
cium) need not be here described. The elimination of the carbonic acid 
gas by means of heat is done by the use of kilns in which the stone is 
subjected to fire intensely hot. Stone freshly quarried calcines more 
readily than that which is less hydrous. It is economy, therefore, to 
quarry and break the stone no faster than it can go into the kiln. 

The vast areas of exc~llen~ limestone in Indiana must attract the atten
tion of lime manufacturers, and continue to be a source of increasing 
prosperity to the State. I have felt that this brief allusion to a subject 
so closely allied to that of building stone m.ight be serviceable in attract
ing attention of capitalists to a most promising field. 

HYDRAUUC CEMENT. 

It has been very long known that carbonate of lime containing a large 
admixture of clay would, when calcined, show little of the property of 
quick lime, known as slacking. In other words,if the lime product con-

I talned 25 to 35 per cent. of clayey impurity it was found that it would not 
heat in water, and would not slack well. The product was hard, but 
when ground fine and made into mortar by the admixture with it of water 
and sand, it would set speedily, and be impervious -to water. If the 
clayey impurity go beyond 35 per cent. the rock. when burned, is spoiled 
for hydraulic purposes if not supplied with a sufficiency of lime after pul
verization. 

As a general propositio.n, it may be said that hydraulic cement must be 
composed Qf carbonate of lime and silica, carbonate of lime and silicate 
of alumina, or carbonate of lime and magnesia. It has been found by 
experiment that carbonate of lime, mixed with gelatino.us silica, forms a 
good hydraulic cement. Furthermore, it is known that it spoils the hy
draulic property o( this lime if it be calcined at a heat greater than is 
barely necessary to. eliminate -the water from the clay and to expel a 
greater part of the carbonic acid from the carbonate of lime. 

While neither of the ingredients of water lime will, by itself, set in 
water, it is easy to make a good hydraulic lime by calcining carbonate of 
lime and silicate. of alumina together at a low heat. 

After calcination, the silica in the lime is acted upon by acids, resulting 
in a gelatinous product called gelatinous silica. This is a go.od test of the 
hydraulic properties of a silicious limestone. 

The presence of iron in the clayey limestone greatly adds to the hy
draulic property of the product, for the larger the quantity of iron and 
alumina, up to a certain limit, the more readily will the substance take on 
the required stage necessary to a good cement. 'When the heat of the 
kiln is too intense vitrification takes place, while, if the temperature of 
burning is too low l the result will be that t:Qe !!ilicat;e!! win not be rapidl1 
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formed, and the mortar will not harden without the assistance of water; 
The best limestones for the pr()duction of hydraulic lime are those com

posed of carbonate of lime, silicate of alumina and iron, all evenly com
mingled. Some of our magnesian limestones will turn out an excellent 
quality of cement. 

The difference between quick lime and lime suitable for hydraulic pur
poses, may, in short, be thus defined: Quick lime, when subjected to the 
action of water, rapidly falls to an impalpable white or grayish white 
powder, while hydraulic lime slacks slowly without any great generation 
of heat. Moreover, the hydrated silicates thus formed are not subject to 
the effect of water, but pass from a soluble to an insoluble condition. 

Professor Gorby discovered large quantities of impure limestone in 
'Vashington County which he pronounced first-rate for the production of 
water lime. 

This is a subject which will repay much further examination by the 
Geological Department of the State. The need of a well-equipped lab
oratory is keenly felt by the person called upon to do extensive scientific 
work for the State. There can be no doubt that a series of well·conducted 
chemical examinations extended over a series of years would do more 
than almost any other work to add new impetus to the materia.! develop
ment of our great commonwealth. The cost of a laboratory and the 
conducting of it would be comparatively small and the outcome could not 
fail to be valuable. 

HIGHWAYS OF STONE. 

In concluding this report I deem it proper to call attention to the sub
ject of streets and country highways, which, as our State advances in 
wealth and physical improvement, must be built of stone in one form or 
another. Already we are taking steps in this direction. Many of our 
cities are laying down permanent pavements, and in not a few counties 
the highways are being built of gravel and broken stone, to the lasting 
comfort and welfare of the people. It has been said that the enlighten
ment and prosperity of a country may be read in its public roads. Cer
tain it is that the value of real estate depends largely on the facilities for 
marketing its prod ucts, and good roads are the chief of these facilities. 
The graveled roads of Indiana and the limestone turnpikes of Kentucky 
are standing evidence of the effect of good highways on the development 
of a high state of agricultural prosperity. 

It needs no labored essay to point out the inexhaustible supply of gravel 
and limestone in Indiana suited to use in making permanent roads. The 
whole Drift area has its beds of gravel, and wherever limestone is out
cropping the "metal" for the superstructure of imperishable highways 
is at hand. 

Public schouls and public roads are the twins that need to be carefully 
nurtured by the State. 
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From the tables and descriptions of quarries appended to this report, 
it will be seen that the amount of capital invested in taking out and work
ing the building stone of' Indiana is in the aggregate very large. More
over the fiwts as tabulated show that the quarrying industry gives excel
lent returns in profits upon the money, skill and labor expended thereon. 

It will well repay every person interested in this suhject to give this 
,part of our report a careful examination, as it constitutes a practical ex
emplification of what can be done on both a large and a small scale in the 
matter of developing the exhaustless treasures of our greatest material 
wealth. 

So far, although much has been done, the quarrying business is in its 
early infancy in Indiana. As compared with the possibilities of what is 
actually in sight, the stone taken out is like a drop from the sea; it can
not be missed from the almost inconceivable extent of material from which 
it is drawn. 

Of course the statistics here collected and arranged can not be called 
exhaustive, and there may be cases in which the figures are not exact, but 
the greatest pains have been taken to approach absolute truth as nearly as 
possible. In a few cases men were unwilling to give such details of their 
quarry workings as would render our report altogether satisfiwtory, yet 
as far as they go our statements may be relied upon as containing nothing 
but facts. We have rejected everything that could not be strictly au
thenticated. 

It will be seen that along with our information touching the limestone 
industry of the State we have offered all that could be gathered in this 
connection with regard to the lime product, especially in cases where 
quarry-masters were interested in kilns. It is a matter of wonder that 
lime burning is not on a larger scale than it is now in this State. No
where in America can there be found stone better adapted, more plentiful 
or in a condition to be more easily and cheaply handled for this purpose. 
Fuel, too, is always at hand and as cheap as anywhere in the country. 

By a glance at the map, after referring to these tables of quarry prod
ucts, the reader will be better able to understand the location and area 
of the most important of our building stone deposits. The large body of 
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the stone lies south of the center lirie of the State. The best lhnestone 
forms an irregular figure on the map's surface east of the Carboniferous 
outcrops and west of the Devonian; that is, it forms a large part of the 
southermost Sub-Carboniferous area, and is chiefly confined to the St. 
Louis deposits. The sandstones, which have not yet received the atten
tion that is due them, are mostly contained in the Lower Coal Measures 
and in the upper Sub-Carboniferous rocks. They are of all shades of 
color between white and dark red; some specimens show curious and 
beautiful variations. The exceeding ease with which the sandstones can 
be quarried and their fireproof qualities are, great recommendations of 
their value, but the fame of the oolitic limestone and the demand for it 
all over the United States have kept attention turned from the tjandstones. 

In collecting the facts contained in the various tables Professor Benedict 
has used every. effort to obtain in each case a full statement from the 
quarry-master or his acting representative. It will be seen that some of the 
informants were very kind in furnishing all that was asked, while others . 
either could not or would not disclose anything more than the most 
meager general statements of their affairs. Many persons are slow to ap
preciate the value or advertisement in business. The reports of this de
p~rtment are published for free circulation; they go into the hands of 
inquiring, investigating, progressive people all over the enlightened world, 
and it will be a great thing for the material wealth of Indiana when the 
citizens of our State learn that it is the best policy to help in every way 
to spread abroad in the world a knowledge of our mineral, agricultural 
and manufacturing wealth. There is a reciprocal law of compensation in 
the conduct of affairs based upon generous principles. The farmer may 
have no quarry rock on his lands, but if his neighbor own a quarry the 
value of the stone reflects its virtue upon the farm, because industry and 
increased varieties of production increase population and comsumption, 
and thereby add an increment to the value of farm and farm produce. 
In a word every citizen of Indiana profits by the thrift and prosperity of 
every other citizen. The more Indiana's'inert wealth of mineral is adver
tised abroad the sooner will come that increase of capital and population 
upon which the progress of development depends. Diversified labor is 
the safety of labor in general. The more avenues we open to wealth the 
more active will become both labor and capital, each new source of in
dustry adds energy to all the older ones. . • 
, Within the past ten years the advance in the development of Indiana 
stone quarries has been wonderful, especially in the oolitio region where 
lines of railway intersect the very b~t deposits of this incomparable lime
stone. Many miles of track arid siding have been laid both by the rail
way companies and the owners of the quarries, so that most of the ma.
terial is now cut by steam drills and channelers, hoisted by steam derricks 
and loaded directly on the cars by the most approved steam-driven 

" 
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machinery. Where a few years ago. there were but the beginnings of a 
crude system of industry, there are many well.organned, thoroughly 

, equipped and admirably managed companies carrying forward immense 
quarries and far·reaching commercial connections. Not a little of this 
valuable gr~wth and welcome activity has been due to the researches and 
reports of this Department. It has been the constant practice of the chief 
and his assistants to keep before the minds of the scientific, the commer· 
cial and the manufacturing world all the discoverable facts in connection 
with all the undeveloped resources of the State, and among these build· 
ing-stone has filled a large space. Never till now, however, has the De
partment been in condition to give anything like exhaustive study to this 
parti!lular subject and to make a report covering so large a part of the 
facts most interesting and valuable to those who wish to investigate with 
a view to investment. 

The amount of land now owned by individuals and companies engaged 
in quarrying, although large, is as nothing compared with the area still 
open to development. True, lI,luch of the best stone is situated at some 
distance from any railroad line, but to most of it switch lines or tramways 
could be easily laid, as has already been done in many cases. This will 
always pay where the quarrying is to be done on a large scale, and where 
the stone is found to be of the best quality, and so deposited as to be ex· 
ceptionally easy to take out. 

So widespread and excellent is the fame of Indiana stone that the dan· 
ger of overproduction from the quarries is not an appreciable element in 
the consideration of the future production and profits of the building stone 
industry. The demand for bridge stone, rubble, paving stone, flagging, 
dimension stone for city and county buildings, and for general architec
tural uses, is increasing all over the country, and must go on increasing 
as wealth accumulates and building gradually becomes a question of per
manent investment rather than the hasty shift of present and pressing 
need. 

Already the eyes of alert capitalists, looking out for a safe and promis
ing security for money, are turned upon these fine stone deposits of Indi
ana, and many large tracts have been bought as a'matter of speculation, and 
are held by men who will neither develop the quarries nor permit others 
to do it. Still the area is so large, and the stone so plentiful, that it will 
be scarcely possible for any combination of capital to control it all. The 
people are beginning to appreciate the value of these lands, and as the. 
knowledge of the business of quarrying and putting the stone on the 
marKet becomes more general, the industry will be urged to its fullest ac
tivity. This, so far from interfermg with agriculture, will be a great 
stimulus to it. Wherever a mining or quarrying point is established, 
there will be a local center of consumption for farm produe.ts and a souroe 
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. from which money, will be circulated freely. Many localities have al
ready sprung into unprecedented prosperity on this account, especially in 
the oolitic region. I 

By reference to the lists it will be seen that, although not complete, 
they show that about two hundred firms, companies and individuals own 
quarries in the State; and many of them are operated on a very large 
scale. These, if evenly distributed, would give more than two successful 
quarries to each county in the State. Surely this is a most important 
item of our material prosperity, and when we remember that it is largely 
due to recent development it ought to be a matter of interest and pride to 
. every citizen of Indiana. ' 

The following tabulated statement will show some valuable fact~: 

Amount of capital invested in quarries in Indiana. $4,294,943 
N um bel' of engines in quarries . 1:'(9 
Number of laborers employed.. . . 4,334 
Total amount of wages annually. . . . , . $2,171,375.10 
Annual output of l:Stone in cubic feet 20,649,276 
N umber of bushels of lime annually. 1,821,580 
Value of annual output. . . . . . . $3,312,446.70 

It would be intereBting, if it were possible, to give a statement showing 
the scope of the commerce in stone from Indiana, but we can only state 
that our best building stone now goes into almost every State east of the 
ROCky Mountains, alid that costly and enduring monuments attest its 
superiority at the very gates of all the other most celebrated quarry fields. 
n is carried triumphantly beyond the marble regions of Tennessee and 
the granite of Georgia, over the limestone ledges of Alabama and into 
the central cities of Texas. Missouri calls for it, Ohicago must have it 
and does have it every day in the year; Cincinnati, New Orle8ns, PhiJa
delphia, N ew York, Atlanta, and hundreds 0 f smaller cities and towns 
are using it freely in preference to any other stone. Its use is its adver
tisement, for wherever it is seen in a building its superiority is not to be 
overlooked or discredited. 

The system of quarrying adopted in all the best quarries of Indiana in
cludes the use of all the latest improvements in machmery. The old slop 
process of hand drilling and hand derricks has been discarded, as a rule, 
even in the smaller quarries, though there are exceptions. Steam has 
been applied to nearly all the operations of drilling or channeling, lifting 
and loading, as well as sawing and planing. Anyone of the large quar· 
ries is well worth visiting by those who have a desire to know how the 
business of quarrying has progressed since the days of hand·drill and 
blasting powder, crow·bar and skid, hand-tackle and ox·team wagons. 
By the use of the steam channeler monoliths of any size are cut out, from 
cubes of four feet square to rectangular blocks sixty feet long by 'ten feet 
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square in the cross-section. After these are taken out they are sawed to 
dimension by steam and carved into any desirable form. By examining 
the fuce of the stone exposed in the perpendicular walls of a quarry one may 
have the' basis for making a rough estimate of the immense money value of 
all the building stone in Indiana. Often these walls show a thickness of 
from twenty to sixty feet of solid stone. Now, an acre is 43,560 square 
feet; make it 40 feet thick and you have 1,742,400 cubic feet to the acre. In 
many places the cost of quarrying is the minimum, as the stone shows at the 
surface of' the ground, making the stripping very light and the lift short. 
The reports on the different quarries afford a safe basis for a good approx
imate calculation of the profits to be made in the quarrying business when 
carefully conducted. Of coarse the price oflabor, skilled and unskilled, 
varies, and the nature of the stone, its situation, etc., must affect the first 
cost of production, but the price of the building stones of varies kinds 
has been always high enough to insure good returns upon intelligent effort. 
Indeed no property in Indiana is to-day more certainly profitable than the 
quarries, as a careful examination of the detailed statements of their 
workings will show. 

A glance at any railroad map of the State makes it clear that facilities 
for transportation are exceptionally good throughout the entire area of 
the stone fields, and the number of car-loads annually shipped to all parts 
of the country is a guaranty that rates are sufficiently low to warrant the 
large and growing output of' materials. In fact the demand for building
stone has been so steady and great that ~ost of the quarries have been 
worked to the utmost of their capacity with orders constantly ahead 
throughout the year. The writer of this report has traveled extensively 
in the Western and Southern States recently, and everywhere he has seen 
the railroads carrying large consignments of Indiana stone, a fact which 
gives indisputable evidence of the demand. 

Iii one regard the great activity and success of the stone industry has 
had a marked effect upon the character of public improvements in the 
State. The County Commissioners of the various counties in letting con

'tracts for the bridges and culverts of our highways have taken advantage 
of the facilities for procuring indestructible stone for foundations, abut· 
ments and piers, and have stipulated .that these should be built of noth. 
ing but the best Indiana stone. The court houses, jails, county asylums 
and other public buildings recently erected are mostly built in whole or in 
part of this material. The railroads have not been slow to avail them
selves of the eame advantage and have set all their bridges on permanent 
stone substructures. These are mcts that should have their weight in 
every study of the economic value of our stone; they should give can. 
fidence to capital looking toward investment in the quarrying industry, 
and should enter lat'gely into every calculation of the material wealth of 
the State. They supplement the deductions of scientific investigation 
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with practical demonstration of economic values, and make clear to the 
ordinary mind what has long been known to the few enthusiastic pioneers 
in geological and statistical study. It has been said that the" proof of 
the pudding is in the eating," and the homely truth fits well into the pro
Cess of proving which is now going on in the great building stone areas of 
Indiana. Weare beginning to taste the flavor of ample success. Long 
ago this Department clearly pointed out this great field of industry, and 
used every means within its power to call public attention to it. We 
may now feel justly proud in CODgratulating ourselves upon a fair prospect 
of sharing the enjoyment of the prosperity of those who have profited by 
our advice. 

It is not the quarry.masters alone, however, who have been directly 
benefited by the large demand for our building stones. The number of 
laboring men who have found employment at good wages in the quarries • 
is quite large. Villages and towns have sprung up at many points and 
are flourishing little centers of' life and traffic dependent largely upon the 
impetus given to business by the quarry interests. 

We feel that it is important, at this time, to call especial attention to 
the sandstones of Indiana. The limestones have already, as has been 
shown, reached a popularity and a demand which forestall written recom· 
mendation in a large degree, but the sandstones have not been properly 
appreciated as yet. 'Vhen we began, in this department, to call attention 
to the oolitic limestone, it was slow work, indeed, to make the public 
believe in our statements of its immense value. 'Ve hope that it will not 
be so difficult to convince intelligent capitalists of the equally important 
part that the sandstones are to take in the commerce of the future. Let 
us repeat here that nowhere in the world are there greater or better de
posits of this fireproof and beautiful building material. . The writer of 
this report has examined samples of sandstone from all the principal 
quarries of Great Britain and America, and has carefully compared them' 
with the sandstones of Indiana, a.nd is prepared to say that the latter are 
equal to the best in evenness of grain, solidity,· cohesiveness, durability 
and beauty. It has a great advantage over all the limestones in the fa
cility with which it may be quarried. 

These sandstone beds, now so little worked, are waiting to enrich the 
men who first bring them largely into the market. Our words may not 
be heeded for years to come, as was the case when this department first 
began- to point to our coal fields, or when we insisted upon the incompar
able qualities of the oolitic limestone, but some day our words will be 
vindicated in this as they have been already amply proven true in the 
other instances. The tests of science may already be relied upon, and 
these tests have been fully applied to Indiana sandstones, demonstrating 
that they are as good as the very best in the world. . This is the simplest 
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statement of fact, as will be plain to any person having a knowledge of 
building stones, who will give the subject a practical examination. 

Interested parties have raised groundless objections to the use of sand
stone in buildings. It has been said that they are not durable; that they 
are subject to erosion: that they crumble under the action of frost; that 
they change color, and that they crush under great pressure. These state

. mentR are not true of any good sandstone. It is equally true of both 
bail limestone and bad sandstone. No architect of standing can afford to 
say that sandstone has not stood the severest tests of exposure and force 
for hundreds of years, or that it has not been proven the nearest perfectly 
fireproof of any easily workable stone yet discovered. 

We invite the carefulest examination of the Indiana sandstone by archi· 
teets, builders and quarrymen' of experience, for we know that they are 
richly worth the fullest development. When once they come before the 
world in a way to show their true value, we shall see another great indus
try arise in our State. So sure is this Department of this that it is its 
purpose to keep the subject agitated in season and out of season until the 
end is reached. We can well afford to be laughed at for a time, if at last 
we can see the almost unimaginable material wealth of our State made 
the basis of a-sound, enduring and happy industry, giving employment 
to thousands of men, competent support for their families, and well-earned 
riches to the intelligent and far-seeing investor. The sandstqnes of Indi
ana invite capital and promise it even larger returns than h4ve yet been 
realized from the limestone quarries. It is the stone I)f'thf future for 
certain classes of architectural work and will always com~and a high 
price in the markets. The future may be well judged by t~e past. In 
the old countries of Europe; where stone buildings have been:the rule for 
centuries, we find that the sandstone quarries have not been land are not 
now neglected. Indeed there are no more famous quarries iln the world 
than those in the sandstones of England and Scotland. In IEdinburgh 
and Glasgow some of the oldest and finest of modern buildiD.gs are built 
of this material. Many castles fashioned of it stand as monu~ents of its 
beauty and durability. The sandstones of Indiana are as 300d as the 
best of Scotland, and will one day ta~e their place in buildings as beauti
ful and enduring as any church or cathedral of the old world~; 

As a matter of course the same judgment and caution must e exercised . 
in selecting sandstones as in choosing other kinds of building s. nes. The i 

oolitic limestone is not the average limestone of the country; lit is e:&:cep- , 
tionally fine. The best sandstones are equally excellent wh~rl compared 
with the average materials. This may be said, however, in nivor of the 
sandstone; it is more persistently good when found in favorable condition 
than the limestone, though its areas are smaller. We would Inot be I1n
derstood as claiming more for the sandstone than for the limestone, but 
we do say that within its legitimate uses it is superior to any other stone'l 
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It can not be appJied to so many purposes, the demand for it will never, 
perhaps, be eo general, but it will have a wide market and a certain one
a market with scarcely any successful competition ,,:ithin a very extended 
radius. 
. Most of our sandstone deposits, frop1 the very nature of things, lie very 
near to the coal fields, thus insuring cheap fuel for engines. In fact, the 
quarrying of sandstone will, as a rule, be found much cheaper than in the 
case of most of the limestones. While the material is generally bedded 

. massively, and has no distinct lines of cleavag.e, it is eo soft and easily 
cut and split that expensive machinery is rarely necessary in the quarry. 
We have seen the fresh stone hewn out with an a~, as wood is hewn, and 
placed in foundations, chimneys, etc., where it would immediately harden 
to almost the refractory density and ringing resonance of flint. It will be 
readily seen that tais quality is a very valuable one in connection with the 
first cost of production, as well as regarding its adaptability to many 
architectural uses. 

The lists of quarries show that a number of companies and individuals 
have already begun the good work of developing the sandstone industry 
with most excel1ent results. It is to be hoped that now, with all the facts 
before the public, many others will see the promise of profitable enter
prise in this field. - What is now most needed is to get the stone itself 
before the public, as has already been done in the case of the oolitic lime
stone and th~ Silurian flagging stones. It avails little for men to spend 
their time and money quarrying stone if the great public knows nothing 
about the nature and value of the output. Unfortunately, the public 
will not take the statements made by careful and conscientious investi
gatom. It must have occular demonstration, and this must be afforded 
by exhibition of the stone itself. There can be but one result when our 
sandstone is as well known as our oolitic limestone. It wilJ be accepted 
at once as the best of its kind. 

If the owners of sandstone deposits would risk a little labor and ex
" pense in takin~ out samples of the material and sending them to builders, 

architects, maeons, dealers in monuments, engineers and geologists, the 
result would be surprising in a short time. This should be general amongst 

. the owners of the prospective quarries, and should be ~ept up persistently 
until the public is fully informed' of the valuable qualities of the stone, 
for it is as sure as that day follows night that active effort will follow the 
discovery of any paying field of industry. Convince men that they can 
make money by entering your sandstone fields, and you will not have to 
wait long to see active competition for possession of the ,best deposits and 
the most eligible sites for the drills, the channelers and the derricks. 

It is a well-worn saying that the" GQds help those who help them
selves,'" and it would be well if all the owners of our magnificent sand
stone would profit by the suggestion. 
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The appended statistics show that the value of stone on the cars at the 
quarries varies from about eight dollars the car for rubble up to and con
siderably beyond two hundred dolJars the car for cut stone. Averaging 
the car-load at two hundred cubic feet, this would make the maximum 
average for cut stone about one dollar the cubic foot for the best lime
stones, but by reference to the reports of cOffipanies this will· be found 
too low for some of the quarries. The sandstones do not command so 
great a price, but they are so much cheaper to quarry that the profit is 
almost, if not quite, as Jarge as on the.1imestone. Then it must be re
membered that it is demand and supply that control prices. As yet the 
demand for Indiana sandstone is in its' incipiency, and this prevents it 
from commanding the price which would be readily paid for it were the 
demand an active and general one, based on a full knowledge of its merits 
as a building stone. 

In connection with the subject of building stone proper, it has been 
found convenient to collect much information touching the use of our va
rious stones in lime-making, in glass-making, as flux in iron furnaces, and 
in road making. The reader will observe that although lime· burning has 
not been developed as an industry as it should be in Indiana, there are 
many firms and individuals doing a large business and producing a most 
excellent quality of lime. Indeed Indip1a lime is classed very high in 
the markets of the country both for plaster work and for masonry and 
brick work. 

Road.making has recently attracted much attention in the State, and 
many counties have wholly changed their system of highways from dirt 
to graveled or Macadam roads. This has created a large demand for 
broken stone in many counties where gravel could not be had, and has 
been the means of developing local quarries for the purpose ~f meeting 
this need. For railroad track ballast broken stone is the best possible 
material, and it is rapidly coming into use. It drains better than gravel, 
is less liable to wash and displacement, lasts indefinitely, relieves the road 
of the dust which in dry weather renders travel so dilil,8.greeable over 
gravel or dirt ballasted roads, and in the end is cheaper than any other 
material, all facts considered. 'Vhere there is a demand for broken 
stone for road building or, ballasting, the quarry-master fimJs a ready 
market for all the chips and refuse stone of his quarries. The statistics 
show that a great deal of this kind of stone is already being sh~pped from 
nearly all the larger quarries of the State. .some 'one has s4l that the 
public highways of a country constitute the index of its proSperity and 
enlightenment. If this be true the influence exerted by the development 
of Indiana's stone fields has- greatly aided in giving expression to a high 
state of civilization in our State. 

Another important item reported from most of the quarries is flag
stone, used so freely now in the paving of sidewalks in cities and towns. 
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A large part of this is produced from the Niagara limestone and the 
smooth, thin layers of the Devonian, though it is by no means confined 
to these. Wherever it can be found in hard, smooth sheets of the proper 
thickness, it is one of the most valuable products of the quarry, as it 
comes from the bed ready for use with little or no expense save' the bare 
cost of taking it out. 

As yet the marbles of Indiana have been little worked, but in time the 
deposits of this beautiful ~hite and variegated limestone in the southern 
part of the State will be put to profitable use. 

In concluding this report, it is but justice to say that a!' a rule the cit
izens interested in stone have been kind and cordial in giving aid and in
formation toward the fullest collection of facts, and we hope that they 
may find a rich return in the stimulus which a report like this may give 
to their industry by attracting wide attention thereto. The fullest effi
ciency of this department can not be reached without ,this cordial co
operation of the people, and it has been the effort of the Chief and his 
assistants to seek in every way the freest communication with those who 
are most interested in the material prosperity of the several sections of 
which the Department's work has been carried on. We desire to make 
these reports full and reliable, so that a reference to them will be made 
with confidence and with profit. While we do not claim that everything 
has been tol!! herein about the building stones of Indiana, it is believed 
that wha.t has been said is true, and that a long step has been made in 
the right direction. 

• 
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JOSHUA STAPLES, ROCK RIDGE STATION, 

PUTNAMVILLE POSTOFFICE, INDIANA. 

Amount of capital invested. 

Number of employes. 

Weekly pay.roll: • 

Number of derricks . 

Number of engines •• 


Two engines 12·horse power each, and one engine 35·horse power. 
Steam drills. • . • • • . . . . . • • . . 
Building stone, per month, number of cars • 
Cubic leet per car • . . . . . • . • 
Number of car-loads used for rip.rap 
Value at quarry, per car ... 
Rubble stone, number of cars . 
Value per car ••••••.. 
Bridge stone, number of cars . 
Value per car ,.... 
Flagging, numbtr of cars. . . 
Value per car. • • • • . , . 
Street crossings, number of cars . 
Value per car. . . . . . . . 
Stepe and sills, number of cars . 
Value per car •....••.• 

Besides & large amount 01 bridge stone. 
Acres controlled by firm . 
Acres in quarry • • • '.' . . • • • • . • '. 

STEG HEIRS, GREENCASTLE JUNCTION, IND. 

LIME BURNERS. 

Capacity of quarry, car· loads per week •.•.. 

I. N. PEEK, PUTNAMVILLE, IND. 

Produot lor 1890, number of cars • • • • • • . • . . • • • 

JAMES LEE, PUTN'AMVILLE, IND. 

l'rodpl1~ fw 1890, number of cars . • . • . . . •. • • . • . 

$37,000 

26 


$218.00 

6 

3 


8 

25 


200 

320 


$8.25 

180 


$11.00 

30 


$25.00 

15 


$150.0(1 

7 


$60.00 

1 


$210.00 

123 

3 


4 


30 


52 
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DAVID B. STEEG, GREENCASTLE JUNCTION, IND. 

Amount of capital invested . $12,000 

Number of employes. 6 

Weekly pay-roll. . • • • $76.00 

Derrick ••••••••• 1
" . 

Two horses and carts. 

Building 8tone, car-loads per month. 4 

Value per car. . • . • . . . .. . $8.00 

Cubic yaros per car . • • • • . . • 8 


St. Louis limestone, color blue, principal use for lime. 

Acres owned by firm . . • • • . . • . 15 

Acres in quarry. • • • • • • . . • • 2 

Amount of lime, car-loads, par month. 12 

Number of months kiln was run • . . 8 


" 'Value per car-load. , • • • • . • • • $50.00 
, .. 

This is a " hot" or quick.eetting lime that answers well for masonry, but is too' 
" hot" for plasterer's uee. 

VIGO IRON CO., GREENCASTLE, IND. 

N umber of employes . 6 

Monthly pay-roll • • $215.00 

Cars per month • • • 41 


, Cubic yards per car " 8 
Valoe per car. • • • $8.25 

St. Louis limestone, color blue.gray, used for HUll: in blast furnace 
at Terre Haute: 


Acres in quarries. • • • • • • • • • • . • • •• •••••••. 4 

Acres leased from Mrs. McLain, and controlled by firm • • • • • • • S 


Thirty acres undeveloped land near Greencastle Junction, owned by Patrick 

O'Boyle. 


PATRICK ASH, GREENCASTLE, IND. 

Amount of capital invested • $500.00 

Number of employj!s. • 5 

Weekly pay-roll. • • • • $45.00 

Average wages per day. • $1.50 

Number car loads per year 60 

Cubic yards per car ••• 8 

Value per car • . • • • • $16.00 


Blue-gray St. Louis limestone, used for bridge work by the T. B. 

&I.R.R. 


Acres in quarry. • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • It 

Stone from this quarry was ueed in the new buildings of the Depauw Uni


versity. 
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OOtITE QUARRY CO., SPENCER, IND. 

Amount of capital invested . $20;000 
Number of employes. . . . . • 30 
Weekly pay·roll •••..•.• $200.00 

One engine, 4O·horse power. 

One channeler. 

One steam bal' drill. 

One steam gadder. 

One S().ton derrick. 


Weekly amount of product in cubic feet. 6,300 

Cubic feet per car •. _ . • . • . . . . 350 

Value per cubic foot. . • • • . . . . _ $0.35 


Oolitic limestone, color blue-cream, used for al'chitectural arid 

bridge work. 


Acres controlled by firm • '. • • • . . . . _ . • • • • . . • • . • 116 

stOne shipped to Indianapolis and Chicago. 


ROMONA OOLITIC STONE CO., ROMONA, IND. 

Amount of capital. . $100,000 . 
Number of employes. 75.' 
Average daily wages. $1.65 
Number of engines 3 

Two engines 20·horse power each, and one engine lOO-horse- power. 
Channelers . 4 
Steam drilb - 3 
Diamond saw 
Header. 1 
Planers ..• 2 
Traveler •• 1 
Steam derricks. 4 
Hand derrick • 1 
Daily capacity, cubic feet. 3,000 
Number cubic feet per car 350 
Value per cubic foot ••. $0.15 

Oolitic limestone (buff and blue), building stone. 
Acres controlled by firm . . . • . . . _ . . • • . 70 

There are several hundred acres undeveloped stone land in this vicinity, and 
the stone is of excellent quality. 

OWEN OOLITIC STONE CO., SPENCER, IND. 

QUABB.IES AT BOMONA. 

Amount of capital. $7,000 
Number of employes _ • 25 
Average wages per day. $1.40 

One engine 30·horse power. 
Channeler ••••..••.. 1 
Steam derrick • • • • • • _ . . 1 

Oolitic limestone, blue and gray. 
Acres controlled by firm • • • • • • 10 

Large number of acres undeveloped. 
Company just commencing operations, having leased the Simpson & Archer 

quarry that had lain idle for several years; 
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SPENcER LIME & RUBBLE QUARRY CO., SPENCER, IND. 

Amount of capital. • $G,OOO 
Number of employes. 25 
Weekly pay-roll. • • $160.00 

Two derricks, and one crusher. 
Number of engines • • • • . • . 2 

One engine IO·horse power, and one Hi-horae power. 
Amount of weekly product, cubic yards JOO 
Cubic yards rubble ••• . . 10 
Cru~hed stone, cubic yards . • 18 
Rubble per car •.•••.• • $7.50 to $8.50 
Crushed stolle, per cubic yard • $0.60 

Rubble stone; bluish-white used for foundations; crushed stone for 
street paving. 

Number of acres controlled by firm .•.•••.••••• 40 

OOLITIC QUARRY CO., SPENCER, IND. 

Amount of capital $5,000 
Number of employes. • . • • • 25 
A verage wages per day. . . • • $1.45 

One engine 12-horse power. 
Channeler .••••...• 1 
Steam derrick. • • • . • . . 1 
Number of car-loads per week 18 
Cubic feet'per car .....• 850 
Value per cubic foot. , . . , $0.25 

Oolitic limestone, buff color, quality good, building stone, 
Acres in quarry , • • . . . . . . . . . . • . 7 
Acres controlled by firm ~ . • . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • 18 

Land leased of E. R. Bladen, Spencer, Ind. 
Samuel A. Steele, Romona, Ind., has 200 acres undeveloped stone land not 

for sale. 

NORTH ·BEDFORD STONE CO., BLOOMINGTON, IND. 

QUARRIES NEAR STINESVILLE, IND. 

Amount of capit&l. • $150,000 
Number of employes •.••.. 20 
Average wages per day. • • • • ,$1.45 

One engine, 6O-horse power. 
Channelers , -, 1 
Steam drill • • 1 
Gang sa.ws •• 2 

,Steam derricks 2 
Number cars per week 12 
Number cubic feet per car 850 
Value per cubic foot. • . $0.80 
Value rongh stone, per cubic foot 22 
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Sawetl atone, a'Verage per cu bic foot . . • • . • • . 55 
Oolitic limestone, buft' and blue, building stone. 

Acres controlled by firm • • • . . . . • 43 
Undeveloped atone land, Stinesville, Ind. : 

Enoch Morgan, number of acres 80 
William Brown, number of acres • • 80 
James Williams, number of acres . . 100 
Dr. Ol1good, res. Gosport, Ind., number of acres. 80 
John Mays, number ~f acres . • • • • • • •• 60 
Alonzo Batts, number of acres. . . . . • . . . 30 
This land lies adjoining the North Bedford Stone Co.'s quarries, and is valued 

at $100 to $100 per acre. 
The North Bedford Stone Co. commenced operation September, 1889. Ships 

its product to New York, Philadelphia and Chicag'l. 

BIG CREEK 8TONlL CO. 

QUARRIES AT NORTH lIEDJl'ORD, NEAR STINESVILLE, IND. 

Amount of capital invested. $100,000 
Number of employes. • • • • • 20 
Average'daily wages •.•••• $1.00 

One engine, 60·horse power. 
Number channelers 2 
Steam drills. • • • • • • • . • 1 
Steam derricks. • • • . • • . . 1 
100 car loads last year. Capacity cars per day. 4 
Number cubic feet per car •..•••.. 300 
Value per cubic foot •.••.••..•... $0.20 
Oolitic limestone, good buft' and blue i building and bridge work. 

TERRE HAUTE STONE WORKS 00., STINESVILLE, IND. 

Amount of capital employed $60,000 

. Number of employes • 112 

Average daily wages. • . . $2.00 

Number of engines. • . • • .' 4 


One engine SO·horse power, one 2I).horse power, one 1O·horse power, 
and one SO·horse power. 

Number of channelers . 2 
Seven gang saws. 

Number steam derricks. 6 
Number travelen . . . .' 2 
Number of car loads per year. 1,000 
Number cubic feet per car load 850 
Value per cubic foot. • . • • $0.22+ 

Company sells no rough stc;lDe, only aawed or worked material. 
Scabbled bases per foot . '. • • • • • • . . $0.35 

Oolitic limestone, buff building stone. 
Acres controlled by firm • • • • . • • • • 107 
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PERRY BROS., ELLETTSVILLE, IND, 

Amount capital invested • $25,000 
Number of employes, . '. 55 
A verage wages per day. • $1.85 
Number of engines •••• 2 

One engine SO·horae power, and one 20·horse phwer. 
Number of channelers . 1 
Number of travelers • 1 
Number of gang saws •. 6 
Stea.m derricks. • • . . 3 
Number horse·power derricks. 2 
Number of cars for the year 1890 598 
Number cubic feet per car' ••• 225 
Total sales for the year. . • • • $82,000 

Oolitic limestone, blue and buff; good building stone. 
Number of acres controlled by the firm. . . . . . • • . . . . 160 

Nearly all the country between Ellettsville and Stinesville abounds in fine ex
posures of undeveloped oolitic limestone. 

MATTHEWS BROS., ELLETTSVILLE, IND. 

Amount of capital in 'Vested 

Number of employes l 


Average wages per day ••• 

Number of engines •••• 


One engine 30-horse power, and one 40·horFe power. 

Number of channelers • 

G!lng saws .....••.. 

Number steam derricks ..•• 


,Number horse power derricks. 
N umber hand derricks . . 
Number of cars per year ... 
Number cubic feet per car .. 
Estimated average value per cubic foot 

Oolitic limestone, good quality; color, buff and blue. 
building and mOlil.ument work. 

Acre~ controlled by firm • • • • • • • '. • . • . • • • • 

$30,000 
./. 

70 
$1.35 

2 

1 

1 
8 

I' 

4 
1 

600 
2(j0 

$O.4f) 
Used for 

80 
Stone sent to New York, Chicago, and as far northwest as Montana; as far 

south 8S New Orleans and Texas. 

MONROE COUNTY OOLITIC STONE CO., BLOOMINGTON, IND. 

Amount of capital. . 
Amount paid in. • • 
Number of employes • 
Average daily wages. 

One engine, 25.horse power. 

Number channelers •• 
Number of steam drills . 
Steam derrick. . • .' . . 
Number of cars per week. 
Number cubic feet per car 

$100,000 
$20,000 

18 
$1.50 

1 
1 
1 

12 
22f) 
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Value per cubic foot, bUff. . • . . . • • • • • . • . . $0.22 
Value per cubic foot, blue • . . . •••.••• .' .. 65 

Oolitic limestone, good buff and blue, building stone. 
Number of 8.CreII owned by firm ••• , ••••••.• 80 

Estimated amount of undeveloped stone land in the county, ·100,000 acres. 

, BEDFORD QUARRY CO., BLOOMINGTON, IND. 

. Capital invested. • • $15,000 
Number of employes •..••• 15 
Average daily wages. • . . . . $1.50 

One engine, 25,;horse power. 
Numberof channelera .. 1 
Number steam drills .•• 1 
Number steam derrickll. '. 1.. 
Number of cars per week. 10 
Number cubic feet per car 225 
Value per cubic foot, buff. $0.22 
Value per cubic foot, blue 35 

Oolitic limestone; color, buff and blue. Good building stone. 
Number of acres owned by firm. • . • '.' 8 

BLooMHIGTON-BEDFORD STONE CO., CLEAR CREEK, P. O. 

Amount of capital. . $100,000 
N umber of employes. . . . . . 15 
Average daily wages. .. . . • $1.50 

One engine, 25·horse power. 
Number of channelers . 1 
Number of steam driIIs . 1 
Number steam derricks .. 1 
N umber of cars per week . 6 
Number of cubic feet per car. 225 
Value per cubic foot, buff. . • $0.22 
Value per cubic foot, blue . . 35 
Number of acres owned by firm. 40 

OOLITIC COMPANY OF INDIANA, BLOOMINGTON, IND. 

Amount ot capital. . $100,000 
Number of employes. . . . •.' 25 
Average daily wages ..••.• $1.50 

One engine, 40·horse power. 
Number of channelers .. 2 

.. Number of steam drills •. 1 
Number of steam derricks. 1 
Number of cars per week. 18 
Numhet of cubic feet per car 225 
Value per cubic foot, buS •• $0.22 
Value per cubic foot, blue . . . 35 

The quarry averages three-fourths blue. 
Oolitic limestop.e, good building stone, color buff and blue. 

Number at acres controlled by company • • . • . . . • • • • 80 
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BLOOMINGTON OOLITIC STONE CO., BLOOMINGTON, IND. 


Amount of -capital. ~ 
Number of employee . 
A ver'lge daily wages. 

One engine, 30-hore!! power. 
Number of channelers . 
Number stea.m drills. • • 
Numbersteam derricks •. 
Number of cars per week. 
Number of cubic feet per car 
Value per cubic foot, bulf'. . 
Value per cubic foot, blue • 

Oolitic limestone, good building stone, color bulf'and blue-mainly 
blue. 

Number of acres controlled by firm • • • • • • . . • • • • • • . • 

$20,000 
20 

$1.75 

1 
1 
} 
!) 

225 
$0.22 

86 

9 
Located within the city of Bloomington, Commenced operations May, 1890, 

and expects to double output this year. 

STINESVILLE AND BLOOMINGTON STONE CO., BLOOMINGTON, IND. 

QUARRIES AT STINESVILLE. 

Amount of capital. • • $00,000 
Number of employes. . • '. 50 
A verage wages per day. SUO 

Two engines, 20-hore!! power each. 
Number of channelers 8 
Number steam drills, • 2 
Number gang saws .•• 3 
N um ber steam derricks • 3 
Number carloads per week 8 
Number cubic feet per car 350 

. Value per cubic foot ••. $0.23 
Oolitic limestone, good building stone, color buff. 

Number acres owned by firm . . • • • . • . • • • • 73 
Chae. Frantmal'l owns sixty acres undeveloped stone land. 

Jackson Wampler, number of acres •••..••. 80 
Samuel Harris, number of acres. • • . • • • • • • 160 

This land is valued from $000 to $1,000 per acre. 

~ALLOWELL STONE CO., BEDFORD, IND. 

Amount of capital. . $100,000 
Number of employes. 100 
Average daily wages . $2.50 

This is caused by the large number of cutters the company em· 
ploys. 

Number of engines ......•••••.•••.•••• 3 
ODe engine, 6o-horse power, and two 40·horse power each. 

Number of channelers • . . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • 4; 
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Number of steam drills 2 
Number of travelers • I 
Number of gang saws tl 
N umber of planers • 2 
Number of headers • 1 
Number of steam derricks 6 
.Number of hoisting machines. 2 

One steam pump and boiler, I6·horse power. 
Amount of output, number of cars per year 1,000 
Number of cubic feet pel' car 200 
Value per cubic foot, buff .. . . . . .. ' $0.25 
Value. per cubic foot, blue . . . . . 40 

Oolitic limestone, very good for building and monument work; 
color, buff and blue. 

Number of acres owned by firm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 40 
The mill owned by the firm in the city covers five acres; it is located at the 

junction of the L., N. A. & O. and Narrow Gauge Railroads. This firm sawed a 
slab of atone nine feet long, twelve inches wide, and about one eixteenth of an 
inch tbick. This shows the wonderful uniformity in texture of this atone. 

BFmFORD OOLITIC STONE 00., BEDFORD, IND. 

Amount of capital. . 
Number of employes . 
Average daily wages. 
Number of engines . 

Of 3O-horse power each. 
Number of channelers . 
Number of steam drills •. 
Number steam derricks ... 
Number of car·loads per week 
Number cubic feet per car .. 
Value per cubic foot ....• 

Oolitic limestone; good building stone; color, buff: 
Number of acres controlled by firm • • • . • • . . .. •. 

Estimated amount of undeveloped land in the connty, 10,000 acres. 

PERRY, MATTHEWS & BUSKIRK, BEDFORD, IND. 

Amount of capital. . 

Number of employes. • • : • . 

A verage daily wages. • • • • • 


One engine, 25-horse power. 
Number of channelers . . 
Number of steam drills •• 
Number of steam derricks 
Number of cars per week. 
Number of cubic feet per car. 
Value per cubic foot .•.•• 

Ooli tic limestone; good building stone; color buff: 
Number of acres owned by firm .••.••••.•. 

$45,000 
80 

$1.60 
2 

4 
3 
4 

25 
250 

$0.22 

460 

$70,000 
50 

$1.60 

3 
2 
2 

30 
275 

$0.22 

243 
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HOOSIER STONE CO., BEDFORD, IND. 

Amount of capital. • 

Number of employes .•••.. ',' . 

Average daily wages. • • • . • ',' • 


Three engines, SO·horse power each • 
. Number of channelers • 
Number of steam drills. 
Number of gang saws. • 
Number of planers 
Number of steam derricks. 

Three portable boilers, 10. horse power each, for drills. 

Annual output in car loads. 

Number of cubic feet per car .' 

Value per cubic foot, blue. • 

Value per cubic foot, buff .• 


Oolitic limestone, used for building, color buff and blue. 
Number of acres controlled by firm •.•••.• '...•. 


All stone land. 

Output will be grea.tly increased for 1891. 


PEERLESS STONE CO., BEDFORD, IND. 

Amount of capital invested . 

Number of employes. • • • • • 

Average daily wages .•••.• 


One en~ille, SO·horse power. 
,Nnmber of channelers .. 
Number of steam drills ..•• 
Number of'steam derricks. • • 
Number of car loads per year . 
Number of cubic feet per car•• 
Value per cubic foot ..••• 

Oolitic limestone, used for building, color buff. 
Number of acres owned by firm ...••• 


All stone land. 

Commenced operations September, 1890. 


CHICAGO AND BEDFORD STONE CO., BEDFORD, IND. 

Amount of capital .• 

Number of employes • 

Average daily wages . 

Number of channelers 


One engine, 40·horse power. 
N umber of steam drills. '. . . . 
Number of steam derricks . , . 
Number of car loads per annum. 
Number of cubic feet per car 
Value per ;)ubic foot, buff . 

" 

Value per cubic foot, blue . 
'firee·fourths blue. 
Oolitic limestone, good quality; mainly used for building; small 

quantity bridge stone; color blue and buff. 
~ulllbef of aqres contrQUed by firm • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

, 

QUARRIES IN INDIANA. 

$75,000 

150 


$1.60 


5 
5 
4 
1 
6 

2,000 
250 

SO,35 

20 


175 

$100,000 
45 

$1.65 
"- ~~~ 

2 
1 

,,~ 

2 

108 

276 


$0.20 

70 

$40,000 
' < 70 

$1.65 
4 

S 

S 


800 

225 


$0.20 

40 


• y 

SO 
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THE BEDFORD BLUE STONE CO., BEDFORD, IND. 

Amount of capital. • . 

Number of employes. • • • • • 

Average weekly pay-ron • • • • 


One engine, 2O-home power. 

NUJllber of channelers •• 

Number of steam drills. • • 


. Number of steam derricks. ' 
Number of car loads per day 
Number of cubic feet per car 
Value per cubic foot, buff'. 
Value per cubic foot, blue .• 

Two·thirds buff. 

Oolitic limestone, color light buff' to dark blue, used for carvings 


and for buildinll8. 
Number of acres controlled by firm, .' . • • • • . • . • • . . . . • 
Number of acres of undeveloped stone land owned by J as: H. Wi1liard 

INDIANA STONE CO., BEDFORD, IND. 

Amolint of capital. • 

Number of employee • 

A verage daily wages. 

Number of engines . 


One engine, 50-horse power, and one go·horse power. 
Number of chanJ:!,elers 
Number steam driUs • 
Number of gang saWl!. 
Number of travelers • 
Number of steam derricks. 
Number of hand derricks • 
Annual product, cubic feet. 
Cubic feet per car . • • • • • 
Average value of the output for the year, per cubic foot. 

Oolitic limestone, used for building, color buff'. 

Number of acres controlled by firm •.••.•••••• 


Company commenced operations in 1887. 


COSNER & NORTON STONE CO., BEDFORD, IND. 

Amount of capital. • 
Number of employes •••••• 
A verage daily wages. . • . • . 

One eugine, 25-horse power. 
'Number of channelers •• 
Number of steam drills. • . • • 
Number of steam derricks. ..• 
Number of car loads for nine months 
Number of cubic feet pel' car . . . . 
Value per cubic foot ••.••••• 

Oolitic limestone, good building stone, color buff' and blue. 
Number of acres controlled by firm •••••••••••• 

quanied, one-hail acrei remainder all,ood stone lqd. 

$100,000 
27 

$270.00 

1 
2 
1 
8 

225 
$0.22 

40 

85 
256 

$50,000 
45 

$1.75 
2 

2 
1 
4 
1 
8 
1 

100,000 
225 

$0.32 

415 

$26,000 
20 

$l.50 

2 
1 
1 

75 
225 

$0.20 
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DAR~ HOLLOW QUARRY CO., BEDFORD, IND. 

Amount of c&pital. • $800,000 
Number of employes. 135 
Average daily wages. $1.35 

Three engines, one l4()..horse power, one 70, and one 2O-horse power. 
Numbe'!' of channelers . 3 
Number of steam drllle 3 
Number of gang saws 4 
Number of planers .. 2 
Number of headers . 1 
Number of travelers . 2 

One machine shop. 
Number of steam derricks 4 

Three hand and one horse power derricks. 
Six steam pumps, four to six inch cylinders. 

Number of portable boilers ••.' ••.•.•••••••.•..• 1 
Number of stationary boilers .. : .•..•...•. - •• _ .. 3 

One boiler 80-horse power, one 60-horse, and one 40-horse power. 
Number of car-loads per year. . 1,000 
Number of car-loads per day . 20 
Number of cubic feet per car _ 225 
Value per cubic foot, buff • . $0.20 

Oolitic limestone, used for bridge work; color, bu~ 
N umber of acres cO.ntrolled by firm • • • • . • . . . • 110 

All good !Jtone land, about two a.nd a half acres worked. 

BODENSCHATZ BEDFORD STONE CO., BEDFURD, IND. 

Amount of capital. • . $40,000 
Number of employes 30 
Average wages per day. ,1.65 

One engine, 6O-horee power. 
Number of channelers . 2 
Number of steam drills •• 1 
Number of gang saws. • • 2 
Number of steam derricks 2 

One engine, 10-horse power, used for stripping. 
P;oduct for last year, number of cubic feet. 12,000 
Number of cubic feet per car. 225 
Value per cubic foot, blue . .• . • . . • $0.30 
Value per cubic foot, buff. _ . • • • • . • 20 

Nearly all blue oolitic limestone, used for building . 
. Nqmber of acr<s c,ontrolled br f;irm ...•  • - .. ~5 
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ACME BEDFORD STON~ CO., BEDFORD, IND. 

Amount of capital •• $25,000 

Number of employes. 18 

Average daily wages • $1.65 


One engine, as-horse power. 
Number of channelers .. , ' 2 
Number of steam derricks .. 1 
Number of car-loads per day. ", 4 
Number of cubic feet per car . 225 
Value per cubic foot, buff. , • $0,20 

Oolitic limestone, used for building; color, buff .. 
Number of acres controlled by firm ••...... 50 

Leased of Goo. Dunn, Commenced operations November, 1889. This is the 
old Baalbeck quarry. 

., 

BEDFOR1J STEAM: STONE WORKS, BEDFORD, IND. 

Amount of capital. • $10,000 
Numberof employes , 20 
A verage daily wages . $2.00 
Number of gang saws ,. 5 

One lathe. 
One engine, 45-horse power. 

Number of travelers. " ••. 1 
Number of steam pumps. , . . 2 

One boiler, 6-horse power. 
Number of cars of stone per annum. 400 
Number of cubic feet per ca.r .• ; • 250 " 
Value per cubic foot ....•... $0.55 

Oolitic limestone, ueed for buildillg exclusively i color, bllff and blue. 

Mill located on the spurs of L., -N. A. & C., and E. R. R. R. 

Company commenced operations in 1887. 


TAN YARD STONE CO., BEDFORD, IND, 

Amount of capital. • • $150,000 
Nllmber of employes. 50 
Averaga daily wages. . $1.37 

Two steam hoists and derricks. 
One engine, 26-horse power. 

Number of steam channelers ••• 3 
Number of steam drills ,' •••. 2 

One duplex pump, one steam jet. 
Number of car-loads per week' 36 
Number of cubic feet per car . • • . 200 
Value per cubic foot ,., ••.. $0.25 

Building and bridge stone; color, buft and blue. 
Number of acres controlled by firm • , . 80 
Number of acres undeveloped stone land •.••• 6Q 
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THE BEDFORD STONE CO., BEDFORD, IND. 

Amount of capital. . 
Number of employes. 
Average daily wages . 

Two eteam hoiets and derricke. 
Qne engine, 25-lIorse power. 

Number of steam channelers. . . • 
Number ofsteam drills. . . • . • 

One duplex pump, one steam jet. 
Number of.ca.rloads per week _ : 
Number of cubic ieet per car •••. 
Value per cubic foot. • • • . . • . 

Oolitic limt!stone, used for building and bridge stone, color buff 
and blue. 

N umber of acres controlled by firm • • . . 
Number of acrell oi undeveloped stone land 

TAN YARD CREEK STONE CO., BEDFORD, IND. 

Amonnt of capital. . 
Number of employes. 
Average daily wages. 

One engine, 3O-horse power. 
Number of channelers .• 
Number of steam drills •. 
Number of steam derricks. 
Number of cars per day. . 
Number of cubic ieet per car 
Value per cubic foot ., ... 

Oolitic limestone, color buff, good quality, used for bridge work. 
Number of acree controlled by firm ...••••..•..••. 

Commenced operations October, 1890. 
Number of acres of undeveloped stone land on the branch of the O. 

& M. R. R., owned by J. B. Willard. • • • • • .' • . ;'. • 

DAVID REED STONE CO., CHICAGO, ILL. 

QUA.RRIES A.T SMITHVILLE, IND. 

Amount of capital. • 
Number of employes . 
Average daily wages , 
Number of engines. , 

One engine, SO-horse power, one 25, and one 75·horse power. 
Number of channelers • 
Number of steam drills . 
Number of gang saws. .'. 
Number of planers . 
Number of travelers " 

79 

$150,000 

00 


$1.37 


8 
2 

, ,; 

, ,,' 

36 ,. 
' ' ~ ~ 

200 

$0.25 


22 

5 


25 

$1,50 


2 

2 

1 

3 


200 
$0.20 

10 

100 

$125,000 
125 

$1.S5 
3 

5 

3 

7 

8 

2 
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Number of steam derricks ••• 
Number of steam pumps ••• 
Number of cubic feet per year. 
Number of cubic feet per car . 
Value per cubic foot •.•.. 

Oolitic limestone, used for building, color buff and blue. 
Number of acres owned by firm ••••.•... 

This company commenced operations in I88(). 

OOLITIC QUARRY CO., OF INDIANA. 

CLEAR CREEK POSTOPFICE, MONROE COUNTY, INDIANA. 

Amount of capital. . 
N umbel' of employes. • . • • • 
Average daily wages .••••• 

One engine, 30-horse power. 
Number of channelers .• 
Number of steam drills •• 
Number of steam derricks 
Annual output cubic feet. 
Number of cubic feet per car • 
Value per cubic foot. • • • • 

Oolitic limestone, used for building; color, buff and blue. 
Number of 'acres owned by firm ••....•. 

CLEVELAND STONE CO., CLEVELAND, O. 

OPERATED AT CLEAR CREEK, IND. 

Amount of capital. • 
Number of employes. 
Average daily wages • 
Namber of engines . 

One engine, 40-horse power, and two 25-horse power. 
NUlI)her of channelers • 
Number of steam drills•. 
Number of gang saws •• 
Number of steam de'rricks 
Annual output per car-loads 
Cubic feet per car . • • • . 
Value per cubic foot. • • • 

Oolitic limestone, used for building; color; buff. 
Number of acres owned by firm ....•....• 

4 
4 

240,000 
220 

$0.30 

100 

$100,000 
22 

$1.60 

2 
1 
1 

120,000 
225 

$0.19 

80 

$40,000 
40 

,$1.65 
3 

2 
1 
2 
3 

30(1 

225 
$0.35 

29 

PROSPECTIVE QUARRIES. DARK HOLLOW OOLITIC STONE CO. 

Q.UARRIES AT DARK HOLLOW. 

Machinery ill ordered. Incorporators, D. V. Johnson, E. B. Thornton, J. B. 
Thornton. 
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SALEM STONE AND LIME CO., SALEM, IND. 

Amount of capital .. 

Number of employes. 

Average daily wages. 

Number of engines .. 


Two engines, 30-horse power; one 80, and one 10-horse power. 

Number of channelers'. 
 ; 
Number of steam drills 
Number of gang saws • 
Numher of travelers. . 
Number of steam derricks 

One machine shop. 
One switch locomotive. 

Number of planers ... _ . 
Number of cars per year . , 
Number of cubic feet per car 
Average value of stone on CRrS, per cubic loot 

Oolitic limestone; color, buff, blue and mottled; used for building 
and lime. 

Numher of lime kilns • • . . . . . . ........... . 
Two kilns 400 bushels per day, and thre~ 200 bushels per day. 

Number of bushels of lime per year. 
Value per bushel on board car • • 
Number of acres controlled by firm 

J. L. CHILLAUX & BRO., ORANGEVILLE, IND. 

Amount of capital. . 
Number of employes . 
Average daily wages. 
Annual product" . . 

Hindoostan stone; sandstone. 

One engine, 10-horse power. 

One rubber. • 


Number of acres controlled by firm 

T. N. BAXTON & SONS, PAOLI, IND. 

QUARRIES AT FRENCH LICK. 

Amount of capital. • • • • • • , 
Number of employes ..•.••• 

Work six months in the year. 
Average daiIly wages ....•.• 

Two rubbing plates, six feet in diameter. 
One engine lO-horse power. 

Annual pr04uct. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . 
Kaskask~a sandstone, color white and buff, used for whetstones. 

Number of acres controlled by firm . . . . .. . ....•.. 
Principall market New York. 

6-GEOL. 

81 

$250,000 
165 

$1.40 
4 

4 
6 
8 
2 
6 

3 
750 
300 

$0.35 

5 

197,500 
$0.20 

160 

$2,000 
5 

$1.25 
$2,000 

40 

$10,000 
12 

$1.00 

$5,000 

1,000 
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W. F. OSBORN, PAOLI, IND. 

WHETSTONE QUARRIES AT FRENC.Il iICK spRUmS. 

Amount of capital. • $2,500 
Number of employes. '. 20 
Average daily wages. $1.25 

Work seven months per year. 
Value of product. ••. , , • • . . .••• $5,000 

Kaskaskia Group, shoe rubber and Hindoostan whetstone. 
Number of acres owned by firm •... , ....••.... 240 

~achinery, gang a.awe, rubbers, etc. 
Principal market, New York. 

Owners of undeveloped quarry land, French Lick: 
Wm. Able, number of acres (20 acres quarry land) SO 
Brown More, number of acres. . . . . . . , • 40 
J. E. Buerk, West Baden, Ind., number of acres . 80 
W. F. Oilbom, Paoli, Ind., number of acres. 400 

J. A. SPRINGER, ABYDELL, IND., ORANGE COUNTY, 

Amount of capital. . $8,000 
Number of employes . 10 
A verage daily wages. $1.25 
Number of car loads per week. 5 
Value per ton • , .... , • $1.00 
Number of tons per car ... . 16 
N umber of acres controlled by firm 10 

St. Louis lithographic limestone, used by the Depauw glass works. 
Number of acres undeveloped stone land awned by J. A. Springer. 10 
Number of acres owned by W. T. Wells . I 8 
Number of acres owned by Peter Pope .. 6 
Number of acres owned by Moses F. Ham 6 

TAYLOR & COFFMAN, PENDLETON, IND. 

Amount of capital •. , $10,000 
Number of employes • 12 
Average daily wages. $1.35 
Number of perch for 1890 , '. 9,500 
Value per perch ..... $l.50 

White sandstone, used for glassmaking and building. This is 
probably the Schoharie Grit of the New York Geologist. 

Number of acres controlled by firm . . . ..•. " .••.•••. 8 
Number of acres undeveloped territory owned by Barber & Baird, 

Akron, 0 ......................... . 34 
Number of acres owned by Wm. K. Lukens, Pendleton, Ind. 40 

R. G Gupte], Pendleton, Ind., is opening a quarry. 
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J. W. SANSBERY, ANDERSON, IND. 

Amount of capital. . 
Number of employes. 
Average daily wages . 

One horse 'power derrick:. 
Number, of perch, 1890 •••• 
Value per perch. • • • • • • 

Niagara limlllltone; color, gray and blue; used for building. 
Number of acres controlled by firm • • • • . • • • . . • 

WM. CRIM, ANDERSON, IND. 

Amount of capital. • • . • • . • . 
Capital invllIIted mainly in land. 

Number of employes • 
Average daily wages . 
Number of perch •• 
Value per perch. . • 

Niagara limestone, used for building; color, gray and blue. 
Number of acres owned by firm ..•... '.' •.•••.• 
Number of acres of llndeveloped stone land owned by Mr. McCulloch. 
Number of acres owned by Wm. Crim ..•. , .•• 

L. C. NICOSON, ALEXANDRIA, IND. 

AmouDt of capital. . 

Number of employes. 

Average daily wages. 

N umber of engines. • " 


Size of engine, 40· horae power. 
Number of steam drills. • • . , • 

One gas pump for pumping water. 
Number of steam derricks ••• 
Number of car·loads per annum 
Number of cubic feet per car. • 
Value per car ••••••... 

Niagara limestone, used for building, color buff and blue. 
,Number of acres controlled by firm •••..•••.•••. 
Number of acres of undeveloped stone land owned by E. G. Vernon 

E. G. Vernon is opening a quarry. 

BOOTH & FREE, ALEXANDRIA, IND. 

Amount of capital. • 

Number of employes. • • • • • ., 


Average daily wages. . . . . . 

ODe engine, 2O-horse power. 

Number of steam drills •. '.•. 
Number of steam derricks. ••. 

~e 7-inQh centrifu~al .,ump, 

83 


$6,000 
12 

$1.60 

7,000 
$1.60 

25 

$25,000 

8 
$1.25 
4,000 
$1.6() 

46 
15 
20 

$10,000 
25 

$1.40 
1 

2 
1,000 

225 
$12.06 

100 
40 

$10,000 
15 

$1.40 

1 

l 

~'.,"," 

'. 

" , 

, I 
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Number Qf car loads ...... . 
Number of cubic feet per car load: 
Value per car load ••••.•.. 

Niagara limestone, used for building, color blue. 
'Number of acres controlled by firm ..•..••. 
Number of acres of undeveloped stone land owned by Mrs. Ennis. " 
Number of acres owned by Wm. Carver. 
Number of acres owned by Peter Swin ...•... ' , ... , . 

D. R. McKENNEY & SON, MARION, IND. 

Amount of capita]. . . . . . 
Land is valued at $30,000. 

Number of employes. . . .. 
A verage daily wages. . • : . 

One portable engine, 10·horse power. 
Number of perch of stone •.•..... 
Valne per perch. . • . . . . . . • • . 

Niagara limestone, used for building, color blue and gray. 
Number of aeres owned by firm .••.•• ; .••....• 
N umber of acres of undeveloped stone land owned by Phil. Matler 
Number of acres owned by Dr. Williams.' •••.••. .' • 

S. R. FRANKBONER, MARION, IND. 

Amount of capital. •. 
Number of employes . 

Average daily wages . 


(Piecework.) 

Number of perch ... 

VaIue per perch. . . 


Ni'tgara limestone, used for building, color gray and blue. 
Number of acres owned by firm ...•...... 

FRANK MAYO, MARION, IND. 

Amount of capital. • 
Number of employes 
Average daily wages. 
Number of perch. . . 
Value per perch. . . 

Hytiraulic limestone, used for building, color buff. 
Number of acrcs controlled by firm ..••..••. 

MRS. KATE HARTER, EATON, IND. 

Amount of capital. . 
Number of employes. 
Average daily wages . 
Numberofperch " •• " 

350 
270 

$20.00 

35 
10 
40 
12 

$35,000 

40 
$1.50 

30,000 
$1.25 

30 
30 
15 

$1,000 
S 

$2.00 

2,400 
$1.25 

4 

$1,000 
3 

$1.50 
300 

$1.25 

$14,000 

$1.30 
1,20Q 

6 
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Value per perch. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Niaga.ra limestone, used for building, color buff' and blue. 

Number of acres controlled by firm . . . . . . . • . • . • . 
Number of acres of undeveloped atone land owned by Brant, Carter & 

Co ••••••••• '. • . , , . 
Number of acres owned by Dr. Mitchel ...•. , . . . • 

YONTZ & MORRIS, EA.TON, IND. 

Amount of eapital. 

Number of employes. 

Average daily wages, 


One pump run by horse power. 

Number of perch of stone ...• 

Value per perch. • • . • ." 


Niagara limestone, ueed for building, color buff and bille. 

Number of acres controlled by:firm . . • . . • . • • • 


Leased from William Bosman. 


W. D. B. COOK, MONTPELIER, IND. 

Amount of capital. . 

Number of employes. 

Average daily wages. 


One portable engine, 10·horse power. 
One rotary pump. ' 


Number of perch •...........•• , .•..••. 

Value per perch. • . . . ' . . . . .. ....•.... 


Niagara limestone, used for building, color buff and blue. 

Number of acres controlled by firm •.. '. . • . . ....• 


"LeW!ed from 1. B. Spalding. 


WOOD & LEWIS, MONTPELIER, IND. 

Amount of capital. . 

Number of employes. 

Average daily wages. " 


One portable engine, 20, horse power. 
One centrifugal pump. 

,Number of perch •.......••...• ' • 
Value per perch. • . . . . . . • . . . • . • . • 

Niagara limestone, used for building, eolor blue. 

Number of acres controlled by:firm ..••.• ", . 

Number of acres of undeveloped stone lend owned by Joseph Range 

Number of acres owned by James H. Markle, 

Number of acres owned by 1. B. Spalding . 

Number of acres owned by Emanuel LaCS'lY 

Number of acres owned by Walker Monroe. 

Number of acres owned by Cal Shull .. 

~umber of acres owned by F.B. Miller 
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$0.80 

70 

15 

100 


$2,500 
3 

$1.25 

2,000 

$1.10 


10 

$1,000 
3 

$1.35 

900 

$0.75 


Ii 

$3,500 
6 

$1.35 

2,000 

$1.00 


10 

9 
 ,

60 ' " 

30 
30 
20 
10 

40 
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BALTES & PALMER, MONTPELIER, IND. 

Amount of capital. • 
Numberof employes. 
Average daily wages . 

Two engines, one 40 and one 12-horse power. 
One boiler, 60-horse power. 

N umoor of steam drills. . 
Number of steam derricks .. 

One centrifugal pump. 
Number of car loads per year. 
Number of cubic feet per car . 
Value per car ....•..• 

Niagara limestone, used for building, color blue. 
Number of acres controlled by firm ••••••.• 

TWIBEL & SONS, MONTPELIER, IND. 

Amount of capital. • 
Number of employes: 
Average daily wages . 

One engine, 25·horee power. 
Number of steam drills. • . 
Number of steam derricks ... 

One centrifugal pump. 
Number of car loads per year. 
Value per car •••.••.• 
Number of acres controlled by firm .• 

Sold to Baltes & Palmel'. 

J. W. FREKMAN, BLUFfi'TON, IND. 

Amount of c9.pital. . 
Number of employes 
Average daily waites . 

One engine, So-horee power. 
Number oisteam drills. . 
Number of rotary pumps. 

One Blake crusher. 
Number of perch .... 
Value per perch. . . • . 

Niagara limestone, color gray; used for building, 
Number of acres controlled by firm . • • • • • • • • 

DECATUR STONE AND LIME CO., DECATUR, IND. 

Amount of capital. • 
Number of employes •••••• 
A verage daily wages. . • .'• . 

One engine, 36·horse power. 
Number of steam drills ...•. 

One steam a.nd one hand de:rrick. 

$18,500 
20 

$1.35 

1 
1 

600 
300 

$12.00 

28 

$8,000 
15 

$1.35 

1 
1 

300 
$12.00 

15 

$7,000 
16 

$1.50 

1 
1 

4,000 
$1.00 

12 

$8,000 
10 

$1.50 

1 

. " 



. QUARRIES IN INDIANA. 

Number of steam pumps. 

Number of rang-saws .. 

N umber of perch-long perch. . , 

Number of bushel!! of lime per year. 

Value per bushel. •.•...... 

Value of etone per annum .•••. 


Limestone used for building and monument bases. 
Number of acres controlled by firm • • • • • • • • • 

87 

1 
1 

3,000 
15,000 
$0.17 

$8,000 
Lime white. 

3 

ROBINSON & GILLIG, DECATUR, IND. 

Amount of capital. • .. $lO,ooO 
Number of employes .•.•.. 30 
AVerage daily wages ...•.. $1.50 

one engine, 35·horse power. 
N umber of steam drills. . . 1 
Number of Gates' crushers. 1 
Number of perch . . 1,500 
Number of yards of stone. • 3,500 
Value of stone per perch at quarry $0.90 
Value of stone per yard at quarry. .85 

Lower Helderberg group, dark dove oolored building stone. 
Used for macadamizing. 

Number of acres controlled by firm • • . • • . . . • • • . . 30 
Number of acres of undeveloped stone land owned by Nimrod Dailey's 

heirs. . . . • • • . • • • • . . • . . 30 
Number of acres owned by Eli Zimmerman ........•.•• , 100 

SCHINDLER & SMITH, BUENA VISTA, IND. (P.O., LINN GROVE, IND.) 

Amount of capital. . $2,000 
Number of employes . 8 
Average daily wages. $1.50 

One engine, 10·horse power, portable. 
Number of perch ..•...••.•.• 2,000 
Value per perch. . • . ......•• $0.80 

Niagara limestone, used for buildjng. 
Number of acrES controlled by firm 3 

Leased from Mrs. Ensly. 

MESHBARGER & CO., BUENA VISTA, IND. 

Amount of capital. • . . . , . . • . . . • • • • . • • • • • • $2,000 
Number of employes. . . . . . . . . . 8 
A verage daily wages. . . • . . . • • . 

Ooe engine, 10-horse power, portable. 
Number of perch •.••..•....• 1,800 
Value per perch. . . . . . . . . • • . $0.80 

Niagara limestone, used for building, color blue. 
N umber of acres controlled by firm • .. • • • • . . 4 
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B. J. RICE, DECATUR, IND. 

Amount of capital. . $2,500 
Number of employes. 12 
A verage daily wages . $1.50 

One engine, 25·hon;:e power. 
One crusher. 

Number of cubic yards per month. 4,000 
USt'd for ro'ads and streets. 

Value per CD bic yard. . . . • . . $0.85 
Number of acres controlled by firm 5 

GUSMAN, CLINE & CO., MARKLE, IND. 

Amount of capital. . $3,000 
N umber of employes. . 12 

Average daily wages • $1.75 
One engine, 10·horse power, portable. 

Number of steam drills ... 1 
One hONe power derrick. 
One.oentrifugal pamp, 5x41' 

Number of perch, I6! feet per perch . . . . . . . .. 5,000 
Value per perch. . . . , ... , • . . , , . , $1.00 

Niagara limestone, good building stone, color blue. 
Number of acres controlled by firm , , , . . , . 4 

F. A. BRICKLEY, MARKLE, IND. 

Amount of capital . $1,250 
Number of employes •....•. , , . 8 
Average dll-i1y wages ..••••.... $1.75 

One engine, IC·horse power, portable. 
One centrifugal pump, 4x3. 

Number of perch. . . . .. . ..... . 3,500 
Value per perch. • . . . . . • • . . • • . • $1.00 
Niagara limestone, used for building, color blue. 
Number of acres controlled by firm ....•. 2 

J. W. ENGLISH, GREENSBURG, IND. 

Amount of capital. • $2,500 
Number of employee. . . . . . 35 
Average daily wages ..... . $2.00 

One engine, 12·horee power. 
Number of steam drills•.•.. 2" 

Number of derricks, one steam and three hand. 
Number of steam pumps ..••. , .. 1 
Number of car loads of stone per annum. 250 
Number of cubic feet per car 225 
Value per car . • . . . . . . . . . . . $115,00 

All eut atone. 

Niagara limestone, used for building, color blue. 
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QUARRIES IN INDIANA. 

Number of acres controlled by firm ..•...... 
Number of acres nndeveloped stone land owned by-

Charles Woodward. .' 
Thomas Kitchen. 
Pleasant Paugh 
Elisha English. . 
Cliff' English . . 
William Turner. 
Green Barnes . . 
Mrs. Updyke • . 
.Harrison House 
Everman Styers . 

LETT'S CORNER LIMESTONE CO., GREENSBURG, IND. 

QUA:RRIES AT LETT'S CORNER. 

Amount of capital. . 
Number of employes. 
Average daily wages. 

One portable engine, 2O·horse power. 
Number of steam drills ......•.. 
Number of derricks. . . . . . . . . . . 

Two are horse power and three hand power. 
Number of car loads per annum. 
Number of cubic feet per car. . . . . . ..• 
Value per car load. . . . . . . . ..... . 

Niagara limestone, used for curb and gutter, color blue. 
Number of acres controlled by firm •••..•.•••• 

There is good stone land in the vicinity. 

HOLLINSBEE STONE CO., GREENSBURG, IND. 

QUARRIES AT WESTPORT. 

Amount of capital. . 
Number of employes. 
Average daily wages . 

One engine, 25-horse power. 
Number of channelers . 
Number of steam drills. 

One locomotive. 
Number of gang saws .. 
Number of derricks .• 

Four steam and three hand derricks. 
Number of car loads per anuum. 
N umber of cubic feet per car . • . . . • 
Value per car ........•.•.• 

Limestone, used for curbing, bridges and paving. 
N umber of acres controlled by firm • • . • • • • • 
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14 

]2 
7 
4 
5 

1 
5 

10 
10 
10 
40 

- .~ 

$4,000 
35 

$1.75 

2 
5 

175 
200 

$75.00 

15 

$20,000 
67 

$1.85 

1 
2 

1 
7 " . 

750 
200 

$26.30 

50 , 
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GREENSBURG LIMESTONE 00., GREENSBURG, IND. 

Amount of capital. • 
Number of employes . 
A verage daily wages . 

Oue engine, 25-horse power. 
Number of steam drills ••• 

One of them is a capper. 
Number of boilers . • . . . 

One boiler, 125-horse power, flue, aud one 6S-horse power, tubular. 
One black crusher and engine, 35·horse power, and tubular boiler. 
One upright boiler, SO-horse power. 
One upright boiler, 20-horse power. 

Number of steam pumps .•.•.. , ••. , ....•• 
Number of steam derricks .•...•. , , .•.. , •• 

Eight Buffalo hor~e·power and one hand·power derricks. 
Number of car loads per annum. 
Number of cubic feet per car " 
Value per car.. . .. , .. 
Total sales per annum • • • . . 

Limestone, used for building and bridge work, color gray and blue. 
N umber of acres controlled by firm • . • • . • . • . • . . • . • • 

All stone land. 

THE FUE9TON STOYE CO., GREENSBURG, IND. 

$84,283 
125 

$2.25 

10 

2 

1 
4 

1,566 
240 

$26.50 
$41,386.00 

QUARRIES AT WESTPORT, IND. 

Amount of capital. . $2,000 
Number of e:uployes . 30 
Average daily wages . $1.75 
Number of hand derricks . 4 
Number of car loads per annum 150 
Number of cubic feet per car. . 200 
Value per car, aU cut stone. • . $115.00 

Niagara limestoue, used for curbing, guttering and flagging; color, blue. 
Number of acres controlled by firm • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • 5 

Leased from Aaron Boicourt. 

OWENS & STEVESON, WESTPORT, DID. 

Amount of capital. . • • • • $225.00 
Number of employes. . • . 9 

Worked 75 days in 1890. 
Wages paid. , •.•. $852.00 
Number of hand derricks ..• 2 
Number of car loads •.... 12 
Number of cubic feet per car load . 200 
Value per car • • . • • . • . . . $75.00 

Niagara limestone! used for cUlbing and guttering; color, blue., 

http:41,386.00
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QUARRIES IN INDIANA. 

Number of acres controlled by firm .•.•..••. 
Leased from Thos. Thomas. 
Number of acres of undeveloped stone land owned by 

Wm. Lawrence • 70 
Thoe. Spencer. . 60 
Craig & Forsythe 160 
Jasper Patterson 200 

W. F. BOBBINS, WESTPORT, IND. 

QUARRIES AT LETT'S CORNER. 

Amount of capital •. $3,500 
Number of employes. 40 
Average daily wages . $1.75 
Number of boilers .• 1 
Number of steam drills. 2 
Number of derricks •• 3 

One horse power and two hand derricks. 
Number of cars per annum. 75 
Number of cubic feet per car . . . . . . . 200 
Value per car load. . . . . . . . . . . . $90.00 

Limestone, used for flagging, curbing, footing, bridge and building, color blue. 
Number of acres controlled by firm • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . 7 

Leased from Allen Layton. 

BOICOURT & DOWDEN, WESTPORT, IND. 

Amount of capital. . $l,QQO 
Number of employes. 10 
A verage daily wages . $(,35 
Number of hand derricks. 3 
N umber of car loads per annum. 200 
Number of cubic feet per car .. 200 
Value per car load of cut stone $70.00 
Value per car load of rough stone. $10.00 

Limestone, used for curbing, guttering and flagging, color blue. 
Number of acres controlled by firm .••.•.••...•• 3 

THOMAS BEMISH, WESTPORT, IND. 

Amount of capital. • $300 
Average daily wages • $1.50 
Number of employes. 12 
Number of horse power derricks. 1 
Number of car loads for 1890 .. 50 
Number of cubic feet per car .. 250 
Estimated value of stone loaded on car $70.00 

Niagara blUe limestone. 
Number of acres owned by firm •••• 5 
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JOHN L. SCANLAN, ST. PAUL, IND: 

Amount of capital. . $30,OOti 
Number of employes. • . . . . • . • . . • • . . • . . . 75 

" Average daily wages. . . . ..•............ $1.50 
Two engines, one 4O-horse power and one 12-horse power. 

Number of channelers . • 3 
N umber of steam drills. . . . • 6 
Number of steam derricks . . . 5 
Number of horse power derricks. 1 
Number of hand power derricks. 1 

Number of car loads per annum
Flagging, 25 cars, value per car. $50.00 
Curbing, 50 cars, value per car . 70.00 
RubQle, 200 cars, value per car . 7.50 
Footing, 400 cars, value per car. 25.00 
Bridge, 875 cars, value per car. . 18.00 
Macadam, 50 cars, va.lue per ca.r. 5.00 
Number of cubic feet per car . - 200 

Limestone, color gray and blue. 
Number of acres controlled by firm . 150 

Forty acres good atone land. 
Number of acres undeveloped stOlle land owned by E. L. Floyd. 100 

HARPER & MVNS. 

HARPER POSTOFFICE, DECATUR COUNTY, INDIANA.. 

Amount of capital. . $500 
Number of employes .. 20 
Average daily wages .. $1.50 

. Two hand derricks. 
Number of car-loads per annum no 
Number of cubic feet per car _ . 200 
Value per car-load _ . . . . . . $70.00 
Number of acres c(;ntrolled by firm 2 

Leased from John Boicourt. 

JOHN BOICOURT, HA.RPER POSTOFFICE, DECATUR COUNTY, IND. 

QUARRIES AT SARDINIA CROSSING. 

Amount of capital. . $500 
N umber of employes. 10 
Average daily wages. $1.50 

Two hand derricks. 
Number of car-loads per annum. 25 
Number of cubic feet per car .. 200 
Value per car·load. • . . . . - $70.00 

Niagara limestone, used for curbing and guttering i color, blue. 
N umber of acres controlled by arm . . '.' . • • . • . . . . . 60 
NUlnber of acres of undeveloped stone land owned by J. Q. Ellett. 80 
J as. Meyers . 166 
Mrs. Dickson . • • • • • . • • . • • . - . • • • • . . • • • 160 
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WM. POOLE; NORTH VERNON, IND. 

Amonnt of capital. . '. $200 
Number of employes •.•••• I) 

Average daily wages. . . . . . $1.00 
Number of car· loads per annum 4 
Number &f cubic feet per car . • 200 , 'iI'. 

Value per car-load ..•..•• $50.00 
DevoniaRlimestone, used for flagging and curbing; color, blue. 

Number of acres controlled by firm • • • . • • . • . • • . . .' 2 

HICKS & HOLMES, NORTH VERNON, IND. 

Amount of capital. • $20,006 
Number of employes ..... . 30 
A verage daily wages .•.•. $1.75 

Work eight months per year. 
One engine, 16-horae power. 

Number of steam drills. . '. • . 8 
One steam pump and boiler. 

Number of gang-saws .•. '.' 1 
Number of horae.power derricks. 7 
Amount of product per year-number of carll 400 
Number of cubic feet per car .... 270 
Value per car. • •• . ...•• 

Devonian limestone, color blue. 
Number of acres controlled by firm . 

HERMAN BROTHERS, VERNON, IND. 

Amobnt of ca.pital. . $5,000 
Number of employes. . . • . 7 
Average daily wages. • . • . $1.10 
Number of car loads per year. 400 
Number of cubic feet per car . 225 
Value per car. . • • . . • . $8.50 

Rubble, macadam and bridge stone. 
Number of acres controlled by firm .• 210 

One hundred aRd twenty acres stone land. 

CONNER & COVERT, NORTH VERNON, IND. 

Amount of capital. • $600 
Number of employes • 8 
Average daily wages • . $1.25 
Number of car loads per annum. 100 
Number of cubic feet per car .• 250 
Value per car. • • • • • • • • $12.00 

Devonian limestone, Color blue and gray. Rubble and mllcadam. 
Number of acres controlled by firm ••••. 7 
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BIG FOUR LIMESTONE CO., NEWPOINT, IND. 

Amount of capital. . $35,000 
Number of employes. 125 
Average daily wages. $2.25 

One engine, 40 horse-power; one portable engine, 10 horse-power, and one 
hoisting engine, 10 horse-power. 

One locomotive. 
Number of steam drills .... . 6 
Number of steam derricks .. . 5 
Number of car loads per annum. .' 1,200 

~~~~~~~. -
Value per car load . _ . _ _ • $50.00 
Total sales for last year - . . . $60,000 

Niagara limestone, used for rubble, curbing, guttering, bridge, flagging and 
jail stone ;'color, blue. 
Number of acres controlled by firm . . . . . . . 10 

Leased from W. W. Hollinsbee. 
, Owned by same company: 

Quarry No..2, number of acres .. .......•.•.••• '. 80 
Number of acres of undeveloped stone land owned by Henry Topmiller, 120 

10 acres good stone land. 
Number of acres of undeveloped stone land owned by Oscar Barclay 6 
Number of acres of John Gerwer's estate. • . . . . . . • • • . . 10 

EUREKA LIMESTONE CO., NEWPOINT, IND. 

Amount of capital. . $1,000 
Number of employes. . . . . . . . 40 
Average daily wages .• _ ..•.. $2.25 
One portable engine, 10 horse-power. 
Number of steam drills. • • . . . . 2 
Three horse-power and four hand-power derrieks. 
Number of car loads per annum. 700 
Number of cubic feet per car. • • . . . • • . • 225 
Value per carload. • • . . . . • . . • • • • . $50.00 

Niagara limestone; color, blue and gray; used for flagging, curbing, gutter
ing, footing. rubble, paving and rip rap. 
Number of acres controlled by firm • • • • . • • . • . • . 14 

One quarry leased on royalty from John F. Hollinsbee. 

COMAN & CO., NEWPOINT, I~D. 

Amount of capital . $3,200 
Number of employes .•••••••. 12 
Average daily wages •••..•.•• $l.IiO 

One portable engine, 8·horse power. 
Number of steam drills. . . . • 1 
Number of horse power derricks. 2 
Number of car loads per year. 140 
Number of cubic feet per car. • 225 
Value per car load. . • . • . . $30 

Niagq.ra limestone, used for rubble, footing and guttering, color blue and gray. 
Number of acres controlled by firm • • • • • • • . • • . . • . • • 2 

Leased from Susan Coman. 

I 
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ASHMAN & GLASGOW, OSGOOD, IND. 

Amount of capital. • 

Number of employes. 

Average ilaily wages. 

N umber of steam drills. 

Number of ste8m derricks 


One traveler, 20·horse power. 
Number of steam pumps. . . . 

One stationary boiler, 30·horse power. 
One Gates crusber and engine, 25·horse power. 

Number of car loads per annum. 

Number of cubic feet per car . • • . . • . • . • 

Value per car losd. . • • . . • • • . . . . • . 


Niagara limestone, used for curbing, guttering, flagging and bridge Rtone, color 

95 

$20,000, 
75 

$2.25 
3 
2 

1 

700 
225 

$55.00 

" 


{, 

or 

:qi~ 

blue and gray. 

Number of acres controlled by firm ....••...•.•..•. 

Number of acres of undevelope<il stone land owned by W. D. and T. 


Wilson. . • • • • . • • • • • 
Number of a¢res owned by Mr. Levi. ..•••. , , • , . 

PETER WAGNER, OSGOOD, IND. 

Amount of capital. 

Number of employes. . . • • • • • 

Average daily wages ..•••.• , 


One steam engine, 8-horse power. 
Number of steam drills. • • , 
Number of hand derricks •.. 
Number of car loads per year. 
Number of cnbic.feet per car . 
Value per car. . . • .•.• 

Niagara limestone, used for curbing and guttering, color blue. 
Number of a~res cOl'ltrolled by firm . , ..••.... , •.•. , 
Number of aCl'eB of undeveloped stone land owned by Thomas Jones 
Number of acres owned by I. Levi •.•• 
Number of a¢res owned by W. D. Wilson..•..•.•••••• 

I 

J. T. BEACH, HOLTON, IND. 

Amount of ctPital. • 

Number of e~ployes. 


Average dailt 'wages. • • 

Number of hand derricks. 

Number of car loads per annum. 

Number of c~bic feet per car .. 

Valueper cal load. . • • . . . • . • • • . • •• •..••. 


Niagara limestone, used for guttering, flagging, etc., color gray. 
Number of acres controlled by firm • . • • • • • • • • • • • • . 

Leased from Phoebe J. Murdock. 

SO 
10 

$10,000 
25 

$2.00 

1 
4 

100 
225 

$70.00 

126 
48 
7 

15 

$335 
12 

$1.50 
I 

250 
225 
$50 

4 
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SQUIRE cox, HOLTON, IND. 

Am~unt of capital. . $13,000 
Number of employes. 50 
Average daily wages . $1.75 
Number of steam drills. 1 
N umber of hand derricks. 2 

One boiler, i5 horae power. 
Number of ear-loads per annum 850 
Number of cubic feet per ear .. 225 
Value per car· load ...... . $50.00 

Niagara limestone, used for curbing, guttering, etc.; color, gray. 
Number of acres controlled by firm . • . . . . . . . • • • • • . 16 
Number of acres of undeveloped stone land owned by Clifford Over-

turf •••..•.•.•.•..... 80 
Number of acres owned by Samuel Overturf 80 
Number of acres owned by Henry Overturf. 160 

SECREST & CO., LAUREL, IND. 

Amount of capital. • • ; • • . $15,000 
Number of employes .•.••• 85 

Work nine months per year. 
Average daily wages. • • . • • $1.45 

Six derricks, four horse power, and two hand power. 
Number of car-loads per year. 800 
Number of cubic feet per car ..••.....•..• 200 
Value per car-load. . . . • . . . . . . • . . • • • . $44.00 

Niagara limestone, used for curbing, flagging, etc.; color, buff and 
blue. 

Number of acres controlled by firm 400 
Available-stone land, 20 acres. 

W. D. ADAMS, LAUREL, IND. 

Amount of capital . $500 
Number of employes • 11 
Average daily wages. . $1.50 
Number of car· loads per annum. 5 
Number of cubic.feet per car .. 200 
Vaiue per car • . • . . . . . . $70.00 

Niagara limestone, used for flagging; color, buff and blue. 
Number of acres controlled by firm . • • • . . . • . • • • • 12 
Number of acres of undeveloped st~ne land owned by Mrs. Fannie 

Derbyshire . . • . . . • . . . . . . 4 
Number of acres owned by Jas. Derbyshire. 8 
Number of acres owned by Harrison Crowe. 20 
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JACOB SENIOUR, LAUREL, IND. 

Amount of· capital. 

Number of employes. . . . . • 

Average daily wages ••.. , •• 

Number of car-loads per annum 

Number of cubic feet per car .. 

Value per car-IoaJ, •..... 


Niagara limestone, used for flagging j color, buff and blue. 
Number of acres controlled by firm •.•..•••••. 

FRANK DICE, LAUREL, IND. 

Amount of capital. • 

Number of employes . 

Average daily wages. 

Number of car-loads per annum 

N umber of cubic feet per car-load. 

Value per car-load. • • • . • • . 


Niagara limestone, used for flagging and building j color, buff and 
blue. 

Number of acres controlled by firm .••.••..••.. 

WILLIAM BLUE, LAUREL, IND. 

Amount of capital. 

Number'of employes .••.. 

Average daily wages. • . . • 

Number of car loads per year. 

Number of cubic feet per car. 

Value per car load. . • • . . 

Number of acres controlled by firm 


W. T. BALL, LONGWOOD, IND. 

Amount of capital. 
Number of employes . 
Average daily wages . 

One derrick. 
Number of car loads per annum •. 
Value per car load. , ...••. 

Limestone, used for foundations, crossings and Bagging. 
Number of acres controlled by fim\. • . • . . . . • . . . 

A. W. CLOUD, LAUREL, IND. 

Amount of capital • 

Number of employes . 

A verage daily wages ' 

Number of car loads'of stone for 1890 

Estimated value loaded on cars .. 

Number of acrea controlled by firm .. 
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$1,000 
5 

$1.50 
75 

200 
$60.00 

" 

5 

$1,000 ~ 

3 
$1.75 

60 
200· 

$30.00 

6 

$l,200 
3 

$1.50 
40 

200 
$60.00 

10 

$8,000 
10 

$q5 

100 
$25.00 

30 

" , 

$3,000 
15 

$1.40 
160 

,;"" 

$40.00 
106 

;. 
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JOSEPH WORSHAM, LONGWOOD, IND. 

Amount of capital. . $1,000 
Number of employes. 3• j 

Average daily wages • $1.25 
Number of perch . . 250 
Value per perch ..• $1.00 
Number of acres controlled by firm 5 

B~CK, PURVIANCE & BECK, HUNTINGTON, IND. 

Amount of capital. . $50,000 
Number of employes. 50 
Average daily wages . $1.85 

One engine and hoist, 40.horse power. 
Number of steam drills. . . . . . . . . 2 

One 8tea~ and one centrifugal pump. 
Nnmber of bushels of lime per annum. 280,000 
Value per bushel . • . . • . . .. $0.11 
Number of acres controlled by firm. 125 
Number of perpetulLl kilns. . . •. 6 

HUNTINGTON WHITE LIME CO., HUNTINGTON, IND. 

Amount of capital • . . • . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $70,000 
Number of employes. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • 60 
Average daily wages'. . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . $1.85 

Two engines, one 4O-horse power, and one 12-horse power. 
Number of boilers •..•....... 2 
Number of steam drills .•.••.•.• 2 

One steam and one centrifugal pump. 
Number of bushels of lime per annum. 420,000 
Value per bushel.'. . . ...•. $0.11 
Number of acres controlled by firm 200 
Number of perpetual Jdlns ••.• 8 

BALTES & MARTINS, HUNTINGTON, IND. 

Amount of capital. . $75,000 
Number of employes.. 75 
Average daily wages. $1.85 

Three engines, one 25 horse-power and two 20 horse-power. 
Number of steam drills .••..•... 2 

One steam and one centrifugal pump. 
Number of bushels' of lime per annum. 525,000 
Value per bushel •••....• $0.11 
Number of acres controlled by firm 895 
!(umber of perpetual kilns ]0 
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CASPER NOLLIS, HUNTINGTON, IND. 

Amount of eapital. . $1,500 
Number of employes . 4 
Average daily wages. $1.35 

One portable engine, 10 horse-power. 
Number of steam drills. • • 1 

One centrifugal pump. 
:Mumber of perch ..••• 2,500 
Value per perch ...•••. $0.60 

Niagara limestone, used for building; color, blue. 
Number of acres controlled by firm • • • • : . • • • 8 

FRANK LISMAN, HUNTINGTON, IND. 

Amount of capital. • • • • • • • • • $5,000 
Number of employes ••••••••• 10 
Average daily wages.. • ••••. $1.85 

Two engines, 10 horse-power each. 
Number of steam drills. 1 
Number of perch .•••.••.•.. 6,000 
Value per perch. • • • • • • • • • : $0.60 

Niagara limestone, used for building; color, blue. 
Number of acres controlled by firm ••••••••• 20 

Leased from Dr. Furgeson. 

BRIOOES & SONS, WABASH, IND. 

Amount of capital. • $10,000 
Number of employes. 10 
Average daily wages . $1.50 
Number of perch •• 5,000 
Value per perch .• $0.83 

Niagara limestone, used for building; color, blue and gray. 
Number of acres controlled by firm .•....••.•••• 10 

Five acres stone land. 
Number of acres of undeveloped stone land owned by Mr. Safford 12 
Number of acres owned by Smith heirs •..•••••••• 12 

W: H. BENT, SOUTH WABASH, IND. 

Amount of capital. • $10,000 
Number of employes • 8 
Average daily wages. '. $1.50 
Number of perch •• 4,000 
Value per perch ••• $0.50 

Niagara limeatone, used for fiagging and crossing; color, buff. 
Number of acres controlled by firm ••••••••••••••• 13 
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\ JACOB S. LA.MBERT, SOUTH WABASH, IND. 

Amount of capital. • $500 
~umbel' of employes. 10 
Average .daily wages • $1.50 
Number of perch 6,000 
Value per perch. • . $5.00 
Value per foot. . . . 20 

Limestone, used for flagging and street crossings. 
NU,mber of acres controlled by firm .•... , .. 3 

A. C. LAMBERT, SOUTH WABASH, IND. 

Amount of capital. . $2,000 
Number of employes. . . . . . 15 
Average daily wages . • • • . . $1.5O 
Number of car loads per annum, 500 
Number of cubic feet per carload, 275 
Value per car load, ' " . . . . . $30.00 

Niagara limestone, u~ed for building, color buff and blue. 
Number of acres controlled by firm . , .. ' ..••..•. 15 
Number of acres undeveloped stone land owned by Joseph Daugherty. 25 
Number of acres owned by Smith heirs. • • . . 4 
Number of acres owned by Daniel Hutching. 116 
Number of acres owned by William Unger. 80 
Number of acres owned by Isaac Unger, .• 80 
Number of acres owned by William Pierson • 40 
Number of acres owned by,William P. Stocker. 40 
Number of acres owned by U. M. Engleman .. 40 

PHILIP DAVIS, SOUTH WABASH, IND. 

Amount of capital. • $500 
Number of employes. 3, 
Average daily wages. $1.50 
Number of perch .. 200 
Value per perch ... $0.75 

Niagara limestone, used for building, color blue. 
Number of acres controlled by firm . • • . . . . • .60 

PHILIP HIPSKIND, W ABAS!!, IND. 

Amount of capital. • $10,000 
Number of employea, • . . . . • • • . 14 
Average daily wages • • . • • . . . . . $1.5O 

One portable engine, I2-horse power. 
One steam pump. 

Number of yards per annum •. , . 2,000 
Number of perch of'stone per annum 2,000 
Number of square feet flagging 7,000 
Value per square yard •• $0.85 
Value per perch, 16i feet. . . 65 
Value per foot for ll.agging • • 16 

Niagara limestone, used for macadam, building and flagging, color gray. 
Number of acres controlled by firm •••••........••• 

Twenty acres leased from T. F. Payne. 
25 
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WILLIAM MOELlllRING, WABASH, IND. 

Amount of capital. • 

Number of employes. 

Average daily wages • 

Number of car loads per annum. 

Number of Gubic feet per car load, 

Value per car load. • . • . • • . 


Niagara limestone, UBed for building. 

Number of acres controlled by firm •.• 


SMITH BROS., WABA!!!H, IND. 

Amount of capital . 

Number of employes. 

Average daily wages. 

Number of perch .• 

Value per perch. . • 


Niagara limestone, used for building, color blue and gray. 

Number of acres controlled by firm •••..••.•.• 


C. H. BROWNELL, PERU, IND. 

Amount of capital. 
Number of employes . 
Average daily wages . 

One engine, 10-horse power. 
Number of .steam pumps . 
Number of perch • • . . . . • 
Value per perch. . . . . . . . 

Niagara limestone, used for building; color, blue. 
Number of acres controlled by firm ••. 

DAVID'LONG, PERU, IND. 

Amount of capital. . 
Number of employes • 
Average daily wages . 
Number of perch, per month 
Value per perch. • • • • • 
Number of acres coutrolled by firm 

CHAS. TRIPPIER, PERU, IND. 

Amount of capital. 

Number of employes . 

Average daily wages . 

Number of bushels of lime per annum. 

Value per bushel. .•...•.. 

Number of acres controlled by firm .. 
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$lO,OOO 
50 

$1.75 
800 
275 

$12.00 

35 

$3,000 
18 

$1.60 
6,000 
$0.76 

1 

$3,000 
8 

$1.25 

1 
3,000 
$1.25 

$1,000 
3 

$1.25 
300 

$1,25 
4 

$600 
2 

$1.25 
1,000 
$0.20 

2 

. ".' 

, " 

, 
f ' 

~:.-: 
,', 
,~ } 

l 
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DAVID McRAE, PERU, IND. 

Amount of capital. • $1,000 
Number of employes. 2 
Average daily wages. $1.25 
Number of, perch . • 1,000 
Value per perch ',' . $1.25 
Number of acres controlled by firm 2 

A. B. KEEPORT, LOGANSPORT, IND. 

Amount of capital. • $10,000 
Number of employes. 15 
Average daily wages • $1.35 

One engine, lO-hoNe power. 
Number of steam drills •.•• 1 
Number of bushels of lime per annum. 100,000 
Value per bushel •••.••..• $0.11 

Devonian limestone; color, blue. 
Number of acres controlled by firm • 30 

AUGUST GLEITZ, LOGANSPORT, IND. 

Amount of capital. • $10,000 
Number of employes. 12 
Anrage daily wages . $2.50 

This includes teams and teamsters. 
Two hand power derricks. 

Number of perch, 16i feet •••.•..•..... 10,000 
Value per perch . • • • • . • • . • . . • . . • • . $1.00 

Devonian limestone, used for rubble; color, gray. 
Number of acres controlled by firm ....•.... 9 
N umber of acres of undeveloped stone land owned by Hamburg heirs. 15 
Number of acres owned by Andrew Young • 10 
Number of acres owned by Dr. Fitch • 20 
Number of acre~ owned by G. M.l'itch 10 

HEADY & WOOLF, LOGANSPORT, IND. 
, 

Amount of capital. • 
Number of employes. 

" .
'. '. $5,000 

6 
Average daily wages . $2.00 
N um ber of perch • • 5,000 
Value per percb. • . $1.00 

Devonian limestone, used for rubble; color, gray. 
N umber of acres controlled by firm . . . • • . . . . 3 

Leased from E. M. Talbot. 
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JOHN BARNES, LOGANSPORT, IND. 

Amount of capital. . $1,000 
Number of employes. 4 
A verage daily wages . $1.50 
Number of perch •• 2,600 
Value per peNh. . . . . $1.00 

Devonian limestone, used for rubble j color, ~ray. 
Number of acres controlled by firm .• • ...•. 

~~. 

T. C. BARNES, LOGANSPORT, INDY~/ 

Amount of capital. • $500 
Number of employes. 9 
Average daily wages. $1.75 
Number of perch .. 2,000 
Value pel' perch .•. $1.00 

Devonian limestone, ueed for rubble; color, gray. 
Number of acres controlled by firm • • • • • • . . . 4 

Leased from E. M. Talbott. 

LUX & LUX, LOGANSPORT, IND. 

Amount of capital. $10,000 
Number of employes • 6 
A verage daily wages. $1.50 
Number of perch .. 3,000 
Value per perch •.• $0.75 

Devonian limestone, used for building; color, gray and blue. 
Number of acres controlled by firm •.•.........•• 26 

GEO. W. DEFENBAUGH, KOKOMO, IND. 

Amount of capital, principally land. $20,800 
Number of employes. • • • . 10 
Average daily wages. • • .'. $1.25 

One engine, I) horse-power. 
Number of steam pumps • • • 2 
Number of perch •••••• 2,000 
Number of yards of macadam • 3,000 
Value per perch ••••••• $1.35 
Value per yard macadam ..• .45 

Water line, used for building and macadam j color, dove. 
Number of acres oontrolled by firm • . . .• • ••••• 20 
Number of acres of undeveloped stone laud owned by Geo. W. Hocker, . 1 
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IiOCKER & DALMAN, KOKOMO, IND. 

Amount of capital . . $5,000 
Number of employes ...•.. 8 
Average daily wages. • . . . • $1.25 

One engi~e, 10 horse-power. 
Number of steam pumps 1 
Number of perch • " .•••. 3,000 
Value per perch •.••.. '•• $1.35 
Number of acres controned by firm 25 

MeGLEN & 00., KOKOMO, IND. 

Amount of capital $4,000 
Number of employes ..•••. 14 
A vllrage daily wages. . . . . • $1.75 

One engine, 10:horse power. 
N umber of steam pumps . . • . 1 
N umber of perch. . . . . • . . 5,000 
Number of yards of macadam •. 3,000 
Value per perch. . . • • . . . $1.10 
Value per yard, macadam ..•• .90 

Water lime, used for building and macadam. 
Number of acres controlled by firm .•.••.. 10 

STEWART, & BROTHERS, KOKOMO, IND. 

Amount of capital. • $5,000 
Number of employes. . . .•. 100 
Average daily wages .•.... $1.50 

One engine, Hi-horse power. 
Number of steam pumps ... . 1 
Number of perch ...... . 6,060 
Number of yards of macadam .. 28,000 
Value per perch ....•• $1.25 
Value per yard macadam. • . . .80 

Water lime, dove color. 
Number of acres controlled by firm 8 

JOLLISANT & SWEENEY, GEORGETOWN, IND. 

Amount of capital. . $1,000 
Number of empioyes .. 12 
Average daily "'ages .. $1.40 

One hand derrick. 
Number of car loads of stone per annum •. 300 
Number of cubic feet per car load. . . • • 225 
Value per car load •..•.....•.• $30.00 

Oolitic limestone, used for paving and macadam. 
Number of acres controlled by firm . . • • • • . . 4 

Leased from Jefferson Keithly. Quarries at Crandall were not worked last 
year; now owned by the Indiana Improvement Co., that expects to work them 
extensively tbis year. 

This is Oolitic stone,of buff coior, and good quality. 
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CORYDON STONE CO., CORYDON, IND. 

Amount of capital. • 

Number of employes • 

A verage daily wages . 

Number of engines. . 


One engine 60-horse power, and one 30-horse power. 

Number of steam drills • 

Number'of channelers .• 

Number of gang-saws ••. 

Number of steam derricks .' 

N umber of horse-power derricks. 

N umber of ejectors. . • • . . . 


One rubbing bed. 
Number of car loads of stone per annum., • 
Number of cubic feet per car load •••. ; 
Value per car. . • . . • • . . . . . . . 

Oolitic and St. Louis limestone i the former buff, and the latter a 
beautiful blue, that makes fine table tops, door and window 
sills and caps, and trimmings of all kinds. 

Number of acres controlled by firm .• .' .•••.••••••• 

INDIANA CONTRACT CO., MILLTOWN, IND. 

OFFICE AT EVANSVILLE, IND. 

Amount of capital. • 

Number of employes.. 

Average daily wages. 

Number of engines.• 


One engine 100-horse power and one 2,)-horse power. 
Number of crushers • 
Number of elevators. . . . •..•.. 
Number of carriers ....•....•. 
Number of car loads of stone per annum. 
Number of cubic feet per car •..••• 
V aille per car load. • • . . • . . • . , 

St. Louis limestone, used for macadam, color drab. 
Number of acres controlled by firm .. '.' •.••• 

J. B. SPEED & CO., MILLTOWN, IND. 

Amount of capital. . 

Number of employes. 

Average daily wages. 

N um ber of engines.. " 


One engine 16-horse power and one 10-horse power. 
Number of bushels of lime per annum. 
Value per bushel.•..•.•.. 

St. Louis Jimestone, color drab. 
Number of acres controlled by firm 

105 


$76,006 

40 


$1040 
2 

2 

3 

4 
4 

1 

4 

200 

200 


$100 


80 

','I 

$20,000 
100 

$1.50 
2 

1 

2 

1 


2,(')00 

350 


$11.00 


42 

$20,000 
14 

$1.40 
, 2 

100,000 
$O.12i 
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MRS. GARROW, MARENGO, IND. 

Amonnt of capital. $2,000 
Number of employes . 15 
Average daily wages . $1..25 

One engine, 35-hol'lle power. 
Number of crushers •. : . 1 

One eet of burrs. 
Number of bushels of lime. 8,000 
N umber of car loads of stone, pulverized for glass making. 150 
Number of car loads of macadam. 100 
Number of cubic feet per car . 250 
Value per car, pulverized •.... $40.00 
Value per car load, macadam. . . 12.00 

St. Louis limestone, color gray. 
Number of acres controlled by firm 2, 

DR. BUEST, ST. ANTHONY, IND. 

RESIDENOE, NEW ALBANY, IND. 

Amount of capital. • $5,000 
N umber of steam drills. . • . • . • . . • • • • • • . 1 

One-horse power derrick. 
Lower Coal Measure Jlandstone, color brown, used for building. 

Number of acres controlled by firm •••.••... \..•... 200 
Not worked for two years. 
The above facts were gathered from a visit to the quarry. 

WINDSTANLY & BREYFOGLE, ST. ANTHONY, IND. 

Lower Coal Measure sandstone, color brown, used for building. 
Number of acres controlled by firm .•.•••.••.•.• 200 

Not worked in 181:10. 

JACOB ECKEltT, JASPER, IND. 

Amount of capital . $2,000 
Number of employes . fj 

Average daily wages . $1.56 
One hand derrick. 

Number of cubic yarm: per annum. 800 
Value per yard . . . . ..•.• $8.50 

Carboniferous sandstone, color blue and white. 
N umber of acres controHed by firm • • . . . • • 87 
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VAN SCHRODER, JASPER, IND. 

Amount of capital. $1,500 
Number of employes. 2 
A verage daily wages. $1.50 

One derriek. 
Number of cubic yards per annum ••....... 200 
VaIue per cubic yard. . . . • • • • • • • • . • • . $3.50 

Carboniferous sandstcne, color white, good quality. 
Number of acres controlled by firm ...•. 2 

Leased from Bueiline Bros • 

. EIEGENMANN & HALLENBACH, CANNELTON, IND. 

Amount of ca.pital. • $2,000 
Numbllr of employes. 50 
Average daily wages . $2.25 

One derrick boat and engine, 25 horse-power; 
Three himd derricks. 

Number of cubic yards per annum ••..•• 1,535 
Value per cubic yard • • . • • • • . • • • • 52.50 

Lower carboniferous sandstone; color, buff. 

Territory lea.sed from American CaDl~1 Coal Co. and N. Vaughn. 


FRANK PAULINE, CANNELTON, IND. 

Amount of capital. . $200 
Number of einployes . 8 
Average daily wages . $1.35 

Three hand derricks. 
Number of cubic yards per allnum. 300 
Value per cubic yard. ' . . • . • $2.50 

Lower carboniferous sandstcne, used for bridge and foundation work; color, 
buff. 
Number of acres controlled by firm 4 

CLEARWATER BROS., CANNELTON, IND. 

Amount of capital. . $200 
Number of employes. 
A verage daily wages . $1.35 

Two horse-power derricks. 
Number of cubic yards per annum 443 
Value per cubic yard . • • • • • $2.50 

Lower carboniferous sandstcne, good, used for bridge and lock work; color, 
buff. 
Number of acres controlled by firm • • • • • • '! •• • II; • • • -; ~ 

~eased frqm N. Vau~hn1 
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W. S. DOUGLAS, FOUNTAIN, IND. 

Amount of capital. . • $300 
Number of employes. '. 3 
Average daily wages. • $1.25 
N umber of car loads per annum. 30 
Number of cubio feet per oar • . 180 
Value per oar. • • • • . . • • $20.00 

Lower c,rbonllerous sa~dBtone, used for building; color, bull' and blue. 
Number of80res controlled by firm • . . . • . . . . .••••• 2 

Leased from H. J. Reed. 
Number of aores of undeveloped stone land owned by L. B. Brooks • 10 
N umber of acres owned by W. C. B. Sewall. . • • • • • 4 

THE ILLINOIS & INDIANA STONE CO., SILVERWOOD, IND. 

Amount of oapital. • '$250,000 
Number of employes . 60 
Average daily wages • $1.50 

Two engines, 40 horse-power eaoh. 
N umber of channelers •.. • • 4 

Two bar and two Waddell. 
Number of gang saws ••• _ 3 

One double gang, 16 feet long. 
Number of steam pumps. _ . 2, 
Number car loads per annum. 750 
N umber of cubic feet per car . 275 

. Value per car .. _ .. $75.00 
Carboniferous sandstone; color, gray i used for building. 

Number of acres con trolled by firm . • • . . . • • • • • . 25 
Number of acres undeveloped stone land, owned by Jacob Oldshoe . 40 
Number of acres owned by Robert Oldshoe • 40 
Number of acres owned by Samuel Milligan ••.•••••••• 40 

All limestone. 
Number of acres undeveloped stone land, owned by William Jarvis, 

, Guion, Ind.. • • • • .. .•.•.•••••••..•• 30 
Sandstone. 

JAMES SCHEE, POTTSVILLE, IND. 

Amount of capital. . $1,500 
Number of employes . 12 
Average daily wages . $1.25 
Number of car-loads pel' annum. 400 
Number of cubic feet per car •• ISO 
Value per car. . • _ • _ . • _ • • '.' $12.50 

Carboniferous sandstone; color, gray; used. for rip-rap. 
~umb,er of acres controlled, by :qrm • • • • • • • 1 • • • 
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PARK COUNTY BROWN STONE CO., MANSFIELD, IND. 

Amount of capital. . 
Number of employes • 
Average daily wages . 

One engine, SO-horse power. 
N umber of channelers • • • • . 
Number of derricks .•••.• 

One .steam, one horae, and one hand power. 
Number of car·loads per annum. 
Number of cubic feet per car. • • . . . • •• 
Value per car. . . . ....•••...•. 

CarbonHerou8 s~nd8tone; color, brown; used for building. 
Number of acres controlled by firm ••..•••••.• , • 
Number of acres undeveloped stone land owned by J. R. Johnson 
Number of acres owned by Mrs. Zopher Coleman •••••••• 

E. & T. H. R. R. 

Amount of capital •• 
Number of employes. 
Average daily wages • 
Number of derricks . 

One horae and two hand power. 
Number of car· loads per annum. 
Number of cubic feet per car •••. 

FARMERSBURG, IND. 

.' 

Value per car. . • • • • . . . • • 
Coal measure limelltone; color, gray j used for bridge work. 

Number of acres controlled by firm . • • . . • • . . . • • . 
Leased from Mr. Cally, Sullivan, Ind.. 

Number of acres undeveloped stone land owned by William Baldridge 
Number of acres owned by William Johns •• 
N umber of acres owned by Willis Bennefield. • • • . • • , • • • • 

MoKAIN BROS. & CO., DELPHI, IND. 

Amount of capital. • 
Number of employes • 
Average daily wages . 

One engine, 12-horse power. 
Number of steam drills. . • • . 
Number of steam pumps ••.. 
Number of bushels of lime per annum. 
Value per bushel . . • • • • . • 

Niagara limestone; color, buff. 
~IUllber of a,cr~ co~U'911ed b;r f\rm 

$160,000 
20 

$1.50 

2 

3 

160 
275 

$206.00 

200 
40 
20 

12 
$1.60 

3 

60 
225 

$70.00 

2 

150 
40 
30 

$10,000 
20 

$1.26 

/ 1 
I· 

80,000 
$0.12 

. , 
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DELPHI LIME CO., DELPHI, ~ND. 

Amount of oapital. 

N umber of employes. • • • • . 

Average daily wages •••.•• 


One engine, 12-horse power. 

Number of steam drills .•••• 

Number of bushels of lime per annum. 

Value per bushel .•.•••.•. 


Niagara limestone; oolor, gray. 
N umber of aores oontrolled by firm • 
Number of acres undeveloped stone land owned by L. B. Sims. 
N umber of acres owned by MeKaln heirs. . • 
Number of aores ownea by Sarah Mitchel • . 
N umber of acres owned by William Bradshaw 

A. T. BOWEN & CO., DELPHI, IND. 

. Amount of oapital. • 
Number of employee • 
Average dally wages. 
Number of perch .. 
Value per perch .•. 

Devonian limestone, color bull', used for building. 

Number of acres oontrolled by firm • • • • . . . . . 


, 

$20,000 
25 

$1.25 

1 
110,000 

$0.12 

20 
40 
50 
40 
20 

$10,000 
5 

$1.50 
1,000 
$0.75 

20 

BARNHART BROS., ATTICA STONE QUARRY, ATTICA, IND. 

Amount of ollpital. • $40,000 
Number of employes. • . • . • . . . . 35 
Average daily wages .......... . $1.75 
Number of engines, 14-horse power each. 2 
Number of derrioks, three steam and four hand. 7 
Number of car loads per annum. 1,200 
Number of oubic feet per car . . . . . . . • • 190 
Value per oar •••••. " •...•••.. $18.00 

Sandstone, color buff, used for bridge and rubble. 
Number of acres controlled by firm •..•.•... 40 

C. & G. P. HARLEY, DELPHI, IND. 

Amount of oapital. • 

Number of employes. . • • • • • • • 

Average daily wages ••••.•... 

Number of }mshels of lime per annum. 

Value per bushel. . • . . • • • . 


Niagara limestone. 
Number of acres controlled by firm 
Cafaoity of kiJlllI, fOr annum. • . 

$5,200 
12 

$1.25 
40,000 
$0.12 

40 
, . ~90.0QQ 
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JACOB SMITH, ATTICA, IND. 

Amount of capital; • 

Number of employes. 

Average daily wages . 

Number of car loads per annum. 

Number of cubic feet per car .. 

Vallie per car .• ' . 


Sandstone, color white, used for bridge work. 
Number of acres controlled by firm ••..... 

Leased from Robert Milligan. 

HENRY HERRICK, WILLIAMSPORT, IND. 

Amount of capital. . 

Number of employes •.• 

A verage daily wages. '. . 

N um ber of hand derricks. 

Numbe; of car loads per annum. 

Number of cubic feet per car .. 

Value per car ........• 


Sandstone, color buff, used for building. 
Number of acres controlled by firm • • . . 

Leased from Gregory heirs. 
Number of acres undeveloped stone b,nd owned by Gregory heirs. 
Number of acres owned by Henry Herrick ...•.•••• 

J. L. STUMP, WILLIAMSPORT, IND. 

Amount of capital. . 

N umber of employes. . • 

Average daily wages .•. 

Number of hand derricks. 

Number of hand pumps . 

Number of car loads of stone per annum. 

Number of cubic feet per car •••.• 


Lower carboniferous sandstone, color buff; used for bridge abut
mente and piers. 

Number of acres controlled by firm •••••••.•.••...• 
Leased from James McCabe. 

J. L. STUMP, WILLIAMSPORT, IND. 

Amount of capital .• 
Number of employes ... 
Average daily wages •.• 
Number of hand derricks. 
Number of car loads per annum. 
Number of cubic feet per car • • • \ • 
Value per car; •••••••• 

Lower carboniferous sandstone, color buff; used for bridge work. 
Number of acres controlled by firm ...•.. , . . ...... . 

Leased from Isaac D. High. 

"$500 


4 

$1.60 


2Q 
180 

$18.00 

4 

$1,500 
12 

$1.25 
4 

180 
'I"180 

$18.00 

4 

20 

25 


" , 

$1,500 
2Q 


$1.25 

2 

8 


40 

2Q0 

4 

$400 

8 


$1.25 

2 


17 

200 


$21.00 

10 
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J. L. STUMP, WILLIA.MSPO:~T, IND. 

Amount of capital. • 

Number of employea , 

Average daily wagea . 

Number of hand derricks . 

~umber of car loads per annum. 

Number of cubic feet per car •• 

Value per car ..••••.•• 


Lower carboniferous sandstone, color buff; ueed for bridge work. 
Number of aereB controlled by firm • • • • • • • . •• • • • • • • 

Leased from Woods & Boner. 

JACOE PFEIFER, WILLIAMSPORT, IND. 

Amount of capital. • 
NuD;lber of employea. 
Average daily wages. 

One horse and one hand power derrick. 
Number of car loads per annum 
Number of cubic feet per car. . • . • • • .\ 
Value per car •• , .••••..•••. 

Lower carboniferous sandstone, color buff; used for bridge work. 
Number of acrea controlled by firm .•.•..•••.•••• 

ANTON ELLGEN, WILLIAMSPORT, IND. 

Amount of capital. • 
Number of employes . 
Average daily wagea • 

One horse power. 
Number of derricks-one horse and two hand powers 
Number of car loads per annum. 
Nnmber of cubic feet per car . • • . • • • • . . • 
Value per car . . • • • • • • • • . . . • • • • . 

$600 
15 

$1.25 
2 

18 
200 

$21.00 

20 

$500 
10 

$1.50 

120 
180 

$18.00 

10 

$1,500 
8 

$1.50 

3 
200 
180 

$18.00 • 
Lower carboniferous sandstone: color, buff; used for rubble and bridge work. 

Number of acres controlled by firm • • • • . . . . • • . • • • • . 8 
Leased from Gregory heirs. 

HARRISON & LANGDON, RIVERSIDE, IND. 

Amount of capital. • $5,000· 
Number of employea. . . 15 
Average daily wages. . • $1.50 
Number of hand derricks • 2 
Number of car loads per annum. 100 
Nlimber of cubic feet per car .. 200 

, Value per car ••.••••.. $20.00 
Lower carboDiferouB sandstone; color, buff and blue: used for 

rubble and bridge work. 
Number of acres controlled by firm • • • • • • 6 
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GUYER & BURCHBY, RIVERSIDE, IND. 

Amount of capital. 
Number of employes 
Average daily wages. 

One engine, 10 horse-power. 
Number of steam drills .. 
Number of cbannelers .•••. 
Numper of hand derricks - . • . 
Number of car loads per annum. 
Number of cubic feet per car .. 
Value per car . . . . . . . . . 

Lower carboniferous sandstone; color, bulf and blue i cut stone, 
bridge and rubble work. 
Number of acres co~trolled by firm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

GODDARD & 00., INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 

Amount of capital. . 
Nnmber of employes . 
Average daily wages. 
Numbt'r of engines .' 

30 horse-power. 
Number of steam gang saws. 
Number of derricks • • . . 

Four hand and one steam derrick. 
Number of car loads of stone per annum. 
Number of cubic feet per car . . . . . . 
Value per cubic foot. . . . . . . ... 
Niagara and oolitic limestone, mainly the latter. 

ITTENBACH & CO., INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 

Amount of capital. . 
Number of employes 
A verage daily wages . 
Number of engines. . 

25 horse-power. 
Number of gang saws 
Number of planers .. 
Number of hand derricks. 
Number of travelers ... 
Number of car loads per annum. 
Number 01. cubic feet per car 
Value per cubic foot. . . . . . 

8-GEOL. 

.. 
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$10,0~0 
20 

$1.75 

8 
4 
4: 

600 
180 

$50.00 

60 

$15,000 
20 

$2.75 
1 

4 
5 

100 
225 

$1.40 

$40,000 
30 

$2.75 
1 

6 
1 
] 

1 
125 
225 

$1.30 
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